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This project seeks to present a biblical understanding of human identity to the 

congregation of First Baptist Church, Auburn, CA, through the expositional preaching of 

Genesis 1–3 from September 5 to October 24, 2021. 

Given the confusion about human identity in the world today, the project has four 

established goals. The first goal is to strengthen congregants’ understanding of their 

dignity, value, and worth as image-bearers of God. Second, to assess measurable change 

in the parishioners’ attitudes and actions towards other Christians based on a proper 

understanding of their worth as image-bearers of God. Third, to move individuals in the 

congregation toward a more significant concern for the salvation of the nations and 

participation in personal evangelism, missions work, missions giving, and other gospel 

enterprises. Fourth, to develop my skills as an expositor in communicating theological 

truths in a clear and concise manner. 

Chapter one gives careful attention to the meaning of the image of God in Genesis 

1–3. This introductory chapter will be followed by an explanation of this doctrine’s 

implications for the reader and its application in the twenty-first century. 

The second chapter of the project endeavors to give a historical comparison of the 

interpretation of God’s image in Genesis 1–3 from the time of the Apostolic Fathers to 

the time of the Reformation. Special attention will be given to Irenaeus and John Calvin’s 

concept of the imago dei and how it influenced their theology. 

Chapter three will consider various responses and metrics used to understand the 

congregation’s understanding and applications of the image-bearer theme in Genesis 1–3. 

These systems of measurements will consist of a church-wide survey and a representative 

focus group of the church. 

The conclusion will serve as a reflection of my personal growth as a pastor, 

exegete, and expositional preacher of God’s Word throughout this project. It will also 

allow me to reflect on further personal development and the prospects for a follow-up in 

the church in the coming weeks, months, and years. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Rationale for the Preaching Project 

 

Since the fall of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, one question has plagued 

the human race: “Who am I?” James Montgomery Boice relates a story about a 

psychiatrist who stated, “There are only two great questions in this world: ‘Who am I?’ 

and, ‘Where am I going?’”1 If one looks at recent news stories, it is easy to see that the 

world’s most burning questions revolve around what it means to be human. 

However, the inability of mankind to answer this simple question has left nearly 

every individual on the planet with a severe identity crisis. People run around frantically 

self-identifying according to their economic status, ethnicity, education, family origin, 

religion, political party, sexual preference, gender, or even preferred gender. The 

constant push to express who they are as a person to the world has virtually become an 

obsession for many. A recent news story reported that the pressure from the LGBTQ 

community on the Oxford University Press forced them to change the Oxford Dictionary 

definitions of “man” and “woman” to reflect a more gender-inclusive language that was 

less offensive.2 Such breakdowns in fundamental language indicate that people do not 

even know what it means to be “male” or “female,” let alone human. As the culture has 

entered a moral freefall, the identity crisis has grown to include racism, sexual 

exploitation, abortion, euthanasia, suicide, genocide, and many other inhumane 

behaviors. 

 
1 James Montgomery Boice, The Gospel of John, Vol 2 (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1999), 673. 

 
2 Ken Ham, “The Revolution Continues: Oxford Changes Definition of ‘Man,’ ‘Woman,’” 

Answers in Genesis, November 16, 2020, accessed December 8, 2020, Answers in Genesis. 

https://answersingenesis.org/culture/revolution-continues-oxford-changes-definition-of-man-woman/ 
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Not surprisingly, Christians today suffer from a severe identity crisis, as well. 

Even many committed believers routinely forget who they are and why they exist. They 

feel the constant pull of the world to fill the void of their lives with relationships, status, 

possessions, and many worldly pursuits. R. B. Kuiper once wrote, “Ever since man 

ruined the image of God in which he had been created, he has been fashioning gods in his 

own image.”3 This appears to be especially true of twenty-first-century evangelicals with 

their narcissistic bent on self-glory and self-satisfaction. The tragic result of the identity 

crisis is that churches are filled with people suffering from alcoholism, pride, depression, 

anger, sexual immorality, bitterness, and spiritual apathy. This reality is painfully clear as 

I look out at my congregation each week from the pulpit or hear what goes on in their 

homes during the week. 

Thus, there is a critical need for Christians to understand and reclaim their God-

given identity as image-bearers of God. A whole generation of men and women need to 

have their hearts recaptured by the knowledge that they have been made in the image of 

God. They need to be reminded that they have been called to a higher purpose because 

they reflect the glory of their Creator. Perhaps the most significant issue that the 

American church faces today is an inadequate understanding of who they are and why 

God made them. 

 

Purpose of the Preaching Project 

This project aims to explore what it means to be an image-bearer of God from 

Genesis 1–3 and to clarify its implications and applications for the congregation of First 

 
3 Blanchard, John. More Gathered Gold: A Treasury of Quotations for Christians (Hertfordshire, 

England: Evangelical Press, 1986), 163. 
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Baptist Church in Auburn, California. In other words, this project will answer the 

question: “Who am I?” And more importantly, “Why does it matter?” This preaching 

project will explain the biblical definition of the imago dei to God’s people and endeavor 

(with God’s help) to motivate Christians to fulfill their God-given roles as His image-

bearers in this world. 

The next level of growth for First Baptist Church must be rooted in understanding 

who God has made mankind to be and how they relate to other people as those made in 

God’s image. Examining the doctrine of God's image in man (imago dei) will provide a 

perfect opportunity for our people to understand their value, dignity, worth, and purpose 

as human beings. 

Additionally, it will clarify how Christians should treat all human beings and 

provide the motivation for the mission’s work worldwide. I genuinely believe that a 

proper understanding of the image of God is the key that will help people discover their 

purpose for living and its implications for the value and dignity of human life. 

 

Project Goals 

The project has four established goals. The first goal is to strengthen church 

members’ biblical understanding of their dignity, value, and worth as image-bearers of 

God (Gen 1–3). This will be measured by comparing the congregation’s comprehension 

of the imago dei concept before and after the sermon series via a church survey and a 

focus group that will meet before, during, and after the preaching series. 

Second, through the expositional preaching series in Genesis 1–3, there would be 

a measurable change in the parishioners’ attitudes and actions towards other believers as 
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they understand the worth of fellow believers as image-bearers of God. Focus group 

feedback will be critical in determining if the congregation’s attitudes and actions toward 

fellow Christians have changed, remained the same, or improved during the sermon 

series. Open-ended survey questions regarding believers will also be used to determine if 

the messages’ application has effectively moved the congregation members toward 

significant action toward fellow congregants. 

Third, the people of First Baptist Church would be moved to compassionate 

concern for the salvation of the nations, resulting in participation in one of the following: 

1) personal evangelism, 2) missionary activity, 3) missions giving, 4) or other gospel 

works. Surveys will measure the progress of this goal, as well as focus group meetings. 

A fourth goal will be to develop my skills as an expositor in communicating the 

Bible’s theological truths in a clear and concise manner. This goal will be measured by a 

Monday morning personal evaluation of the previous week’s sermon preparation and 

delivery. Additionally, a review of the focus group’s feedback regarding the structure, 

outline, and truths gleaned from the last sermon will be collected each week to 

understand the previous messages’ strengths and weaknesses. 

 

Ministry Context 

This project will be completed at First Baptist Church of Auburn, CA. First 

Baptist Church is a congregation of 150 (125 regular attendees) in the foothills of 

Northern California. The church has been a member of the Conservative Baptist 

Association of America since the 1960s and subscribes to the CBA’s doctrinal statement. 
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First Baptist Church is located at 193 East Placer Street in Auburn, CA. First 

Baptist was initially founded in Auburn’s downtown area along the Interstate 80 corridor, 

thirty miles east of Sacramento and eighty miles southwest of Lake Tahoe. The church is 

situated close to Auburn Ravine Creek, where gold was first discovered in 1848 by 

Claude Chana, contributing to the California Gold Rush in the nineteenth century. 

Auburn is a prosperous community in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range. 

It is one of the larger cities in the foothill community. The 2020 census revealed that 

Auburn has a total population of 13,9464 and is the 335th largest city in California (the 

2,387th largest city in the United States).5 The Auburn community comprises a mixture of 

blue-collar and white-collar workers. 

First Baptist Church of Auburn is a well-established congregation, having been a 

part of the community for 128 years. Church documents record that in March of 1891, the 

Reverend W. H. Randall first began meeting with a few believers in Auburn, California, 

to start a missionary church. The following year First Baptist Church of Auburn was 

officially established on May 3, 1892, with fourteen original charter members. During the 

first few decades, the church met in the Templars Hall located at the corner of High 

Street and Lincoln Way in Auburn. In 1898, the original church building was purchased. 

The “chapel,” as it was called, was located at the intersection of East Placer and High St. 

Eventually, a new property was acquired, and the church was moved to its current 

location at 139 E. Placer St. A new brick building was then constructed in 1925–1926. 

 
4 Joe Germuska, Census Reporter, 2018, censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US0603204 auburn-ca/. 

Accessed 25 Nov. 2020. 

 
5 World Population Review, 2020, worldpopulationreview.com/us-cities/auburn-ca population. 

Accessed 25 Nov. 2020. 
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The church continued to grow, and educational facilities were later added during the 

1960s. During this same period, the church also built a new sanctuary that was completed 

in 1967. In 2017, the church congregation celebrated the 125th anniversary of the 

church’s existence, hosting a party that included the mayor and other county officials. 

 On any given Sunday, First Baptist Church’s attendance is approximately 125 

people, drawing people from Auburn and neighboring communities of Grass Valley, 

Lake of the Pines, Colfax, Meadow Vista, Forrest Hill, Newcastle, Loomis, Rocklin, and 

Roseville (and other visitors from all over the foothills area). A congregational survey in 

October of 2020 revealed that eight percent of the congregants live within five minutes of 

the church, fifty percent of the people live within ten minutes of the church, twenty-three 

percent indicated that they live within twenty minutes of the church, and eighteen percent 

live more than twenty minutes away. As is typical of many churches, more than half 

(fifty-seven percent) of the people indicated that they live within a ten-minute drive of the 

church. The church also has a dozen or more members who are shut-in due to advanced 

age and some who attend sporadically due to poor health or other miscellaneous reasons. 

The city of Auburn is very homogeneous, primarily white (non-Hispanic) in its 

demographic makeup; ninety-one percent of the population identifies as white.6 This 

information corresponds to the ethnic makeup of First Baptist, which is eighty-five 

percent white (non-Hispanic); three percent Latino; three percent Native American; one 

percent Filipino; one percent Pacific Islander; and five percent who identified their 

ethnicity as “other.” 

 
6 World Population Review, 2020, worldpopulationreview.com/us-cities/auburn-ca population. 

Accessed 25 Nov. 2020. 
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Residents of Auburn represent a broad diversity in age. The majority of the city’s 

residents are sixty or older (thirty percent), sixteen percent are in their fifties, twelve 

percent are in their forties, ten percent are in their thirties, eleven percent are in their 

twenties, and nineteen percent are under twenty.7 The congregants of First Baptist are an 

accurate reflection of the community, with the primary age group consisting of those 

who are middle-aged or retired. The church’s largest demographic is those aged sixty-

five to eighty (thirty-eight percent), and its second-largest was between the ages of 

thirty-five to fifty (twenty-two percent). Those between the ages of thirty-six and sixty-

five comprised the third-largest group (thirty-six percent), and a minority were thirty-

five years and younger (twelve percent). 

Interestingly the education level of the church is slightly higher than that of the 

surrounding community. According to demographics studies of the area, thirty-seven 

percent of Auburn residents had attained a bachelor’s degree or higher.8 Those who 

responded to the church’s survey were highly educated: having achieved a bachelor’s 

degree (thirty-nine percent), participated in post-graduate work (nine percent), or 

attained a post-graduate degree (eight percent). 

Concerning the duration of time that individuals have been attending the church: 

thirty-eight percent of the church said they began attending in the last five years, ten 

percent in the previous five to ten years, twenty-one percent in the previous ten to twenty 

years, fifteen percent in the previous twenty to thirty years, and fifteen percent in the last 

thirty years. Having served as the pastor of First Baptist for over eight years, this statistic 

 
7 Joe Germuska, Census Reporter, 2018, censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US0603204 auburn-ca/. 

Accessed 25 Nov. 2020. 

 
8 Ibid. 
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indicates that just under half (forty-eight percent) of the church has begun attending the 

church under my ministry. Conversely, this reveals that First Baptist Church has had 

many faithful members who have participated in the church’s life for multiple decades. 

First Baptist is a special place for me because it was the church where I received 

Christ as my Savior as a high school student (1995), where I was married (1999), and 

where I currently serve the Lord. Initially, I returned to my home church in 2008 as the 

youth pastor after ten years of serving in churches in the greater Los Angeles area. In 

November of 2012, I was called as the church’s pastor (the church’s fortieth pastor), and 

I have enjoyed a wonderful and fruitful ministry over the last eight years. The assembly 

of believers has been very receptive to my pulpit ministry and tremendously supportive 

of my pursuit of a Doctorate of Ministry degree. 

 

Research Methodology 

 In order to measure the effectiveness of the preaching project at First Baptist 

Church of Auburn, a survey will be given to the parishioners before and after the 

preaching series to determine their comprehension of the image of God concept. These 

surveys will gauge the congregation’s spiritual understanding of the imago dei before and 

after the project to determine if any significant progress has been made during the sermon 

series. The survey questions will relate to their biblical knowledge of the subject: heart 

attitudes and actions. 

Additionally, a focus group will meet four times during the sermon series—once 

before the sermon series, twice during the series, and once following the series. These 

meetings will allow me to get accurate and immediate feedback concerning the preaching 
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series’ receptivity and clarify any effects on the congregants’ daily lives. Congregants 

will be asked to identify the main point of the preaching passage, any relevant application 

that they could glean from the messages and any difficulties or lack of clarity during the 

previous message(s). 

 

Important Definitions 

 

Expository Preaching 

Expository preaching is text-driven, Holy Spirit-empowered Bible proclamation. 

The expository preacher endeavors to draw out the authorial intent of a passage through 

careful examination of the literary, historical, and grammatical context of a particular 

pericope of Scripture, in order to explain its application(s) for their contemporary 

audience. In other words, expository preachers communicate “the meaning of the text 

along with its relevance to present-day hearers.”9 Expository preachers give particular 

attention to each specific passage’s literary and historical context in order to determine 

the section’s central idea and point out relevant applications for the congregants. In this 

preaching project, the expository preaching model will be used in the proclamation of 

Genesis 1–3 so that the congregants of First Baptist Church of Auburn will understand 

the meaning of the text(s), its implication(s), and its application(s) to their lives. 

 

Hermeneutical Approach 

 

 
9 Roy Zuck, Basic Bible Interpretation: A Practical Guide to Discovering Biblical Truth 

(Colorado Springs, CO: Victory, 1991), 20. 
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Adam and Eve as Historical Figures 

For this project, a literal grammatical-historical hermeneutical approach to 

Genesis 1–3 will be employed, which will take into account Adam and Eve as real 

historical figures. A straightforward reading of Genesis 1–3 indicates that Adam and Eve 

were created by God as fully formed human beings approximately 6,000–10,000 years 

ago. At the outset of this project, the author concedes that there is much disagreement 

about Adam and Eve’s historicity in the academic world. Thus, I will briefly treat this 

subject here, though a broader range of studies exceeds this project’s scope. 

In an age of technological advancement, the scientific community has relegated 

the Genesis 1–3 narrative of Adam and Eve to myth and legend, scoffing at anyone who 

seriously believes that the biblical account has anything to do with human origins. 

Christian biologist Francis Collins, a proponent of the “Biologos” perspective, argues that 

traditional beliefs about Adam and Eve are no longer viable because the human race has 

always had at least a thousand members.10 Helen De Cruz, a postdoctoral fellow of the 

British Academy at the University of Oxford, notes that scientific scholars like John 

Haught, Wentzel Van Huyssteen, and John Schneider have “embraced the evolutionary 

understanding of humanity as a way to enrich and alter theological anthropology” but 

insists that they do not take Genesis 1–3 to be history.11 Thus, the scientific community 

 
10 John C. Collins, “Adam and Eve as Historical People, and Why It Matters,” Perspectives on 

Science and Christian Faith 62 (2010): 147–65. 

 
11 Helen De Cruz, “Human Nature as Imago Dei,” Zygon 49, no. 1 (2014): 96. The journal article 

states, “these papers are the result of dialogue between theologians and philosophers of religion at the 

University of Oxford and the Catholic University of Leuven. All contributors focus on the imago Dei, and 

consider how this theological notion can be understood from an evolutionary perspective, looking at a 

variety of disciplines, including the psychology of reasoning, cognitive science of religion, 

paleoanthropology, evolutionary psychology, and evolutionary ethics.” 
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prefers to talk about human origins in biological terms, describing mankind as hominids, 

proto-humans, and Neanderthals. They do not discuss humanity in terms of Adam or Eve 

because such notions are a scientific absurdity. 

Biblical and theological scholars are not much better, regularly displaying 

contempt for any considerations of Adam and Eve’s historicity. It has become 

fashionable today for Bible scholars to interpret God’s creation of Adam and Eve in 

Genesis 1–3 as metaphorical or symbolic, remarking that famous Christian figures like 

Alister McGrath, Billy Graham, and C. S. Lewis believed in non-historical models of 

Genesis.12 More modern theologians like Henry Blocher contend that Adam and Eve are 

ancient historical representatives, rejecting a literal reading of the creation account.13
 

John Schneider, who taught theology at Calvin College in Michigan, similarly denies 

this historical nature of Adam and Eve and asserts that they are historical figures 

representing the human race.14 The list of detractors is long, and suffice to say, few 

theologians and writers affirm that Adam and Eve were real people. Serious biblical 

scholars are encouraged to treat the ancient couple as either symbolic or representatives 

of the human race, and many embrace a quasi-Darwinian evolutionary model.15 

 
12 C. S. Lewis advocated that Adam and Eve are not historical in the sense people use “historical” 

today, though the Genesis accounts convey important and inspired theological truths about God and 

humanity. “Were Adam and Eve Historical Figures?” Biologos. March 29, 2019. 

https://biologos.org/common-questions/were-adam-and-eve-historical-figures/ 

 
13 “Were Adam and Eve Historical Figures?” Biologos. March 29, 2019. 

https://biologos.org/common-questions/were-adam-and-eve-historical-figures/ 

 
14 Ibid. 

 
15 William Lane Craig, “The Historical Adam,” First Things, October 2021, Accessed Nov 1, 

https://www.firstthings.com/article/2021/10/the-historical-adam. Craig writes that Genesis should be taken 

as mytho-history and that the genealogies in Genesis 5 represent an effort to bridge time gaps in human 

history. He contends that “We should not imagine that the genealogies (of Adam in Genesis 1–11) 

contemplate the enormous leaps that would be necessary to bring them into harmony with what we know of 

the history of mankind; but neither should we imagine that they comprise purely fictitious characters. We 

https://biologos.org/articles/interpreting-adam-an-interview-with-denis-lamoureux
https://biologos.org/articles/interpreting-adam-an-interview-with-denis-lamoureux
https://biologos.org/common-questions/were-adam-and-eve-historical-figures/
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Additionally, literary scholars have debated the historicity of Genesis based upon 

ancient near eastern creation accounts. In 1876, George Smith published a work entitled, 

The Chaldean Account of Genesis, in which he discussed the relationship between “how 

Genesis portrays origins and how text from Babylon and Egypt describe those events.”16 

Ever since Smith’s work was printed, theologians and writers have debated whether the 

creation account borrowed from these fictional accounts of creation or whether they 

should be considered distinct.17 It is hard to underestimate the importance of Smith’s 

work, given that it set literary scholarship on an all-engrossing quest to find the 

supposed source of the Genesis author’s material (a pursuit which has lasted well into 

the modern era). The question for literary scholars was not whether or not Genesis was 

literal or mythical, but rather what kind of mythology it purports to be. 

Unfortunately, these pervasive non-literal hermeneutical approaches to Adam 

and Eve have filtered down into the church, influencing pastors and preachers to view 

the creation account as a beautiful metaphor but ultimately unreliable. Such concerns 

about Old Testament reliability even prompted one popular preacher to state on social 

media that “Christians need to ‘unhitch’ the Old Testament from their faith.”18 While 

this thinking is alarming, it is not surprising because it is logically consistent with 

 
can avoid these antitheses by understanding the brief history they chronicle as a mytho-history, not to be 

taken literally. Ancient Near Eastern myths are often metaphorical rather than literal.” 

 
16 Paul R. House, Old Testament Theology (Downers Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 1998), 59. 

 
17 House, Old Testament Theology, 59. In subsequent years Hermann Gunkel continued to analyze 

the similarities between the Genesis account and Babylonian accounts concluding that the author of 

Genesis borrowed from Babylonian mythical stories. 

 
18 Steve Warren, “’Christians Need to Unhitch the Old Testament from Their Faith’: Andy 

Stanley’s Sermon Draws Backlash.” CBN News: The Christian Perspective. The Christian Broadcasting 

Network. May 11, 2018. Accessed June 15, 2021. https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/us/2018/may/christians-

need-to-unhitch-the-old-testament-from-their-faith-andy-stanleys-sermon-draws-social-media-backlash 
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worldly models of human origins. However, I fear that such thinking has become 

ingrained in the evangelical church’s DNA and perhaps even my church in particular. 

Thus, there is a critical need to confront the academic world’s anti-biblical thinking with 

robust biblical anthropology from the Genesis account. 

The project is founded upon a belief in the verbal plenary inspiration of Genesis 

1–3 and embraces the historicity of Scripture’s first human couple (2 Tim 3:16–17; 2 

Peter 1:21). Due to this paper’s limited scope, there is insufficient space to address all the 

scientific, historical, and literary critics with an adequate response. This paper will focus 

on the meaning, implications, and applications of the imago dei motif in Genesis 1–3. 

However, I do feel it is important to sketch out a brief response to such criticisms. I will 

deal with them in the order I have presented their objections. 

 

A Brief Response to Critics 

First, let me address the scientific concerns of Adam and Even’s historicity. 

Despite the constant refrain of the scientific community, there is nothing scientifically 

that discounts the Genesis account of mankind’s creation. In the 1990s, biologists 

believed that mapping the human genome (i.e., the Human Genome Project, which lasted 

from 1990–2003) would reveal a close biological relationship between human beings and 

chimpanzees (their most immediate supposed ancestors). It was hypothesized that genetic 

charting of DNA would confirm the evolutionary theory of human origins and dispel 

religious notions of divine creation. Evolutionists initially anticipated a 1–3% 

discrepancy between the DNA of human beings and Chimpanzees. They even originally 
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reported that both share a 99% similarity in DNA, but their findings were fallacious.19 

Closer scrutiny of their results revealed that they had cherry-picked particular human 

DNA sequences to compare with chimps and that overall there was a 12% disparity (400 

million DNA Nucleotides) between the DNA of humans and their supposed biological 

ancestors.20 In the end, the Human Genome Project proved to be a dead-end in decisively 

establishing that evolutionary processes were responsible for human origins. 

Additionally, the fossils record has not produced the transitional links between 

humans and ape-like creatures that paleontologists had hoped to find. Steven Meyer’s 

book, Darwin’s Doubt, details the repeated lament of paleontologists and evolutionary 

biologists that the fossils in the geological strata “necessary to document a Darwinian 

account of the origin of animal life are missing.”21 An Additional source of 

disappointment for paleontologists has been the findings of supposed transitional forms. 

Discoveries such as Java Man (Eugene Dubois, 1891), Piltdown Man (Sir Author Keith, 

1915), Nebraska Man (Harold Cook, 1922), and the famous Lucy remains (Donald 

Johanson, 1974) have all been proven to be either erroneous or elaborate deceptions.22 

None of the previously-mentioned transitional forms proved to pan out, and all of them, 

 
19 Nathaniel T. Jeanson and Jeffrey P. Tompkins, “Genetics Confirm the Recent, Supernatural 

Creation of Adam and Eve,” Answers in Genesis, April 1, 2018, accessed December 6, 2020, Answers in 

Genesis. https://answersingenesis.org/adam-and-eve/genetics-confirms-recent-supernatural-creation-adam-

and-eve/ 

 
20 Ibid. 

 
21 Steven C. Meyer, Darwin's Doubt: The Explosive Origin of Animal Life and the Case for 

Intelligent Design (New York, NY: Harper Collins Publishing, 2013), April 1, 2018, accessed December 6, 

2020, Answers in Genesis, 101. 

 
22 Daniel Biddle, “A Brief History of Human Evolution,” in Debunking Human Evolution Taught 

In Our Public Schools: A Guidebook for Christian Students, Parents, and Pastors (March 2016): 60–87. 

Dan Biddle chronicles the history of the supposed transitional forms and revealed that in each case the 

supposed missing link was proven to either be a fraud, or the bones of an ape, gibbon, or monkey. 
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without exception, were demonstrated to be hoaxes. Much more could be said on this 

subject, but in nearly every scientific discipline related to human beings, scientists have 

failed to conclusively rule out God’s creation of Adam and Eve by divine fiat. 

Second, nothing in the text of Genesis 1–3 indicates that an allegorical approach 

to Genesis 1–3 is necessary. Some biblical scholars point to the relative similarities of the 

creation account with ANE creation accounts as proof that a non-literal approach to 

Genesis 1–3 is warranted, but there are significant differences.23 The primary distinction 

is that the Genesis account is noticeably monotheistic.24 By contrast, in the Babylonian 

and Egyptian cosmologies, multiple rival gods compete to control the natural order and 

exercise dominion over certain aspects of creation.25 For example, in the Babylonian 

version of creation, “the earth and heaven were separated when the god Marduk defeated 

Tiamat, the ocean-goddess, and cut her body in two.”26 

Another key difference of the Genesis account is that it is noticeably devoid of 

mythological elements, fantastic legends about gods, sea monsters, or cosmic battles that 

would explain the emergence of land, seas, mountains, rivers, or other planetary 

features.27 Instead, the Genesis account records that there is one God, who exists eternally 

and is responsible for every created act in the universe, and He is without equal or rival. 

 
23 Abner Chou, What Happened in the Garden (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel Academic, 2016), 33–

35. Chou identifies six often cited correspondences between Genesis 1–3 and ANE literature that critics 

have argued to be incontrovertible proof that the author of Genesis borrowed from ANE sources. He 

demonstrates convincingly that such comparisons are not warranted. 

 
24 House, Old Testament Theology, 60. 

 
25 Ibid. 

 
26 John MacArthur, The Battle for The Beginning (Nashville, TN: Word Publishing Group, 2001), 90. 

 
27 Ibid. 
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Additionally, ANE myths “portray man as insignificant, whereas the Bible describes man 

as important.”28 In a word, Genesis 1–3 is vastly distinct from ANE mythical creation 

accounts, mainly regarding humanity’s creation. More could be said, but space does not 

permit. 

Last, literary scholars insist that Genesis 1–3 is poetic literature, and thus the 

creation of mankind is meant to be interpreted as symbolic. However, the critical literary 

analysis has revealed that the best classification for Genesis 1–3 is narrative. In 2005, Dr. 

Steven Boyd completed a thorough statistical analysis of the language of Genesis 1:1–2:3 

to determine its proper literary genre.29 The result of those findings was “that Genesis 

1:1–2:3 is statistically classified as narrative with a probability of 0.99999.”30 

Additionally, scholars like Abner Chou have pointed out that Genesis 1–3 contains many 

wayyiqtol Hebrew verb forms, “which is a standard marker of narrative.”31 This 

exegetical indicator is also prevalent in sections of historical narratives like Genesis 12–

50 and whole books, such as Exodus, 1 and 2 Samuel, and 1 and 2 Kings. This evidence 

suggests that the Genesis account is a historical narrative, and thus the creation account 

of Adam and Eve must be, as well. 

 

A Brief Case for the Historicity of Adam and Eve 

 
28 Chou, What Happened in the Garden, 35. 

 
29 Steven Boyd, “A Proper Reading of Genesis 1:1–2:3,” in Thousands Not Billions, ed. Don 

DeYoung (Green Forrest, AR: Master Books, 2005), 168. Steven Boyd was part of the RATE team which 

evaluated the types of Hebrew verbs used in Genesis 1:1–23 and those used in differing types of Hebrew 

literature found throughout the Old Testament. After thorough analysis they concluded was that the Genesis 

1:1–2:3 pericope belonged to the narrative genre. 

 
30 Ibid. 

 
31 Chou, What Happened in the Garden, 36. 
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The collective testimony of the biblical writers attests to the historicity of Adam 

and Eve. Moses believed that Adam was a real person; he listed Adam’s children (Gen 

4:1, 25) and his family lineage (Gen 5:1–5) along with many other presumed historical 

figures (Gen 5:1–32). If Adam and Eve were not historical figures, then logically, their 

children must have been fictional too. But if that is the case, why did Moses record them 

with such detail? Detractors of the historicity of the first couple have no answer to this 

question. They needlessly tear apart the neatly woven tapestry of the Genesis narrative 

and undermine the genealogical records in Genesis, which are not merely anecdotal 

elements but serve as the book’s main structure.32 

Additionally, New Testament writers like Luke believed in the historicity of the 

first couple; he traced the genealogy of the Messianic line back to Adam. Luke’s 

genealogy of Jesus cites David, Joseph, Jacob, Isaac, Abraham, Noah, and Adam as His 

descendants (Luke 3:23–38).33 If Adam was mythological or symbolic, then why did 

Luke list Adam among these other historical figures? William Barrick comments that 

“Luke 3:38…refers to Adam by name in the genealogy of Christ that concludes, ‘the son 

of Enosh, the son of Seth, the son of Adam, the son of God.’ There is no reason to take 

the name of Adam any differently from any other name in the entire genealogy as being 

anything but a real person (including God himself).”34 Another question that arises is: 

why did Luke trace Jesus’ bloodline back to Adam in the first place? The theological 

 
32 Allen P. Ross, Creation and Blessing: A Guide to the Study and Exposition of Genesis (Grand 

Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1998), 69–70. 

 
33 Chou, What Happened in the Garden, 39. 

 
34 William D. Barrick, “A Historical Adam: Young-Earth Creation View,” in Four Views on the 

Historical Adam, ed. Matthew Barrett and Ardel B Caneday (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2013), 218. 
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answer is that he did it to demonstrate that Jesus is the God-man: “the son of Adam,” and 

“son of God” (Luke 3:38). It is Jesus’ dual identity as both “Son of Man” and “Son of 

God” that allows Him to be the High Priest who is able to make atonement for humanity 

(Heb 2:14–18; 4:14–16).  

Another NT voice that attests to the historical nature of Adam is the apostle Paul. 

He depicted Jesus as the second Adam in Romans 5:12–21 and 1 Corinthians 15:22, 45–

49, the one who has come to reverse the curse and undo all that Adam had done in his 

disobedience. This point is particularly made clear in Romans 5:12–21, where the apostle 

contrasts Adam’s sin and its consequences with Jesus’ obedience and its results. Barrick 

argues that “Paul’s argumentation appears to be consistently historical in nature. In other 

words, he appeals to historical facts as he reads them in the book of Genesis.”35 

Moreover, in Paul’s address to the Athenian philosophers on Mars Hill, he claimed that 

God made every nation from one man (Acts 17:26), an obvious reference to Adam, the 

father of all mankind.36 And Paul also mentions Adam and Eve in 2 Timothy 2:12–15, 

explaining that the women’s roles in the church leadership are predicated on the order in 

which God created Adam and Eve in Genesis 1–2. 

 
35 Barrick, “A Historical Adam,” 219. Donald MacDonald is more forceful in his evaluation of 

those who reject the historical Adam, asserting, “But it is not as a bare historical fact that the New 

Testament views the unity of mankind; it is the very foundation of the cardinal doctrine of Christianity—

the atonement through Christ. It is on the assumption that all men are descended from the first Adam and 

are involved in his guilt that the atonement proceeds and that the offers addressed to sinners of the 

blessings are procured by the second Adam, the new head of humanity (Rom 5:14, 19). The denial of this 

doctrine, then, involves more than the rejection of so-called Hebrew myths. It is practically a rejection of 

Christianity and, in a personal point of view, raises doubts that on this theory are from their nature 

incapable of solution. For, if there be any tribe not descended from Adam, how can any individuals assure 

himself or those around them of this connexion [sic!], and so of any title to participate in the blessings of 

the gospel?” 

 
36 Chou, What Happened in the Garden, 39. 
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To sum up, the combined testimony of the Bible attests to the historicity of Adam 

and Eve. Thus, for the purpose of this preaching project, Adam and Eve will be treated as 

literal historical figures, not as symbolic figures or representatives of the human race. 

 

Project Outline 

The first chapter will give careful expositional development to the meaning of the 

image of God motif in Genesis 1–3. It will include its implications for humanity, their 

worldview, and its application for the twenty-first century Christian. Chapter One will 

also contain an extended analysis of Genesis 1–3, Genesis 5:1–3, and Genesis 9:6. This 

will enable the reader to derive a biblical understanding of the image of God concept 

from Scripture. 

The second chapter will explore historical interpretations of imago dei by 

comparing Irenaeus and John Calvin’s views. An examination of this doctrine from an 

early church father and one of the reformation fathers will help clarify how thinking 

about the imago dei theme has changed throughout church history and how it has 

influenced current interpretations. A historical perspective will provide a standard by 

which one can assess present interpretations of God’s image and its applications in the 

church today. 

Chapter three will summarize the expositional preaching series’ experience and 

examine the results of the research methodologies employed during the project. An 

analysis of the congregational surveys and focus groups will help determine the series’ 

impact on the church congregants and assess if the project's goals were attained. 
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The conclusion will provide a personal reflection of the lessons learned during 

this project, as well as identify areas where additional research is needed, and the effects 

of the project on the congregation at First Baptist Church of Auburn, CA.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE IMAGE OF GOD 

 

Justification For Study 

 

Introductory Considerations 

The creation account opens with the declaration in Genesis 1:26–27 that God 

made mankind in His image. Moses recites the phraseology in the first sections of 

Genesis (Genesis 1:26-27; 5:1-3; 9:6), but the concept is not repeated anywhere else in 

the Old Testament. With such a small amount of biblical data concerning the image of 

God, it is legitimate to ask whether or not examining this subject is warranted. Three 

factors suggest that such a study is needed. 

 

No Consensus on the Imago Dei 

A study of the imago dei is necessary because there is no consensus on the term’s 

exact meaning. It must be stated that God’s image as a concept is ambiguous in the book 

of Genesis, only appearing in three passages in total (Gen 1:26–27; 5:1–3; 9:6).37 

Unfortunately, Moses gives very little explanation of the meaning of the “image of God” 

in Genesis.38 Feinberg contends that this is why so many different interpretations of the 

imago dei have been proposed throughout church history.39 Therefore, because such 

 
37 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 11. Hoekema states plainly, “The Old Testament does not 

say much about the image of God.” 

 
38 E. M. Curtis, “Image of God,” in The Anchor Yale Bible Dictionary, Vol. 3, ed. D. N. Freedman 

(New York: NY, Doubleday, 1992), 389. Curtis writes about the image of God in Genesis, “The positive 

nature of this description is clear from the contexts in which it occurs, but the contexts are lacking the 

kind of explicit clues that would remove the ambiguity as to the exact meaning of the terms.”  

 
39 Charles Lee Feinberg, “The Image of God,” Bibliotheca Sacra, no. 129 (1972): 253–46. 
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confusion exists, new attempts are needed to understand the meaning and implications of 

the image of God. 

It is not impossible to construct from Genesis what God is saying about His 

image but to delineate the specifics has been challenging because such a diversity of 

theological opinions exist. The thesis of this paper is that an examination of the first 

three chapters of Genesis (where the imago dei is seen in its pre-fall state) will better 

assist the reader in unfolding the meaning of the image of God (as well as other 

references in Genesis 5:1–3 and 9:6). Special consideration will be given to the literary 

context, linguistic features, and cultural context of Genesis 1–3 to derive a clearer 

picture of the imago dei. 

 

Three Views of the Imago Dei 

Generally, theologians and scholars throughout church history have approached 

the image of God in three different ways: 1) the substantive view, 2) the relational view, 

and 3) the functional view.40 

The substantive view has been the dominant view of the church, and proponents 

of this perspective argue that God’s image primarily resides in physical, psychological, 

or spiritual qualities that humans possess.41 Some scholars who subscribe to this 

perspective assert that the imago dei refers to man’s physical form because the word 

 
40 Millard J. Erickson, Christian Theology (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1998), 520. 

Erickson’s analysis is helpful, though admittedly it is overly simplistic. The substantive view is much more 

diverse and could be sub-divided further. 

 
41 Erickson, 521. Irenaeus is usually held up as the chief proponent of the substantive view of the 

imago dei. He put forth the notion that “image” referred to the physical composition of human beings, 

while “likeness” referred to their cognitive or rational abilities. 
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“image” (ֶלם  in the OT does refer to a physical image or statue in a majority of its (ֶצֶ֫

occurrences and that Adam also fathered Seth (a physical descendent) “after his image” 

in Gen 5:3.42 Others criticized this perspective, pointing out that in the Pentateuch (and 

the rest of the OT), God has no corporeal form (Deut 4:12), and that ANE literature 

references to “image” used the word in terms of the function of a king and not 

concerning his physical appearance.43 Though the thought that mankind is physically 

like his Creator possesses linguistic support from Genesis 1:26 and 5:1–3, the historical 

understanding of this idea is challenging to defend.44 Some proponents, like Calvin, 

argued that God’s image resided primarily in human beings’ cognitive or moral 

aspects.45 The common element in each substantive approach is that the imago dei is an 

ontological aspect of human beings. 

A second view popularized by Emil Brunner and Karl Barth emphasized human 

beings’ relational aspects as the locus of the image of God.46 Brunner contended that the 

Word of God 

 
42 Peter J. Gentry and Steven J. Wellum, God's Kingdom Through God's Covenants (Wheaton, IL: 

Crossway, 2015), 71. 

 
43 Feinberg, “The Image of God,” 71. Feinberg notes, “Gordon H. Clark shows how the image and 

likeness cannot be man’s body for (1) God is spirit and has no body, and (2) animals have bodies but are 

not in the image of God.”  

 
44 The word ṣelem does have a meaning of a three-dimensional form, but a better way of 

understanding this may be explained by seeing this as a reference to a physical representation of God, 

rather than pointing to an arbitrary attribute as Iraneaus contended. 

 
45 Anthony A. Hoekema, Created in God's Image (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans 

Publishing, 1986), 42–43. Calvin’s argument is that the substance of the imago dei resides in the soul of 

man, which also contains his heart and mind. 

 
46 Erickson, Christian Theology, 524. 
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does not simply tell us what the image of God is, but actually constitutes 

the image. Only when we have faith in Jesus Christ, do we fully possess 

the image of God and thus can we truly understand our own nature.47 

 

For Brunner, the imago dei is something people experience in a relationship with God 

(and others); it is not something human beings possess. Barth amended this concept 

slightly, stating that it “is not something a human is or does. Rather the image is related 

to the fact that God willed into existence a being that, like himself, can be a partner.”48 

The image, he asserted, is located in the very form of the decree: “Let us make man in 

Our image.”49 Barth’s understanding of the imago dei “consists in humans’ reflecting the 

internal communion and encounter present in God.”50 Such views of the imago dei for 

Brunner and Barth were about experiencing God. Whether or not they were correct, this 

perspective legitimately raised the question of whether the imago dei in Genesis 1:26–27 

referred to the relational aspects of mankind or not.  

A third approach offered by scholars is that the essence of the imago dei does not 

reside in a human being’s physical makeup, nor their relationships with God, but their 

function.51 The most commonly mentioned functional aspect is mankind’s dominion 

over the created order.52 Proponents of the functional view define the imago dei based 

on the lexical, syntactical, and grammatical analysis of Genesis 1:26–27; 5:1–3; 9:6. Yet 

determining this has proved to be difficult since there are only three references to the 

 
47 Erickson, Christian Theology, 524. 

 
48 Erickson, 525. 

 
49 Ibid. 

 
50 Erickson, 526. 

 
51 Erickson, 527. 

 
52 Gentry and Wellum, God's Kingdom Through God's Covenants, 75. 
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image of God in the entire book of Genesis, and outside of Genesis, there may be only 

one other reference (Psalm 8) in the OT.53 

Unfortunately, the functional view is constrained by the limited content provided 

by Moses about the imago dei. Perhaps it is why some proponents of this theory appeal 

to comparisons of the image of God to ANE sources to bolster their definition of the 

imago dei.54 Such approaches are prevalent among functional proponents, but 

interpreting Genesis in light of ANE sources runs the risk of eisegesis instead of 

exegesis. Another limitation of this view is that it does not explain what man is apart 

from how he functions. It offers no ontological explanation of what man is, only what he 

does. 

Thus, after briefly examining the relative merits and deficiencies of these three 

views, it appears that exegetes and theologians are at an impasse. Each approach seems 

to have something to offer, but each is plagued with difficulty when considered 

independent of one another. Scholars have not missed this difficulty, but few have 

identified why these definitions fail to capture the essence of this doctrinal concept. It 

would appear that the categories offered historically by theologians and exegetes have 

proven to be unhelpful and confusing for several reasons. 

First, an examination of Genesis 1–3 reveals that Moses provides no clear 

definition of the imago dei from Scripture. Because the image of God only appears in 

 
53 Feinberg, “The Image of God,” 236. Feinberg says, “Psalm 8 does not contain the words, ‘image 

of God,’ but the passage deals in poetic form with the creation of man and the area of his dominion.” Franz 

Delitzsch called it an “lyrical echo” of Genesis 1:27–28. Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 18. 

 
54 D. J. A. Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” Tyndale Bulletin 19 (1968): 85. Clines writes, “the 

meaning of the image of God in Genesis 1 cannot be understood without reference to the significance of the 

image in the Ancient Near East.” 
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three passages in Genesis (1:26–27; 5:1–3; 9:6), there is very little for scholars to 

examine. This lack of information caused scholars like Feinberg to remark, “The biblical 

data furnished no systematic theory of the subject, no clue as to what is implied” by the 

image of God.55 Curtis agrees with this assessment, stating: 

It is difficult to know whether the author of the material used expressions 

from the tradition that his audience would immediately understand in their 

cultural context, but which we in a vastly different cultural setting lack the 

contextual clues to understand precisely, or whether the author 

deliberately presented these ideas in a somewhat ambiguous way.56 

 

What this means is that making direct assertions regarding the nature of the imago dei is 

inherently problematic. At best, scholars can only make inferences from the data. 

A second reason these categories have proven to be unhelpful is that scholars 

have discovered that the imago dei concept often does not fit neatly into one of these 

three prescribed views. Instead, scholars find that every definition of the imago dei spills 

over into multiple categories because the Hebrew concept of man in the OT was more 

holistic and could not be sub-divided into individualistic categories.57 Von Rad 

comments, “one will do well to split the physical from the spiritual as little as possible: 

the whole man is created in God’s image.”58 Clines agrees when he says that 

 
 
55 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 238. Hoekema states it bluntly, “The Old Testament does 

not say much about the image of God.” Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 11. 

 
56 Curtis, “Image of God,” 389. 

 
57 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 66. Hoekema agrees with Herman Bavinck when he says, 

“the image of God extends to man in his entirety.” 

 
58 G. Von Rad, Genesis: A Commentary, ed. P. Ackroyd, J. Barr, B. W. Anderson, and J. L. Mays, 

trans. J. H. Marks, rev. ed. (Philadelphia, PA: The Westminster Press, 1972), 58. 
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recent biblical scholarship has been well-nigh unanimous in rejecting the 

traditional view of man as a ‘composition of various parts,’ and has 

emphasized rather that in the biblical view man is essentially a unity.59 

 

Curtis argues, 

It is probable that it is the whole person who is in the image of God rather 

than some specific aspect of that person to the exclusion of others, and this 

focus on the human being as a whole being is consistent with the way 

humanity is viewed throughout the Hebrew Bible.60 

 

Thus, one reason theologians have had difficulty in the past in clearly defining these 

distinctions is that man in ancient Hebrew thinking was conceived of as a 

“psychosomatic whole.”61 

Lastly, the image of God is much more complicated than scholars admit. 

Potentially there are innumerable and inexpressible ways that human beings express the 

image of God.62 Genesis 5:1–3 uses the same language to describe the relationship 

between God and Adam as it does to explain Adam and Seth (i.e., both “image” [ṣelem] 

and “likeness” [dĕmût]), it is safe to say that Seth imaged Adam in numerous ways.63 

 
59 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 57. He adds, “When this insight is applied to the doctrine 

of the image, it is difficult to resist the conclusion that the whole man is in the image of God.” 

 
60 Curtis, “Image of God,” 390. 

 
61 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 85. Clines comments, “The body cannot be left out of the 

meaning of the image; man is a totality, and his ‘solid flesh’ is as much the image of God as his spiritual 

capacity, creativeness, or personality, since none of these ‘higher’ aspects of the human being can exist in 

isolation from the body.” While he is commenting primarily about man’s physical body, he is making the 

point that OT Jews viewed mankind in their entirety, not their constituent parts. 

 
62 G. K. Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology: The Unfolding of the Old Testament in the 

New (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2011), 32. Beale writes, “there is likely an additional 

ontological aspect of the ‘image’ by which humanity was enabled to reflect the functional aspect. For 

example, Adam was made in the volitional, rational, and moral image of God, so that with regard to the 

later, he was to reflect moral attributes such as righteousness, knowledge, holiness, justice, love, 

faithfulness, and integrity (for the first three attributes as part of the divine image, see Eph 4:24; Col 3:10), 

and above all he was to reflect God’s glory.” Beale contends that the functional aspects of the image dei are 

the emphasis of Genesis 1, but he does not discount ontological aspects either. 

 
63 Curtis, “Image of God,” 389. Curtis says, “this suggests that the way in which a son resembles 

his father is in some sense analogous to the way in which the human is like God.” 
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Physically Seth would have looked like Adam and Eve; relationally, he interacted with 

people as they did; functionally, he would have acted like them. Therefore, in the way 

Seth talked, thought, played, laughed, and functioned, he bore the image of his earthly 

parents. 

Thus, it stands to reason that Adam and Eve would have mirrored God 

functionally, relationally, and even physically. Just as Seth was like his parents (but 

distinct from them), the same could be said of the first human couple and God. Grudem 

contends that in “every way in which man is like God is part of his being in the image 

and likeness of God.”64 The unfortunate reality is that it is impossible to know 

comprehensively, but that does not mean it is fruitless to attempt to delineate some of 

the ways that the first couple imaged God.65 While one might say that the imago dei has 

many facets, the reader must discern what Moses stated explicitly about the image of 

God in Genesis. In this dissertation, the writer will attempt to clarify what Moses said 

minimally about the image of God in Genesis. 

 

Mankind’s Identity Crisis 

 A second need for this study is that there is nothing more important in this world 

than to know who God is and who one is in light of Him. Emil Brunner was correct 

when he wrote, “The most powerful of all spiritual forces is man’s view of himself, how 

 
 
64 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology: An Introduction to Biblical Doctrine (Grand Rapids, MI: 

Zondervan, 1994), 444. 

 
65 Curtis, “Image of God,” 389. Curtis points out, “Unfortunately, commentators have not been 

able to agree on what the decisive clues are, and the interpretation of the image of God has often reflected 

the Zeitgeist and has followed whatever emphasis happened to be current in psychology, or philosophy, or 

sociology, or theology.” 
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he understands his nature and his destiny; indeed it is the one force which determines all 

the others which influence human life.”66 Though many have attempted to define human 

beings biologically, psychologically, sociologically, religiously, economically, and 

politically, each designation has proven vain.  

Thus, the contemporary human experience could be described as a severe 

identity crisis. More than ever, the human race is desperate to discover a compelling 

reason for its distinctiveness, yet it often rejects its most compelling reason. R.C. Sproul 

pinpoints the dilemma when he states, “the humanist is caught in the vicious 

contradiction of ascribing dignity to creatures who live their lives between the poles of 

meaninglessness. He lives on borrowed capital, deriving his values from the Judeo-

Christian faith, while at the same time repudiating the very foundation upon which these 

values rest.”67 Unbelievers are caught in a philosophical dilemma; they search the 

universe for answers to their human identity, yet they detest the only reasonable solution 

to their difficulty. 

 

Contemporary Ethical Issues 

Last, a host of contemporary moral issues are related to the imago dei. The first 

of these issues is that secular theories about the nature of human beings and their 

intrinsic worth have eroded biblical human ethics. Darwinian evolutionists postulate that 

human beings as mere matter or higher functioning animals.68 Instead of viewing people 

 
66 Bruce W. Waltke, An Old Testament Theology: An Exegetical, Canonical, and Thematic 

Approach (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2007), 210. 

 
67 R. C. Sproul. The Hunger for Significance: Seeing the Image of God in Man (Philipsburg, NJ: 

P&R Publishing, 2020), 97. 

 
68 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 3. 
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as image-bearers of God, they are regarded as the result of fortunate chemical reactions, 

and thus humans possess no more intrinsic worth than any other animal.69 Some modern 

philosophers have even suggested that humanity is an ever-evolving technological 

marvel.70 They indicate that a day may be coming soon where robot-human hybrids will 

replace mankind as modern man supposedly replaced ancient cavemen.71 Additionally, 

psychologists have defined human beings as therapeutic beings who need to emancipate 

themselves from the ethical bondage of past religious thinking.72 The result is that Owen 

Strachan laments about this kind of neo-paganism, 

“Because of our godless origin, we have no greater body of ethics, no 

summons to a certain code of conduct. We are here; we die; we dissolve 

into nothingness. Nothingness is whence we came; nothingness is whither 

we go…No code, creed, or doctrine should shape us more than our self-

conceptions shape us; such epistemic interference would violate our 

humanity. We are free and freed.”73 

 

 
 
69 Owen Strachan, Reenchanting Humanity (Ross-shire, Great Britain: Christian Focus 

Publications, 2019), loc 213. 

 
70 Yuval Noah Harari, Homo Deus: A Brief History of Tomorrow (New York, NY: Harper 

Publishing, 2017), 49. Harari, a modern philosopher, contends, “Homo sapiens is likely to upgrade itself 

step by step, merging with robots and computers in the process, until our descendants will look back and 

realize that they are no longer the kind of animal that wrote the Bible, built the Great Wall of China and 

laughed at Charlie Chaplin’s antics. This will not happen in a day, or a year. Indeed, it is already happening 

right now, through innumerable mundane actions. Every day, millions of people decide to grant their 

smartphone a bit more control over their lives or try a new and more effective antidepressant drug. In 

pursuit of health, happiness and power, humans will gradually change first one of their features and then 

another, and another, until they will no longer be human.” 

 
71 Strachan, Reenchanting Humanity, loc 915. 

 
72 Richard Lints, Identity and Idolatry: The Image of God and Its Inversion (Downers Grove, IL: 

IVP Academic, 2015), 143. Freud believed “religion was a psychological disorder common to humankind. 

Religion arose because of an inner conflict within each person. This was a conflict of dependence upon 

others and the yearning for independence from others…With the coming of modernity Freud saw a time 

when the shackles of religion could be thrown off and humans could gain their (psychological) 

independence.” 

 
73 Strachan, Reenchanting Humanity, loc 224–26, 237–39. 
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The conclusion is that mankind does not know what a being human is nor why humanity 

exists. This uncertainty has resulted in many ethical issues.  

The first ethical implication is a general devaluation of human life in society. 

Rather than presuming that people possess intrinsic worth, all people are expected to 

demonstrate their worth—those who cannot are deemed inconsequential or, worse 

expendable. The effects on contemporary culture have been devastating. They have 

incited racism, sexual exploitation, human trafficking, slavery, euthanasia, suicide, and 

murder. In some cases, these issues have become more significant problems and 

provoked rioting, ethnic cleansings, mass executions, holocausts, and the killing of 

millions under communist regimes.74 The inability of mankind to answer basic questions 

about the value of human life has been devastating.  

A second ethical implication is that modern technology has compelled scientists 

and doctors to define human life with greater precision. All over the world, medical 

ethics boards have been created to determine the moral implications of health decisions 

regarding patient care. Medical professionals are being asked with greater frequency to 

make ethical decisions regarding abortions, artificial inseminations, test-tube babies, 

mental incapacitation cases, chemically controlled behaviors, genetic engineering, 

euthanasia, and an assortment of medical procedures.75 Many protocols and ethics 

committees base their care on how medical professionals classify human life. Thus, 

understanding the imago dei is highly significant to those involved in the various 

healthcare industries.  

 
74 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 2. 

 
75 Ibid. 
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Third, capital punishment also justifies an examination of the image of God 

concept. The link between the image of God and God’s prescription for the punishment 

of murderers is unmistakable in Genesis 9:6 (based on the imago dei). Governments and 

correctional institutions have had to make difficult decisions when determining whether 

or not to execute convicted murderers (even in cases involving the slaying of multiple 

people). It is an ethical quandary plaguing much of the modern world and poses complex 

problems for local and state governments. 

Fourth, ethical issues regarding human sexuality and gender identity have 

necessitated a closer examination of human anthropology. God created Adam and Eve as 

“male” and “female” (Gen 1:26), and He told them to be fruitful and multiply (Gen 

1:28). Adam and Eve did not determine their genders; those were assigned to them by 

God. Such a claim is highly controversial in the current cultural climate, where 

individuals demand autonomy to define their gender or suggest that gender is somehow 

malleable. For instance, in 2014, Facebook had an option where users could choose their 

preferred gender from among seventy-one possibilities available to them.76 Yet even 

with countless options, the situation became untenable for the social media giant, and 

the corporation eventually added an option for users to create a custom gender label to 

express their individualistic identities.77 Issues of whether or not to use a person’s 

preferred pronouns, parents dressing children in drag, the use of hormone therapy for the 

 
76 Rhiannon Williams, “Facebook's 71 gender options come to UK users,” Telegraph, June 27, 

2014, accessed May 20, 2020, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/facebook/10930654/Facebooks-71-

gender-options-come-to-UK-users.html. The number of reported genders today has skyrocketed to well 

over 100. 

 
77 Brandon Griggs, “Facebook goes beyond ‘male’ and ‘female’ with new gender options,” CNN 

Business, February 13, 2014, accessed May 20, 2020, https://www.cnn.com/2014/02/13/tech/social-

media/facebook-gender-custom/index.html. 
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gender-confused, and sexual reassignment surgeries suggest a need to define the nature 

of human identity carefully. More could be said, but the ethical ramifications of 

understanding human identity are countless. 

 

Conclusion 

Understanding the imago dei is critical for theological, ethical, and practical 

reasons. This dissertation will demonstrate four ways that Moses indicated in Genesis 1–

3 that Adam and Eve imaged God. Adam and Eve alone possessed the image in its 

purest form; thus, we must understand the imago dei by looking at their lives. Though 

the three viewpoints mentioned are possible implications of Genesis, it will be 

demonstrated in this paper that Moses unambiguously revealed in Genesis 1–3 that 

Adam and Eve imaged God in functional and physical ways.78 

This dissertation will demonstrate that Moses shows that God made human 

beings in His image and likeness as His representations, vice-regents, creators, and 

offspring. While much of Genesis 1–3 describes the functional aspects of the imago dei, 

elements of the structural and relational facets are possibly hinted at in Gen 1–3 as 

well.79 However, the functional aspects of the imago dei appear to be what Moses 

 
78 Gentry and Wellum, God's Kingdom Through God's Covenants, 84. Gentry and Wellum assert 

this same idea, “it is important to note that this definition of the divine image is not only functional but also 

ontological and structural” (emphasis mine). 

 
79 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 32. Beale writes, “there is likely an additional 

ontological aspect of the ‘image’ by which humanity was enabled to reflect the functional aspect. For 

example, Adam was made in the volitional, rational, and moral image of God, so that with regard to the 

later, he was to reflect moral attributes such as righteousness, knowledge, holiness, justice, love, 

faithfulness, and integrity (for the first three attributes as part of the divine image, see Eph 4:24; Col 3:10), 

and above all he was to reflect God’s glory.” 
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highlighted in Genesis 1–3, though structural and relational elements would have been 

necessary for Adam and Eve to fulfill their God-given roles as image-bearers. 

 

Approach to Study 

The preceding sections have demonstrated the need to define the imago dei 

concept precisely and the great care that must be taken in laying out its implications.  

The remainder of this chapter will be divided into three major sections. Since 

Genesis 1:26–27 is central to understanding the imago dei, the first section will 

concentrate on the exegesis of this passage and its principal parts. This portion will 

include a lexical analysis of the words “image” and “likeness” and examine the grammar 

and syntax of Genesis 1:26–27. 

The second section will analyze other references to the imago dei in Genesis. The 

importance of Genesis 5:1–3 and Genesis 9:6 will also be investigated to determine their 

contribution to the image of God concept. 

The final section will attempt to prove that the imago dei affirms man’s unique 

status as God’s representations, vice-regents, creators, and sons. It will be argued that the 

totality of man, including his physical form, is included in the image of God. The effects 

of these findings will be explored in the practical implications of each section. 

 

Overview of Genesis 1–3 

 

Dating and Authorship 
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 The authorship of Genesis is “inescapably intertwined with the question of the 

composition and origin of the entire Pentateuch.”80 Historically, the debate has focused 

on Mosaic authorship, though Longman and Dillard suggest that nonconservative 

scholarship has long ignored the traditional viewpoint that Moses wrote the 

Pentateuch.81 Early Jewish and Christian traditions cited extra-biblical sources such as 

Ecclesiasticus 24:23, Philo, Josephus, the Mishnah, and the Talmud in their unanimous 

support that Moses was the author of the Torah.82 Notably, the acceptance of Mosaic 

authorship in church history went virtually unchallenged until the 19th century, when J. 

H. Wellhausen published his significant work Prolegomena Zur Geschichte Israels (in 

1883).83 In this work, Wellhausen contended that the first five books of the Bible are an 

amalgamation of four primary sources. 

Building on Wellhausen’s work, source-critical scholars have assumed a fairly 

ununified stance that “the Pentateuch is composed of four distinct sources: J (10/ 9th 

century), E (9/ 8th century), D (7th century), P (6/ 5th century).”84 Yet the Documentary 

Hypothesis (as it was later called) has undergone substantial revision over the past 

 
80 Tremper Longman III and Raymond B. Dillard, An Introduction to the Old Testament (Grand 

Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2006), 40. 

 
81 Longman and Dillard, An Introduction to the Old Testament, 41. 

 
82 Ibid. 

 
83 Ibid. For further study on this subject, see Gordon J. Wenham, Genesis 1–15 (Grand Rapids, 

MI: Zondervan, 1987). 

 
84 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 14. This theory of authorship is generally referred to as the 

“Documentary Hypothesis” by those familiar with critical scholarship. According to Wenham, “These 

sources were distinguished on five main criteria: different names of the deity (J speaks of Yahweh, the 

LORD, E and P of Elohim, God); duplicate narratives (e.g., different accounts of creation, Gen 1 and 2; 

repetition within the flood story, Gen 6–9; doublets within the patriarchal narratives, cf. 12:10–20 with 

chap. 20); different vocabulary (J “cuts” covenants, P “establishes” covenants); different style (J and E 

contain vivid narrative, P is repetitious and fond of genealogies); and finally, different theologies 

(according to P, God is remote and transcendent; in J and E, God is anthropomorphic, etc.).” 
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century, and some of its chief proponents who previously accepted its tenets have now 

rejected it entirely.85 Today the Documentary Hypothesis still holds a great deal of 

influence in the academic world. Yet modern scholars now tend to focus less on the 

issues of authorship and now concentrate on “the final composition of the Pentateuch 

and the individual books within it.”86 

The influence of source-critical scholarship has prompted many biblical 

commentators to yield to the idea that Genesis 1–3 is a product of the sources written 

between 950–850 BC.87 Many contend that Ancient Near Eastern literature is 

responsible for shaping the early chapters of Genesis. Some modern commentators argue 

that the creation account in Genesis was heavily influenced by near eastern cosmogonies 

like the Epic of Gilgamesh (Mesopotamia) or the Enuma Elish (Babylonian).88 

Linguistic comparisons of words used in ANE stories and Genesis may indicate that the 

author of Genesis 1–3 (usually assumed to be J and P, or E and P) was either borrowing 

for these accounts or was writing a polemic against them.89 Unfortunately, the evidence 

 
85 Stephen Charles Hines, “The Image of God in Man: An Analysis of the Biblical Concept” (May 

1988): 11. 

 
86 Longman and Dillard, An Introduction to the Old Testament, 47. 

 
87 Eugene H. Merrill, An Historical Survey of the Old Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book 

House, 1998), 27. Merrill gives a date of 950 BC in his survey of Genesis, while Allen Ross gives a date of 

850 BC. J. Allen P. Ross, Creation and Blessing: A Guide to the Study and Exposition of Genesis (Grand 

Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1998), 25. 

 
88 Clines, “The Image of God in Man.” 

 
89 J. Richard Middleton, The Liberating Image: The Imago Dei in Genesis 1 (Grand Rapids, MI: 

Brazos Press, 2005), 94. Middleton writes, “four sets of ancient Near Eastern data are typically adduced as 

possible parallels to the biblical notion: (1) a reference in the Gilgamesh Epic that describes Enkidu as an 

image (or double) of Gilgamesh the king; (2) two references in Egyptian wisdom literature to the creation 

of humans as the images of a god; (3) the widespread practice of Egyptian and Mesopotamian kings 

setting up statues or images of themselves in lands where they are physically absent; and (4) Egyptian and 

Mesopotamian references to kings (and sometimes priests) as the image of various deities.” 
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that scholars accumulated to illustrate this point has been unsuccessful in proving the 

multi-source argument convincingly because the data is mainly circumstantial.90 Thus 

Ross aptly states, “The traditional view that Genesis (and the Pentateuch) possess unity 

and is the work of Moses has not been destroyed.”91 

This dissertation argues that Moses compiled the entirety of Genesis (and the 

Pentateuch) during his lifetime, sometime between 1,500 and 1,400 BC.92 Fruchtenbaum 

rightly argues in his commentary that Moses was the primary writer and compiler of the 

events of Genesis and was not an eyewitness of the events of Genesis, but that he made 

use of the oral and written traditions available to him.93 There are numerous biblical 

attestations to the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch (Ex 17:14, Lev 1:1–2, Num 33:2, 

Deut 1:1, Josh 1:7, 1 Kings 2:3, 2 Kings 14:6, Ezra 6:18, Neh 13:1, Dan 9:11–13, Mal 

 
90 Merrill, An Historical Survey of the Old Testament, 28. Merrill writes, “The mass of evidence 

accumulated by critical scholars over the years might lead some to think that its reconstruction of the Old 

Testament is unassailable, but this is far from true…it is sufficient to say simply that the entire process rests 

on the most tenuous, subjective evidence, all of which is based on the assumptions that only religious 

developmentalism can account for the present shape of the Old Testament phenomena…In other words, the 

Old Testament has been made to fit a prearranged philosophical and historical framework, even though on 

every page it cries out against such an artificial and untenable reconstruction.” 

 
91 Allen P. Ross, Genesis, in Bible Knowledge Commentary, ed. John F. Walvoord and Roy B. 

Zuck (Colorado Springs, CA: Chariot Victor Publishing, 1985), 18. 

 
92 Walter C. Kaiser Jr., A History of Israel: From the Bronze Age Through the Jewish Wars 

(Nashville, TN: B&H Publishers, 1998), 88. Kaiser dates Moses’ birth to 1526 BC. If this dating is correct 

then Moses would have died in 1406 BC, at the age of 120 (Deut 34:7). 

 
93 Arnold G. Fruchtenbaum, The Book of Genesis (San Antonio, TX: Ariel Ministries, 2008), 2. 

Allen Ross and other conservative commentors conceded that “the present form of the book has…been 

edited by subsequent writers whose work was guided by the Holy Spirit’s inspiration...” and that 

“widespread reshaping of the account is unfounded and unnecessary.” Yet this does not discount the main 

contention of this dissertation that the book of Genesis (and most of the Pentateuch) was written down by 

Moses himself.” Ross, Bible Knowledge Commentary, 18. Sailhamer contends, “Some conservative 

scholars suppose Moses used a collection of clay tablets which had preserved the accounts of creation, the 

flood, and the lives of the patriarchs. Thus, Moses would have written the Pentateuch in much the same 

way as Luke says he wrote his gospel (cf. Luke 1:1–4).” John H. Sailhamer, The Pentateuch as Narrative: 

A Biblical-Theological Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1992), 23. 
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4:4, Matt 8:4, Mark 12:26, Luke 16:29, John 7:19, Acts 26:22, Rom 10:19, 1 Cor. 9:9, 2 

Cor. 3:15).94 Longman rightly concludes, 

It is possible to affirm substantial Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch in 

line with the occasional internal evidence and the strong external 

testimony while allowing for earlier sources as well as later glosses and 

elaboration.95 

 

These textual glosses in Genesis (and the Pentateuch) do not undermine the authority of 

Moses’ authorship but are an acknowledgment that God sovereignly brought about the 

Pentateuch through human means.96 

 Furthermore, the biblical writers viewed the Pentateuch as one book written by a 

single source. Old and New Testament writers from the earliest times believed that the 

first five books were to be read as a single work.97 Old Testament authors called the 

whole of the Pentateuch a “book” (2 Chron 25:4; 35:12; Ezra 6:18; Neh 13:1); and the 

New Testament writers also called it “the book of Moses” (Mark 12:26).98 Even the 

name “Pentateuch” (meaning “five-part book”)  came into use in the 2nd century AD as a 

 
94 Fruchtenbaum, The Book of Genesis, 2. 

 
95 Longman and Dillard, An Introduction to the Old Testament, 51. 

 
96 Sailhamer, The Pentateuch as Narrative, 24. Sailhamer contends, “Much like the writers of the 

NT Gospels and the later historical books of the OT (e.g., Kings and Chronicles), the writer of the 

Pentateuch appears to have composed his work from archival records of God’s great deeds in the past. We 

know from references within the early historical books that such records were maintained at an early stage 

in Israel’s history (Ex 7:14; Nu 21:14; Jos 10:3), and it is not unlikely that similar records were kept at far 

earlier stages within the individual households of the patriarchs and their tribal ancestors…In any event, 

most of the narratives within the Pentateuch appear to be made up of small, self-contained stories spun 

together into larger units by means of various geographical and genealogical tables. Within the center 

section of the Pentateuch, these narratives in turn provide the framework for incorporating large collections 

of law into the text.” 

 
97 Fruchtenbaum, The Book of Genesis, 1. 

 
98 Sailhamer, The Pentateuch as Narrative, 1. 
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translation of the Hebrew expression “The five-fifths of the Law.”99 Thus, the biblical 

authors viewed the Pentateuch as a single source, written by a singular author (whom 

they assumed was Moses). 

One reason that the authorship of Genesis (and the Pentateuch) is essential to a 

discussion of the imago dei is that some Old Testament scholars and commentators 

argue that ANE writings influenced Moses’ concept of the image of God in Genesis 

1:26–27. The thesis of this dissertation is that the imago dei in Genesis does not take its 

definition from Near Eastern literature but that it was written as a polemic to correct 

pagan cosmologies.100 Paul Niskanen warns that “one should exercise caution in 

asserting that the biblical writers are using Egyptian, Mesopotamian, or Canaanite 

concepts in precisely the same way as their ancient Near Eastern neighbors.”101 Moses 

wrote Genesis primarily as a defense against contemporary pagan cosmologies, as he 

was recording God’s special revelation handed down from heaven.102 Wenham argues 

that,  

In all these cases, there is no evidence of simple borrowing by the Hebrew 

writer. It would be better to suppose that he has borrowed various familiar 

 
99 Sailhamer, The Pentateuch as Narrative, 1–2. Sailhamer notes, “Though this Hebrew expression is 

known only from the later Talmudic period, the division of the Pentateuch into five parts is known already by 

the time of Josephus (c. A.D. 27–100) and Philo (c. 20 B.C.–A.D. 50). It is commonly held that the five-part 

division of the Pentateuch is as early as the Greek (Septuagint, or LXX) translation (3rd century B.C.). 

 
100 Paul Niskanen, “The Poetics of Adam: The Creation of אדם in the Image of אלהים.” Journal of 

Biblical Literature 128 (Fall 2009): 420. Niskanen contends, “It seems that most often the biblical writers 

use the same building blocks as their ancient Near Eastern neighbors—the myths the symbols, language, 

and literature—but they arrange these in the most distinctive and unique way.” Similarities in content, 

language, and verbiage may be accounted by acknowledging that ANE literature may have just as easily 

borrowed from the Pentateuch, as vice versa. 

 
101 Niskanen, “The Poetics of Adam,” 420. 

 
102 William Barrick, “Old Testament Evidence for a Literal Adam and Eve,” in Searching for 

Adam: Genesis and the Truth About Man's Origin, ed. Terry Mortenson (Green Forrest, AR: Master Books, 

2016), 23. Barrick contends, “The worldview of the biblical authors does not reflect the worldview of the 

surrounding ancient Near Eastern cultures…To the contrary, the Bible presents a picture at odds with the 

prevailing opinions of the ancient Near Eastern peoples.” 
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mythological motifs, transformed them, and integrated them into a fresh 

and original story of his own.103 

 

Approaching Genesis 1–3 in this manner appears to be a more sound hermeneutical 

methodology to remove the potential for outside sources to influence one’s 

understanding of the imago dei. 

A second reason maintaining Mosaic authorship is essential to understanding the 

image of God is that if Genesis 1–11 was composed by multiple authors, then comparing 

the imago dei within Genesis becomes extremely difficult, if not impossible. Many 

modern critical scholars have argued that the Yahwist wrote Genesis 1:1–2:3 and that 

Genesis 2:4–4:26 (as well as 4:27–11:26) was composed by the Priestly source.104 

Wenham summarizes the source-criticism of Genesis 2–3 succinctly when he says,  

It was often argued on the basis of the unusual combination of the two 

names of God (Yahweh Elohim) and of apparent doublets within the story, 

e.g., the two trees, the double naming of Eve, the twofold expulsion from 

Eden, that two literary sources had been combined to produce the present 

account.105 

 

Yet if one allows for different sources from various periods, then comparisons between 

the image of God concept in Genesis 1:1–2:3 and Genesis 2:4–4:26 (as well as Gen 5:1–

3; 9:6) become strained. If each source possesses a unique context, then there may be no 

way of determining a unified understanding of the imago dei concept in Genesis. 

Further discussion on the first two divisions in the Genesis narrative necessitates 

a more extended discussion of the relationship between Genesis 1:1–2:3 and Genesis 

 
103 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 126. 

 
104 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 124. Wenham notes that, “The critical consensus is that these chapters 

are almost entirely the work of the Yahwist, who is regarded as the main author of Genesis.” However, 

there are other critical scholars who attribute the work to the Elohist source. 

 
105 Ibid. Wenham notes that this is the position of Westermann. 
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2:4–4:26 (which is further explored in the next section). However, in this dissertation, it 

is assumed that all of Genesis was either written or compiled by Moses. 

 

Literary Context of Genesis 1–3 

 Often the key to understanding a biblical concept is grasping its literary context. 

The imago dei appears explicitly in three passages in Genesis (Genesis 1:26–28; 5:1–3; 

9:6). The context of Genesis 1–3 is challenging to determine because these initial 

chapters represent the preliminary chapters to the entire biblical canon. This project will 

focus on the concept of the imago dei as delineated in the first three chapters of Genesis 

(though the idea in Genesis 5:1–3, 9:6 will also be analyzed). 

 Many scholars accept that the book of Genesis is a book of origins. This title 

historically has been borrowed from the opening Hebrew word, ית ִׁ֖ ֵראש   translated “In ,בְּ

the beginning.”106 The English title “Genesis” is taken from the word geneseos, “the 

Greek translation for the Hebrew word toledot that frequently appears throughout the 

book and is usually translated by the English word generations.”107  

The book of Genesis could be divided thematically into three major sections: 1) 

the origins of the world (Gen 1); 2) the origins of the nations (Gen 2–11); and the origins 

of Israel (Gen 12–50).108 However, most commentators (Wenham, Fruchtenbaum, 

Dempster) suggest a better division is according to the genealogical groupings or 

 
106 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 8. 

 
107 Fruchtenbaum, The Book of Genesis, 2. 

 
108 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 8. This is Wenham’s outline of Genesis, and thus the titles for each 

section are his titles. 
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historical records. In Genesis, these divisions are introduced by the phrase, “these are the 

histories of” (the Hebrew word ות ֹדֹ֧  beginning each section), which divides up ֹתולְּ

Genesis into ten sections: 

 1:1–2:3 The prologue 

 2:4–4:26 History of heaven and earth 

 5:1–6:8 Family history of Adam 

 6:9–9:29 Family history of Noah 

 10:1–11:9 Family history of Noah’s Sons 

 11:27–25:11  Family history of Terah 

 25:12–18 Family history of Ishmael 

 25:19–35:29 Family history of Isaac 

 36:1–37:1 Family history of Esau 

 37:2–50:26 Family history of Jacob109 

Even a superficial reading reveals that the opening chapters of Genesis (Gen 1–11) are 

markedly different from its later chapters (Gen 12–50). The first eleven chapters are 

filled with pre-history and are much more universal in scope than Genesis 12–50, which 

focuses exclusively on Israel’s national origins. 

 Within the pre-history section (Gen 1–11), Genesis 1:1–2:3 concentrates on the 

creation of the universe (introduction), while Genesis 2:4–4:26 records the history of the 

“Heavens and the Earth” (Gen 2:4). These opening chapters give great insight into the 

 
109 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 8–9. Steven Dempster and Arnold Fruchtenbaum view Genesis as 

having eleven genealogical sections instead of ten, including the first pericope, Gen 1:1–2:4, as the initial 

genealogical section. Steven G. Dempster, Dominion and Dynasty: A Theology of the Hebrew Bible 

(Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2003), 55–56. Fruchtenbaum, The Book of Genesis, 2. 
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nature of human beings as image-bearers of God (Gen 1–2), as well as the account of 

Adam and Eve’s careless act of rebellion (Gen 3). The main thrust of Moses in Genesis 

1–3 is to demonstrate the ideal conditions in which God created the world and how 

Adam and Eve’s rejection of God’s divine command led to their banishment from Eden 

and their future need for redemption (Gen 3:15). 

 The opening pericope, Gen 1:1–2:3, is a majestic introduction to the creation 

story, presenting the main characters in the story, God the Creator, and Adam and Eve, 

with the imago dei stanza as its focal point.110 Many commentators contend that Gen 2:4 

serves as the literary marker that ends the first pericope because, as Wenham states it,  

2:1–3 echoes [Gen] 1:1 by introducing the same phrases but in reverse 

order: ‘he created,’ ‘God,’ ‘heavens and earth’ reappear as ‘heavens and 

earth’ (2:1) ‘God’ (2:2), ‘created’ (2:3). This chiastic pattern brings the 

section to a neat close which is reinforced by the inclusion ‘God created’ 

linking 1:1 and 2:3.111 

 

Gen 2:4 begins with the phrase, “This is the account of the heavens and the earth,” 

introducing the very first usage of the Hebrew word ות ֹדֹ֧  in the book of Genesis. This ֹתולְּ

literary marker signals the reader the beginning of the first genealogical/historical 

section and the start of a pattern that continues throughout the entirety of Genesis (Gen 

2:4; 5:1; 6:9; 10:1; 11:27; 25:12; 25:19; 36:1; 37:2). 

 The first mention of the imago dei is near the end of the first pericope in Gen 

1:26–31, and scholars generally agree that man’s creation on the sixth day is the 

 
110 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 57. 

 
111 Ibid. 
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pinnacle of the creation narrative.112 Several notable features of the sixth-day cause 

commentators to come to this conclusion. First, the creation narrative slows down 

significantly to indicate that something substantial is about to happen in these verses. 

Dempster points out that the author uses more words to describe the sixth day (more 

than double the amount used on any other day of creation), indicating that, “thematically 

as well as verbally, humanity is crowned the royalty of creation.”113 Secondly, while the 

other days follow a very predictable pattern in Genesis 1, of God speaking (“let there 

be…), followed by the divine completion formula (“and it was so”), the sixth day 

contains a pregnant pause in which God takes counsel before creating the man 

(something which did not happen on previous days of creation).114 Third, Fruchtenbaum 

also contends that here “the word bara is used three times to make clear that a high point 

is reached” in the story.115 Last, the image of God introduces the first poem in the 

narrative. Waltke notes, “the author switches to a poetic style to match the grandeur of 

the subject matter.”116 These textual features signal that man’s creation (1:26–31) was 

the climax of Genesis 1:1–2:3. 

 
112 Feinberg, “The Image of God,” 238. Feinberg writes, “All exegetes are agreed that the climax 

of creation is reached in Gen 1:26. Even evolutionary theories must agree with the truth of Scripture that 

man is the apex of all creation.” 

 
113 Dempster, Dominion and Dynasty, 56. 

 
114 Ibid. 

 
115 Fruchtenbaum, The Book of Genesis, 59. 

 
116 Waltke, An Old Testament Theology, 212. Some scholars do not believe that Genesis 1:26–27 

fit the paradigm of Hebrew poetry in a strict sense and reject this designation entirely. 
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Genesis 2:4–25 elaborates on the details of God’s creation of the universe, with 

particular attention given to the formation of man and woman.117 The ות ֹדֹ֧  formula that ֹתולְּ

begins this new section and continues until Gen 4:26, recording the history of “the 

heavens and the earth” ( ם י  ַמַ֛ ֶרץ ַהשָּׁ ִׁ֖ אָּׁ הָּׁ וְּ ). This first section does not follow the general 

pattern of the other “family histories” in Genesis. Waltke notes that  ות ֹדֹ֧  comes ֹתולְּ

from the root yld, meaning “to bear children,” here [it] signifies “what is 

produced or brought into being by someone.” It is the nominal form of the 

root, meaning ‘descendants.’ [This] account pertains to what the cosmos 

has generated, not the generation of the cosmos.118 

 

The unusual construction may signal a change in style from the previous introductory 

section. However, a better translation supplied by Skinner is, “this is the origin of” the 

heavens and the earth.119 

As mentioned previously, source critics have long viewed Genesis 1:1–2:3 and 

Genesis 2:4–4:26 as written by different authors. Yet, there are two compelling reasons 

to believe that Genesis 1:1–2:3 and Genesis 2:4–4:26 are one account. First, in Genesis 

2:4, the repetition of the phrase “heaven and earth” ( ם י  ַמַ֛ ֶרץ ַהשָּׁ ִׁ֖ אָּׁ הָּׁ וְּ ) in the first and 

second part of the verse indicates that Moses is intentionally attempting to tie the first 

section (Gen 1:1–2:3) together with the second one (Gen 2:4–4:26) by creating lose 

 
117 Barrick, “Literal Adam and Eve,” 24. Barrick writes, “First, Moses does not present a second 

or alternate creation account in this text unit. It is but a detailed expansion of what was revealed in 1:26 

regarding God creating mankind as “male and female. This movement from general to specific 

characterizes Moses’s narratives.” 

 
118 Waltke, Genesis: A Commentary, 83. 

 
119 John Skinner, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Genesis (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994), 

40. 
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chiastic inclusion with Genesis 1:1 (“God created the heavens and the earth).120 Second, 

the use of the name “The LORD God” ( ָ֥ה הוָּׁ ים יְּ ִׁ֖ ֱאֹלה  ) in Genesis 2:4 argues for the 

cohesion of the first pericope (Gen 1:1–2:3) with the second (Gen 2:4–4:26).121 This 

combination of the divine names has mystified critical scholars because it combines the 

covenant name of God (ָ֥ה הוָּׁ ים ) with the creator name ,(יְּ ִׁ֖  for the creator God in the (ֱאֹלה 

previous section (Gen 1:1–2:3). This exact Hebrew spelling combination of ָ֥ה הוָּׁ ים יְּ ִׁ֖ ֱאֹלה   

appears a total of twenty times in Genesis 2–3; eleven times in chapter 2 (2:5, 7, 8, 9, 15, 

16, 18, 19, 21, 22) and nine times in chapter 3 (3:1, 8 [twice], 9, 13, 14, 21, 22, 23). 

However, it is only found in this exact formulation in the Pentateuch once outside of 

Genesis 2:4–3:24 in Exodus 9:30.122 Its inclusion and usage in the second pericope (Gen 

2:4–4:26) makes sense if the reader is supposed to understand that the creator God 

ים) ִׁ֖ ) is also the covenant God (ֱאֹלה  ָ֥היְּ  הוָּׁ ). This fact implies that there is a unity between 

these two pericopes. 

The purpose of Genesis 2:4–4:26 (the first toledot section) is to unveil the story 

of the heavens and earth in a narrative drama with “elements of scenic depiction, 

contrast, conflict, and climax.”123 Genesis 2:4–4:26 is a dramatic depiction of the 

 
120 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 124. Wenham points out that the author “intentionally inverted the 

usual word order (of the “heavens and the earth”) here to link the two parts of the verse together.” 

Matthews writes, “The chiastic parallelism of the verse obstructs the anatomizing that is found in some 

versions (contra NIV, NRSV but see NASB). Its ABB′ A′ structure evidences a single unit.” Kenneth A. 

Mathews, Genesis 1–11:26 (Nashville, TN: B&H Publishers, 1996), 190. 

 
121 Mathews, Genesis 1–11:26, 190. Matthews argues that “The combination of the divine names 

is another link between 1:1–2:3 and 2:4–4:26, since the two narratives give priority to different divine 

names: Elohim is exclusively used in the former narrative, and Yahweh becomes prominent in the latter.” 

 
122 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 130. 

 
123 Waltke, Genesis: A Commentary, 80. 
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creation account with three acts: paradise given (Gen 2:4–25), paradise lost (Gen 3:1–

24), and post-paradise (Gen 4:1–26). Waltke captures the features well, 

Each act opens with a setting and concludes with a poem (which captures 

the theme of the act), followed by an epilogue (cf. 2:23 with 24–25; 3:14–

19 with 20–24; 4:23–24 with 25–26).124 

 

The first act of the drama presents Adam and Eve as the keepers of God’s garden (Gen 

2:4–25);125 the second act describes why they were expelled (Gen 3:1–24); the last act 

shows how sin rapidly escalated after their expulsion from Eden (Gen 4:1–26). 

To summarize, Genesis 1:1–2:3 demonstrates how the heavens and earth were 

created by God, while Genesis 2:4–4:26 describes how humanity’s sin corrupted them. 

Thus, God created Adam and Eve in His image, but sin greatly hindered the imago dei 

post-fall. 

 

Exegesis of Genesis 1:26–27 

 

Analyzing the Words “Image” and “Likeness.” 

 Examination of the words “image” (ֶלם מּות) ”and “likeness (ֶצֶ֫  by scholars has (דְּ

varied and revealed some meaning of the image of God. It is worth reviewing what is 

known about these two Hebrew words to determine what might be relevant to the imago 

dei concept in Genesis. 

 
124 Waltke, Genesis: A Commentary, 80. 

 
125 Gentry and Wellum, God's Kingdom Through God's Covenants, 86-87. Gentry and Wellum 

contend that “Genesis 2:4 begins an explanation and exposition of Genesis 1:26–28 in which the creation of 

man as a species is related, and royal rule over the world is conferred upon man.” 
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The words ֶלם מּות  and ֶצֶ֫  are used in the Hebrew Bible with a fair amount of דְּ

frequency.126 The word ֶלם  appears seventeen times in the Old Testament scriptures ֶצֶ֫

(excluding Aramaic cognates found in Dan 2–3), and the word מּות  twenty-five דְּ

times.127 Scholars admit that there is not an abundance of data available for determining 

their usage and meaning, but this has not stopped exegetes from attempting to extract a 

lot from these words.128 

Studies of the Hebrew word for ֶלם  have revealed a wide range of meanings. It ֶצֶ֫

appears in the book of Genesis in only three passages (a total of five times), and in each 

instance, it is in reference to the image of God (Gen 1:26–27; 5:3; 9:6). Wenham 

summarizes the data about the use of ֶלם  ,in the OT well when he says ֶצֶ֫

[of the] seventeen occurrences [of], ten refer to various types of physical 

images, e.g., models of tumors (1 Sam 6:5); pictures of men (Ezek 16:17); 

or idols (Num 33:52); and two passages in the Psalms liken man’s 

existence to an image or shadow (Ps 39:7; 73:20).129 

 

Scholars suggest that etymologically ֶלם  may come from the Aramaic word ṣālam, “to ֶצֶ֫

cut off,”130 and may mean something like a carving. Westermann may be correct when 

he stated that “the basic meaning of ṣelem is ‘representation,’ a meaning sufficiently 

 
126 Middleton, The Liberating Image, 45. 

 
127 Middleton, The Liberating Image, 45. 

 
128 James Barr, “The Image of God in the Book of Genesis: A Study of Terminology,” Bulletin of 

the John Ryland's Library 51 (1968): 12. Barr describes trying to define the imago dei as an effort to 

squeeze blood out of a stone. 

 
129 Wenham. Genesis 1–15, 86. Granted that there are two references in the Psalms (Ps 39:7; 

73:20) where ֶלם  .is used in a less concrete way, but the majority of the references are to physical idols ֶצֶ֫

 
130 Curtis, “Image of God,” 389–91. 
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broad to include both the concrete and the abstract aspects of the word.”131 James Barr 

contends that the author of Genesis used ֶלם  because it was the only word available to ֶצֶ֫

him in that period of history that lacked negative connotations associated with 

idolatry.132 

The most significant piece of information gathered from linguistics studies of 

ֶלם  is that it “refers to the image as a representation of the deity.”133 Hamilton agrees ֶצֶ֫

that ֶלם  primarily refers to a physical representation of something or someone, and it is ֶצֶ֫

translated eikṓn in the LXX.134 These findings give the reader insight into the imago dei 

in Gen 1–3, namely that mankind is God’s physical representation on Earth. 

The second word מּות  has a very clear meaning. This word is used in the Old דְּ

Testament twenty-five times and is related to the Hebrew noun ה מָּׁ  which means, “to be דָּׁ

like.”135 It is used repeatedly in Ezekiel’s visions where it could be “aptly rendered 

‘something like’” or, as the RSV translates it, “the likeness of.”136 It is occasionally used 

to signify a model or a plan (1 Kings 16:10) and often indicates a comparison of 

 
131 Curtis, 389. 

 
132 Barr, “The Image of God,” 19. Though Barr’s argument has flaws, he may be correct in 

asserting that ṣelem was his best option for conveying the concept of the imago dei. 

 
133 R. Laird Harris, Gleason L. Archer Jr., and Bruce Waltke, “ֶצֶלם” in Theological Workbook of 

the Old Testament, vol 2 (Chicago, IL: Moody Bible Institute, 1980). 

 
134 Victor P. Hamilton, The Book of Genesis, NICOT (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans 

Publishing Company, 1990), 134. Hamilton comments that “The Hebrew word for ‘image’ is ṣelem, which 

the LXX normally renders by eikṓn (icon).” This further strengthens the assertion that “image” refers to a 

physical object. 

 
135 Curtis, “Image of God,” 389. 

 
136 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 86. 
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something (as in a metaphor or simile). מּות  is primarily a word that suggests a דְּ

similarity between two things, and in the case of the imago dei, it indicates a 

resemblance between God and man. 

 

Analyzing the Relationship Between “Image” and “Likeness.” 

Understanding these two terms in relation to one another is critical in 

understanding the imago dei and avoiding certain past misunderstandings. First, the two 

terms are not two separate ideas. Past theologians have mistakenly read Genesis 1:26 

thinking the word “and” is in the original text of Genesis between the words image and 

likeness, indicating a distinction between the two terms. Hoekema notes that  

In the Hebrew there is no conjunction between the two expressions; the 

text says simply ‘let us make man in our image, after our likeness.’ Both 

the Septuagint and the Vulgate insert and between the two expressions, 

giving the impression that ‘image’ and ‘likeness’ refer to different things. 

The Hebrew text, however, makes it clear that there is no essential 

difference between the two, ‘after our likeness’ is only a different way of 

saying ‘in our image.’137 

 

Since this was how the earliest translations of Genesis 1:26 read, it is understandable 

how certain early church fathers made the mistake of arguing for an artificial distinction 

between “image” and “likeness.” It is well documented that Irenaeus’ traditional 

misinterpretation of the image of God led him to conclude that “image” referred to the 

natural qualities (the body) of man to God, while “likeness” referred to mankind’s 

 
137 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 13. Clines notes, “distinction between [ṣelem] and 

[dĕmût]…[was] based ultimately on the insertion of [kai] by the LXX between the two terms…this 

apparently insignificant addition, which was carried over into the Vulgate as ad imaginem et similitudinem 

nostram, encouraged exegetes to assign different content to the two terms, a procedure which can hardly be 

substantiated by the Hebrew text…” and that “Even the LXX and Vulgate may not have intended the two 

terms to be understood separately…” Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 91–92. 
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supernatural likeness (mind or reason) to God.138 However, Irenaeus’ misinterpretation 

of the imago dei may have had less to do with his exegesis and more to do with his 

acceptance of Greek dualism.139 

Second, modern scholarship has revealed that מּות  could indicate a further דְּ

explanation of ֶלם  140 Curtis points out.(which is the dominant word used in Genesis) ֶצֶ֫

that cognates of both words appear 

in a bilingual inscription on a statue from Tell Fekheriye (Millard and 

Bordreuil 1982: 137–38), in which the Akkadian word ṣalmu, 

“image/statue,” is rendered into Aramaic as ṣalma in lines 12 and 16 and 

as dĕmûta in lines 1 and 15” and that dĕmût “seems to be virtually a 

synonym for the word ṣelem.141 

 

Cairns argues that the words are nearly synonymous, but upon closer inspection, “the 

second term defines more closely than the first what is meant, ‘In God’s image, that is to 

say, in his likeness.”142 If this is correct, then “likeness” is meant to define the “image” 

concept and suggests that the meaning of Adam and Eve’s image-bearing was that they 

were God’s representatives.143 Grudem has suggested the translation, “Let us make man 

 
 

138 Hoekema, 86.  

 
139 Ibid. Clines notes that this dualism caused Irenaeus and early church fathers like Augustine to 

conceptualize the image of God in traditional “neo-Platonic style: ‘For not in the body but in the mind was 

man made in the image of God. In his own similitude let us seek God, in his own image recognize the 

creator.” 

 
140 Hines, “The Image of God in Man,” 47. 

 
141 Curtis, “Image of God,” 389–91. 

 
142 David Cairns, The Image of God in Man (London: Collins Clear-Type Press, 1973), 28. 

 
143 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 92. Clines writes, “In suggesting here that there is a 

difference in meaning can be established between the words selem and dumut we are by no means asserting 

that they have quite different contents and refer to different elements in the image. Rather we are 

suggesting that the dumut refers entirely to the selem; it has no referential meaning in itself, but only 

specifies the kind of image, namely a representational image.” 
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to be like us and to represent us.”144 Many scholars affirm this position, stating that man 

is more like God than any of the created beings and that “as God’s representative man 

was formed to be a reflection of His character.”145 

The third consideration in Genesis 1:26 is how one should translate the Hebrew 

phrase נּו ֵמִׁ֖ ַצלְּ  that prefixes the ב in Genesis 1:26. Clines and others have argued that the בְּ

word ֶלם  in Genesis 1:2 should be translated as a beth of essence (as) rather than a beth ֶצֶ֫

of norm (in).146 If this is true, then Genesis 1:26 should read that God created man “as 

His image” rather than “in His image.” 

Interpretively this has considerable implications for understanding the imago dei 

because it would indicate that mankind represents the very nature of God’s image.147 

Specifically, the translation of the preposition may indicate whether humanity is merely 

a facsimile of the divine (“in” would designate that man is a lesser copy of God) or 

whether the language itself indicates that mankind is the image of God (“as” would 

indicate function “in the capacity of” God).148 Not surprisingly, there has been a 

considerable debate about the nature of the Hebrew ב that prefixes the verb ֶצֶלם in 

Genesis 1:26. 

 
144 Grudem, Systematic Theology, 443. 

 
145 Hines, “The Image of God in Man,” 47. 

 
146 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 75–80. His argument has led to debates by commentators 

and exegetes for more than fifty years. Though Clines was not the originator of this thought, his journal 

article sparked considerable conversation on how to translate the beth that prefixes the verb ֶצֶלם (ṣelem) in 

Genesis 1:26 should be understood (either as a beth essentiae or a locative beth). 

 
147 Hines, “The Image of God in Man,” 32. 

 
148 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 80. The conclusion of Clines’ analysis is, “Thus we may 

say that according to Genesis 1 man does not have the image of God, nor is he made in the image of God, 

but is himself the image of God.” 
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Clines and others have argued that beth in Genesis 1:26 should be translated as a 

beth of essence (beth essentiae) rather than a beth of norm (locative beth).149 This 

translation of the beth is a rarer interpretation of the language of Gen 1:26, as Clines 

himself concedes.150 It has to do with whether the beth functions similarly to the Hebrew 

 often translated in English with the word “as” when it prefixes a Hebrew word. Curtis ,כ

aptly summarizes things when he states, 

Gen 1:26 introduces the account of humanity’s creation with God’s 

statement, ‘Let us make man in our image (bĕṣalmēnû) according to our 

likeness (kidmûtēnû).’ Gen 5:1 talks about humanity’s creation “in the 

likeness of God” (bidmût ʾĕlōhı̂m), and this suggests that the prepositions 

used with the nouns “image and likeness” are interchangeable in meaning. 

It has been suggested by some that the preposition b is used as bet 

essentiae, and that it indicates identity. Thus, the meaning is that man and 

woman were created not “according to” the image of God but rather “as” 

the image of God. Many have denied that the preposition k ever has this 

meaning, though certain considerations suggest that this may be the 

meaning intended by the biblical author.151 

 

Proponents of the beth of essence admit that the most natural meaning of the Hebrew 

phrase נּּו ֵ֖ מ  ַצלְּ  is “in the image of God” yet they assert that the beth preceding the בְּ

Hebrew word ֶלם  should be translated in with the word “as” or “in the capacity of” for ֶצֶ֫

several reasons: 1) God does seem to have an anthropomorphic image in the OT (i.e., 

metaphorical hands, eyes, ears) and when He appears as a theophany He appears in 

 
149 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 70–80. Clines lists the supporters of his view on page 76, 

“J. Hehn, 'Zum Terminus “Bild Gottes,”’ FestschriftE. Sachan, Reimer, Berlin (1915) 36–52, especially 45 

η. 2 ; Κ. L. Schmidt, Eranos-Jahrbuch 15 (1947) I54f.; E.Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament i67f.; G. 

von Rad, Genesis 56; J. Jervell, Imago Dei 21 ; H. Gross, 'Die Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen' 90; A. 

Kruyswijk, 'Geen gesneden beeld…’, Wever, Franeker (1962) 190fr.; Ν. W. Porteous, IDB II 683; H. 

Wildberger, TZ 21 (1965) 49if. 1 1 1 So T. C. Vriezen, OTS 2 (1943) 93f.” 

 
150 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 70. Clines says, “It cannot be denied that the most natural 

meaning for the phrase ֶ֥ ֶצ ים ֶלםבְּ ֵ֖ ֱאֹלה   is ‘in the image of God, that is, that God has an image, and that man is 

created in conformity with this image.” 

 
151 Curtis, “Image of God,” 389. 
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human form (e.g., Gen 18);152 2) the word ֶלם  and its cognates, are used in other ,ֶצֶ֫

Semitic languages in a literal sense (as three-dimensional objects);153 3) Exodus 6:3 

contains a beth of this type in the phrase “I appeared as God Almighty.”154 These appear 

to be convincing proof of its exegetical viability. 

 Clines admits in his article that there are several legitimate problems with 

interpreting the beth in Gen 1:26 as a beth essentiae. One of the objections that he raises 

is that “It is true, nevertheless, that there do not appear to be any examples in the Old 

Testament of ה שָּׁ  accusative + beth essentiae.”155 He argues that it is merely + עָּׁ

coincidental that there are no other examples in the Old Testament of this construction, 

but similar verbs can be used in comparisons.156 Second, he addresses the objection that 

the phrase “is immediately followed by  נו מּוֵתֵ֑ דְּ ּכ   which means ‘like us,’ and so would not 

be strictly equivalent to נּו ֵמִׁ֖ ַצלְּ  ,is a comparative particle, and therefore, it is argued כ ;בְּ

the ב of נּו ֵמִׁ֖ ַצלְּ  must bear a similar meaning.”157 Clines responds by saying that the בְּ

second phrase interprets the first and is not equivalent to the first. Third, he asserts that 

there is no distinction between ב and כ in Hebrew during the supposed writing of this 

 
152 Curtis, 70. Clines argues that “such anthropomorphisms cannot be easily dismissed as merely 

metaphors…everywhere else in the Ancient Near East these terms were understood to be literally true of 

the gods.” 

 
153 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 73. Clines contends that “We mention first the fact that 

ֶלם -and its cognates in other Semitic languages are used predominantly in a literal sense, of three  ֶצֶ֫

dimensional objects which represent gods, men, or other living beings.” 

 
154 Clines, 76. 

 
155 Ibid. 

 
156 Ibid. Clines cites the verbs found in Num 18:26; Psa 78:55; Deut 1:13 as support for his hypothesis. 

 
157 Clines, 77. 
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section of Genesis (fifth century BC).158 However, this hypothesis assumes the late 

writing of pericopes in Genesis (fifth century), which is debatable. Last, Clines addresses 

the objection that  נו ֵמִׁ֖ ַצלְּ ּבְּ  “‘as our image’ arises from suggested Babylonian parallels in 

which a man or a god is created according to the image in the mind of the creator-god.”159 

He says there is little reason to see a connection between Gilgamesh Epic and the 

Descent of Ishtar with Genesis 1 because those ANE accounts do not speak about man’s 

creation. Thus, it seems reasonable based upon the linguistic evidence that the beth may 

be translated as a beth essentiae in Genesis 1:26. 

In summary, ֶלם מּות and ֶצֶ֫  either 1) represent similar ideas, but the second term דְּ

qualifies the first to make the theological point that Adam and Eve are not gods (or God 

Himself)160 or 2) it means that mankind was made “in the capacity” of God (or as His 

representative).161 A further look at the grammar and syntax of Genesis 1:26–27 will 

reveal that the second option is likely what Moses had in mind when he penned these 

words.162 Thus, one of the assertions made in this dissertation is that the imago dei 

implies that human beings were created as God’s image functionally to serve as vice-

regents over God’s creation. 

 
158 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 77. 

 
159 Clines, 79. 

 
160 Hamilton, The Book of Genesis, 135. Hamilton notes, “Man is created in the image of God, but 

to avoid the possibility that man be viewed as an exact image of God, the word likeness is appended. The 

physical nuance of the concrete term ‘image’ is toned down by the more abstract term ‘likeness.’” 

 
161 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 75. 

 
162 Gentry and Wellum, God's Kingdom Through God's Covenants, 81–83. For a full discussion on 

why the beth should be interpreted as a beth of essence see Gentry and Wellum’s treatment of this issues on 

these pages.  
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Grammar and Syntax of Genesis 1:26–27 

 At the very heart of the creation account is the imago dei stanza. Many scholars 

have noted that Genesis 1:26–27 has received significant attention due to its massive 

theological implications.163 Gentry and Wellum have helpfully pointed out several 

critical grammatical features of these verses: 1) the Hebrew verbs in Gen 1:26–27 are 

primarily in the command form, the first imperative verb being from the root ה שָּׁ  let us“ עָּׁ

create;” 2) the second imperative verb ה דָּׁ  ;marks purpose or result of the first verb רָּׁ

meaning that “the ruling is not the essence of the divine image, but rather a result of 

being made as the divine image;” 3) the author digresses from the narrative in Genesis 

1:27 to stress that, “the creation of mankind entails male and female genders” and 

“mankind resembles God in some way;” and 4) the literary presentation of Genesis 1:27 

is chiastic in structure.164  

What can be gleaned from these grammatical details is that Moses stresses two 

things about God’s image: 1) the creation of mankind entails male and female genders, 

and 2) mankind resembles God in some fashion.165 Gentry and Wellum point out that the 

significance of these grammatical features is that they indicate “duality of gender is the 

basis for being fruitful, while the divine image is correlated with the command to rule as 

God’s viceroy.”166 Thus, it prepares the reader for the commands given in Genesis 1:28 

 
163 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 53. 

 
164 Gentry and Wellum, God’s Kingdom Through God’s Covenants, 73–74. 

 
165 Gentry and Wellum, 74. Gentry and Wellum indicate an AB::B’A’ chiastic structure to verses 

26 and 27. 

 
166 Gentry and Wellum, 75. 
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related to 1) fruitfulness (three Hebrew imperatives) and 2) ruling over the creation (two 

Hebrew imperatives).167 

These are considerable grammatical details concerning Genesis 1:26–27 and 

prove to help determine the possible implications of the imago dei. The first implication 

is that God’s image is reflected by human beings in their functional rule over the created 

order (something that is applied to both genders). Second, it indicates that God’s image 

is tied to procreation since it requires both sexes to fulfill and because it is connected to 

God’s command to be “fruitful and multiply” and to “fill the earth” (Gen 1:28). And 

lastly, it also indicates that Adam and Eve were to be God’s image-bearers by imitating 

God’s creative and organizing activities. 

 

Other References to the Imago Dei in Genesis 

 There are only two other direct references to the image of God in the Old 

Testament, and both are in the early chapters of Genesis (Gen 5:1–3; 9:6).168 Although 

the references to the imago dei are not nearly as crucial as Genesis 1, each passage must 

be examined to see how they contribute to an overall concept. 

 

Genesis 5:1–3 

 
 

167 Gentry and Wellum, God’s Kingdom Through God’s Covenants, 73–74. 

 
168 Some argue that Psalm 8 is another reference to the image of God, but in poetic style. Yet even 

if it is a reference to the imago dei, it is not a direct reference. 
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Many scholars have pointed out that the language of divine image-bearing in 

Genesis 1:26–27 is rehearsed in Genesis 5:1–3. The significance of this inclusion in the 

narrative is critical in further determining the meaning of the imago dei. 

Examining the exegetical connections between Genesis 1:26–27 and Genesis 

5:1–3 reveals several critical details. First, the word מּות  is more prominent than the דְּ

word ֶלם מּות ) in Genesis 5:1–3 ֶצֶ֫ ֶלם occurs twice and דְּ  occurs once) than in Genesis ֶצֶ֫

1:26–27. The emphasis of the third pericope in Genesis (Gen 5:1–6:8) seems to be on 

Adam’s progeny and how he passed on his image and likeness to his offspring.169 

Second, the word order of the imago dei in Genesis 5:3 is inverted so that the 

Hebrew phrase reads ו מּוֹתִׁ֖ דְּ ו ב  ֹמֵ֑ ַצלְּ כְּ , instead of ֶ֥נּו ֵ֖ מ  ַצלְּ נּו בְּ ֵ֑ מּות  דְּ כ   as it appears in Genesis 

1:26. Matthews argues that this literary device ties this pericope back to Genesis 1:26–27, 

just as Moses had similarly done with Genesis 2:4 and Genesis 1:1.170 Thus, the Hebrew 

wording connects Genesis 5:1–3 with the original imago dei pericope (Gen 1:26–27). 

Third, in Genesis 5:3, the prepositions that prefixed the noun ֶלם  whereas ,כ is a ֶצֶ֫

in Genesis 1:26 the noun is prefixed with a ב. This detail may indicate that Moses used 

these prepositions interchangeably, and if so, this would strengthen the argument for the 

  in Genesis 1:26 to be translated as a beth essentiae.171 ב

 
169 Mathews, Genesis 1–11:26, 310. 

 
170 Ibid. Wenham concurs with this assessment arguing that “5:1–2 not only summarizes 1:1–2:3, 

especially 1:27–28, but in its chiastic construction and use of key words (“ make,” “create,” “day of”) 

closely resembles 2:4. 5:3b echoes both 1:26-27 and 4:25.” Gordon J. Wenham, Genesis 1–15 (Grand 

Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1987), 225. 

 
171 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 401. Though many scholars have noted that the 

order of the terms “image” and “likeness” in Gen 5:1–3 are reversed in comparison to Gen 1:26–27, they 

assert that this means the terms are interchangeable. Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 221. 
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Fourth, Moses omits the command to “subdue the earth” (Gen 1:26–27) in 

Genesis 5:1–3. In the original creation pericope (Gen 1:26–31), Moses included man’s 

formation as male and female, followed by God’s command to rule and multiply. In 

Genesis 5:1–3, Moses records that God made them male and female (v. 2) and blessed 

them (v. 2), but the one missing element is a command to rule over the earth. It appears 

that this is a significant omission, and one can only speculate why it is absent. 

The exegetical clues lead to several conclusions about Genesis 1–3. First, the 

purpose of Genesis 5:1–3 is to reveal that human beings after the fall still possessed the 

imago dei, as did their descendants. Just in case the reader thought that Adam and Eve 

had forfeited their status as image-bearers because of Gen 3, Moses confirmed that 

humans still possessed His image as His offspring.172 Humankind had not lost the imago 

dei due to the fall (Gen 3:1–24); instead, Genesis 5:1–3 indicates humanity retained it 

through Seth’s line.173 

Second, Genesis 5:1–3 indicates that Adam and Eve were God’s offspring. 

Though the language of sonship is veiled in Genesis 1:26–27, it is nonetheless present. 

Beale asserts, 

Adam was conceived as a ‘son of God,’ though the exact phrase is not 

used in Gen. 1–3. In Gen. 1:26 Adam and his wife are said to have been 

created ‘in the likeness’ and ‘according to the image” of God. As we have 

observed earlier in this chapter and in chapter 2, Gen. 5:1–2 reiterates the 

image language of Gen. 1:26 by referring to Adam as having been 

‘created’ in the ‘likeness of God,’ and then Gen 5:3 applies this language 

 
172 Wenham, Genesis 1–15 (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1987), 125. Wenham comments, 

“Chap. 5 on the other hand records God’s blessing of mankind; man multiplies, ‘fathering sons and 

daughters.’ Through sexual intercourse the divine image is transmitted from generation to generation.” 

Later on in his commentary he asserts that Gen 5:3 “makes the point that the image and likeness of God 

which was given to Adam at creation was inherited by his sons. It was not obliterated by the fall.” (127) 

 
173 Nahum M. Sarna, The JPS Torah Commentary: Genesis, JPS Study Bible Series (Philadelphia, 

PA: Jewish Publication Society, 1989), 42. 
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to the notion of sonship…The explicit sonship notion of this language in 

Gen. 5:3 should inform our understanding of the same wording in Gen. 

5:1–2, which refers back to Gen. 1:26. If so, then the language in Gen. 

1:26 indicates that Adam is a son of God.174 

 

If this is correct, Adam reflected God’s character like a son mirroring his father’s nature 

and personality.175 McKeown notes, “Chapter 5…traces its genealogy back, not only to 

Adam but to God himself who created humankind in his image.”176 This detail likely 

indicates that Moses was attempting to spell out for his readers that sonship is inherent 

in the imago dei. 

Third, Genesis 5 clarifies that Adam had passed on the image of God to his 

ancestors along with death (as God had predicted in Gen 2:17).177 God’s blessing to 

procreate was not rescinded because of the Fall (Gen 1:28); the first couple continued to 

produce image-bearers, but all subsequent progeny were destined to die.178 Hamilton 

asserts, “In a sense Adam and his posterity are doing what God did. He created and they 

are procreating.”179 However, the repeated phrase in Genesis 5, “and he died” (eight 

 
174 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 401–402. 

 
175 G. K. Beale, We Become What We Worship: A Biblical Theology of Idolatry (Downer's Grove, 

IL: IVP Academic, 2009), 131. Genesis 1:26–27 make it clear that both Adam and Eve were to both made 

equally in God’s image, so while the term son refers specifically to Adam in Gen 5:1–3, it should also be 

applied to Eve generically. Seth was a blend of both Adam and Eve, thus he was a mirror of both his 

parents. 

 
176 James McKeown, Genesis (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 

2008), 45. 

 
177 Ibid. 

 
178 Hamilton, The Book of Genesis, 255. Hamilton writes, “That Adam reproduces himself through 

Seth, and Seth through Enosh, etc., demonstrates that God’s blessing has become effective. They are not 

only created by God but blessed by God. Such blessing is manifested in multiplication.” 

 
179 Ibid. 
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times in chapter 5), reveals that death was also passed on post-fall; it dogged the steps of 

Adam’s ancestors.180 

Lastly, the omission of the command to subdue the earth in Genesis 5 may 

indicate that humanity’s rule had been hindered by the fall. Since Adam failed to obey 

God’s instruction in Eden (Gen 2:15–17), his right to rule was impeded by sin. God did 

not rescind the command to subdue the earth, but mankind’s ability to rule had been 

significantly hindered by the effects of the Fall. 

 

Genesis 9:6 

The third and final reference to the image of God in Genesis is found in 9:6. 

After the flood, Noah and his family left the ark and set up an altar to the Lord, and God 

spoke to him. Noah received a warning from God, “Surely I will require your lifeblood; 

from every beast, I will require it. And from every man, from every man’s brother, I will 

require the life of man. Whoever sheds man’s blood, by man his blood shall be shed, for 

in the image of God He made man” (Gen 9:5–6). The implications of this verse suggest 

several things. 

First, what this passage reveals about humanity is that human beings had not lost 

the image of God due to sin.181 Scholars and theologians posit that since God’s words to 

Noah occurred long after the fall of Adam and Eve, this indicates that the imago dei was 

 
180 Ross, Creation and Blessing, 173–74. Ross says, “The expositor should not miss the emphasis 

on the blessing of the image at creation, nor the intended contrast with the theme of death that suddenly 

takes over the passage.” 

 
181 Sarna, The JPS Torah Commentary: Genesis, 41. Sarna comments that 1,656 years have passed 

from Genesis 1 to 9, and men are regarded by God as made in His image. 
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still intact despite God’s curse and His banishment from Eden.182 Similar to Genesis 5:1–

3, Moses records in Genesis 9:6 that the image of God was preserved through Noah via 

the line of Seth.183 Some conclude based on Genesis 5:1–3; 9:6 and James 3:9, 1 

Corinthians 11:7 (as well as other NT verses) that the image of God was affected by the 

fall but was not lost.184 But regardless of how man’s depravity had affected each human, 

God still commanded that human life be protected. The disappearance of the imago dei 

language after Genesis 9:6 does not mean that Moses implied that Noah was the last 

person to possess the imago dei but that mankind would retain it indefinitely.185 

Second, the image of God likely has something to do with procreation, given the 

context of Genesis 9:6. The imago dei language appears after Moses records that “God 

blessed Noah and his sons and said to them, ‘Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth’” 

(Gen 9:1). It is exegetically significant that Genesis 9:1 contains the exact Hebrew phrase 

as in Genesis 1:28 “be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth” (ֶּ֥וֶֶ֥את־ א  לְּ ּוֶּ֥ומ  בֵ֖ ּוֶּ֥ורְּ ר  פְּ

ֶרץ  as well as similar wording found in Genesis 9:7.186 For this reason, some scholars ,(ָהָאָֽ

(Hamilton) view Noah as a second Adam whom God gave the right to start over and 

 
182 Hamilton, The Book of Genesis, 315. Hamilton asserts, “There is no evidence here that sin has 

effaced the divine image. It is still resident in post-Flood, post-paradise man.” Schilder and Berkower 

however take the position that mankind was once in the image of God, ant that this was why God 

prohibited their murder. Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 17. 

 
183 Sarna, The JPS Torah Commentary: Genesis, 40. 

 
184 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 17–32. 

 
185 The fact that the imago dei was not lost is evidenced by its reappearance in the New Testament 

passages of James 3:9 and 1 Cor 11:7. 

 
186 Mathews, Genesis 1–11:26, 313. Mathews comments, “The ‘blessing’ of procreation and 

dominion conferred upon the postdiluvian world is a restatement of God’s creation promise for the human 

family and the creatures (1:22–25, 28–30).” These two restatements of God’s blessing serve as bookends to 

God’s communication with Noah. 
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repopulate the earth.187 The direct quotation of Genesis 1:28 indicates that any definition 

of the imago dei may be reasonably connected to human procreation. Beale points out 

that there is a repetition of God’s blessing and a mandate to “be fruitful and fill the earth” 

that is given to Adam (Gen 1:28), Noah (9:1,7); Abraham (12:2–3; 17:2, 6, 8; 22:17–18); 

Isaac (26:3; 26:3, 4, 24), and Jacob (28:3–4; 28:13–14; 35:11–12).188 Curiously, there is 

no explicit repetition of this mandated in Genesis 5:1–3, but the blessing of God and the 

genealogical record implies it.189 The context demonstrates that Adam and Eve had 

followed God’s command by repeating their genealogical succession, stretching from 

Adam to Noah (Gen 5:1–32).190 Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that being image-

bearers in Genesis implies procreation. 

Third, Genesis 9:6 implies that the imago dei is related to humanity’s status as 

God’s sovereign representatives. Statues in ANE literature were considered envoys of the 

gods who “represented their sovereign presence and rule over that particular area.”191 It 

was commonly expected that citizens of ancient civilizations would treat those images 

with reverence and respect.192 Disrespect of a king’s image was tantamount to contempt 

 
187 Hamilton, The Book of Genesis, 313. Mathews agrees that “The Noahic covenant’s common 

allusions to 1:1–2:3 show that Noah is the second Adam who heads the new family of humanity, indicating 

that the blessing continues through the progeny of the Sethite line.” 

 
188 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 46–48. Beale also demonstrates how this command 

was extended to Israel throughout the Pentateuch (Ex 1:7, 12, 20; Num 23:10–11; Lev 26:9; Deut 7:13; 

15:4, 6; 22:11–12; 30:16). 

 
189 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 126. 

 
190 Waltke, Genesis: A Commentary, 109. Waltke notes, “This act consists of an introduction 

giving the setting of this genealogy as the creation of ʾādām in God’s image (5:1b–2), a tenfold linear 

genealogy from Adam to Noah (5:3–31) and a segmented eleventh generation (5:32).” 

 
191 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 31. 

 
192 Middleton, The Liberating Image, 104. Middleton notes that “kings setting up images or statues 

of themselves in lands where they were physically absent as a symbol of their rule over these lands.” 
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for the king, as seen in the story of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego (Dan 3:1–30). It 

explains why in Genesis 9:6, God prohibited the murder of His image-bearers because 

they were His representative images. To kill an image-bearer was viewed as an attempt to 

strike down the Creator Himself and was met with capital punishment. 

 

Implications of the Imago Dei 

After examining all of the evidence and literary context of Genesis 1–3, some 

assertions concerning imago dei will be put forth in this dissertation about what it means 

to be image-bearers of God. There are four implications of Genesis 1–3 concerning the 

nature of God’s image-bearers: 1) Adam and Eve were God’s physical representatives; 

2) the first couple functioned as God’s vice-regents over creation; 3) Adam and Eve 

functioned as creators mirroring their Creator; 4) the first couple’s status was as God’s 

offspring. 

 

Image-Bearing Implies Humans are Representatives of God 

 First, what it means to be made in the image of God is that Adam and Eve were 

created as physical representatives of God. As discussed earlier in this dissertation, the 

word for image, ֶלם  refers to a physical, three-dimensional object in nearly all of its ,ֶצֶ֫

seventeen uses in the Old Testament.193 What can be concluded is that God created 

mankind to be physical forms that expressed God’s rule and protection of the Earth. Like 

statues in ancient times that symbolized a deity’s rule in the land, human beings were 

made to represent God’s presence residing in a particular geographical location (in this 

 
193 Wenham. Genesis 1–15, 86. 
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case, Eden).194 Further examination of ֶלם  in Genesis 1:26–27 reveals that the term ֶצֶ֫

specifically “refers to the image as a representation of the deity.”195 Thus, Adam and Eve 

were not duplicates of God, as the word image could denote, but they were representative 

of His likeness. 

Some scholars have objected to the idea that the imago dei has a physical 

dimension stating that God has no corporeal form in the Old Testament (Cf. Deut 4:15–

16).196 Yet, in Genesis 1:26–27, the assertion put forth here is not that God has a physical 

body; instead, the reference is that Adam and Eve represent His general form or likeness. 

When God is described in the Old Testament, He is described anthropomorphically as 

having: eyes (Deut 11:12; Psa 34:15), hands (Ex 7:5), arms (Deut 4:34; 5:15), a mouth 

(Psa 33:6), a face (Lev 20:6; Num 6:25), ears (Neh 1:6), etc. Moses was not stating that 

Adam and Eve were biologically like God, but their appearance is patterned after God’s 

morphological form.197 Bruce Waltke explains it well when he says, “it is often said that 

the Bible represents God anthropomorphically (i.e., as a human being). More accurately, 

a human being is theomorphic, made like God so that God can communicate himself to 

people.”198 Humanity’s physical shape is a concrete example of God’s general non-

 
194 Curtis, “Image of God,” 390. Curtis says, “the primary purpose of the image, though, was not 

to describe the god; rather, the image was one of the primary places where the god manifested himself.” 

 
195 Harris, Archer, and Waltke, “ֶצֶלם” in Theological Workbook of the Old Testament. 

 
196 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 87. Wenham rejects this premise based upon the fact that Egyptian 

and Mesopotamian literature described the image of God in terms of function and being, not appearance. 

Hoekema points out that J. Gresham Machen and Calvin both saw the image of God primarily residing in 

the soul. Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 68. 

 
197 Hoekema, 86. Wenham says that “image” means “to be like, resemble.” Later he asserts, “man 

is made ‘in the divine image,’ just as the tabernacle was made ‘in the pattern.’ This suggests that man is a 

copy of something that had the divine image, not necessarily a copy of God himself,” 89. 

 
198 Waltke, Genesis: A Commentary, 65. 
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physical form as representatives of Him in the world. There are several reasons to 

conclude that mankind is a physical representative being. 

First, generally speaking, human beings have similar features as God (i.e., two 

eyes, two arms, two legs, one head, a face, a mouth, etc.).199 Notably, Moses used the 

word מּות ם) to describe how Seth was born to resemble Adam דְּ דָּׁ  is used in Genesis אָּׁ

both singularly and collectively to refer to Adam and Eve).200 Beale argues that just as 

Adam’s son Seth was made in Adam’s image (Gen 5:1–3) and resembled his human 

father in appearance, Adam was a son of God who reflected his Father.201 Thus, when 

God appeared as a theophany in the OT or a prophetic vision, He possessed a human 

form because mankind had been most closely patterned after His image. Wellum and 

Gentry succinctly state, “God and humanity are morphologically similar.”202 The Hebrew 

word מּות  is used repeatedly in Ezekiel’s vision to describe a similarity between things דְּ

in heaven and those things on earth (Ezek 1:5, 13, 16, 26, 28; 10:10; 23:15). So it is likely 

what Moses meant when he utilized it in Genesis (1:26–27; 5:1–3; 9:6) in a generic sense. 

Thus, whenever God manifested Himself on earth in the OT, it was in human form 

because that was most similar to His own. 

 
199 Human beings don’t possess two heads, four arms, or six legs. Their bodies correspond to 

God’s general form as seen in visions in the OT. By comparison the angelic host are described as having 

multiple faces, wings, and other appendages (Ezek 1; Isa 6; Rev 4–5). 

 
200 Mathews, Genesis 1–11:26, 26. While the individual named Adam is the primary meaning 

here, perhaps there is a double meaning being employed, since the Hebrew word for Adam (ʾādām) has the 

specific meaning of the person Adam, and the collective meaning of the human race. Context determines 

whether it is translated as a proper name or as a reference to humanity. Seth must have looked like Adam, 

as well as all other members of the human race generically. 

 
201 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 36. 

 
202 Gentry and Wellum, God's Kingdom Through God's Covenants, 77. McKeown agrees with this 

assessment noting, “the image of God means that the human form corresponds with deity.” McKeown, 

Genesis, 282. 
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 Second, many scholars have pointed out that it was through Adam and Eve that 

God’s presence was made visible on earth. 203 Humans were like living statues that 

reminded others of God’s presence, and thus to deface, disregard, or strike down that 

image was an assault on the deity itself (Gen 9:6; Dan 3:1–30). This is why God warned, 

“Whoever sheds man’s blood, by man his blood shall be shed, for in the image of God He 

made man” (Gen 9:6). The theological implications of murder and capital punishment are 

inseparably tied to humanity’s physical image. Some argue that this applies solely to 

mankind’s function as the image of God, but Hoekema is correct when he contends about 

the structure and function of the imago dei, 

It is my conviction that we need to maintain both aspects. Since the image 

of God includes the whole person, it must include both man’s structure 

and man’s functioning. One cannot function without a certain structure. 

An eagle, for example, propels itself through the air by flying—this is one 

of its functions. The eagle would be unable to fly, however, unless it had 

wings—one of its structures. Similarly, human beings were created to 

function in certain ways: to worship God, to love the neighbor, to rule 

over nature, and so on. But they cannot function in these ways unless they 

have been endowed by God with the structural capacities that enable them 

to do so.204 

 

Thus, the image of God includes both structure and function because they are inextricably 

connected.205 Without a physical body, Adam and Eve would not be able to reflect the 

divine image and carry out God’s instructions. 

 
203 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 67. 

 
204 Hoekema, 69–70. Hoekema points out that various terms have been used to describe these two 

aspects: “broader and narrower image (H. Bavinck, L. Berkhof), formal and material image (Brunner), 

substantive and relationships (Hendriks Berkhof), endowment and creativity (David Cairns).” 

 
205 Strachan, Reenchanting Humanity, loc 398. Strachan contends, “Elsewhere Hoekema suggests 

that both the ‘structure’ and the ‘functioning’ of humanity flavors our understanding of the image, which 

should ‘be seen as involving both the structure of man (his gifts, capacities, and endowments) and the 

functioning of man (his actions, his relationships to God and to others, and the way he uses his gifts). To 

stress either of these at the expense of the other is to be one-sided.’” 
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Third, how God created Adam resembled how statues in the Ancient Near East 

were said to manifest the presence of the gods. Curtis explains that  

The presence of the deity in the statue was magically effected through a 

ceremony called the ‘opening of the mouth,’ and perhaps there are 

reflections of this in the description of humanity’s creation in Genesis 2, 

where God forms a figure of the man out of dust from the ground and then 

animates that figure by breathing life into it.206 

 

This is not to say that Moses was portraying God as mimicking the practices of ANE 

sorcery. Instead, the Egyptians and Mesopotamians’ rituals demonstrate how the story of 

Genesis served as a polemic against pagan rituals. Adam’s physical form was infused 

with the Creator’s life in Genesis 2:7. Feinberg comments that  

the true uniqueness of man’s formation…is expressed by the act of the 

divine inbreathing, answering somewhat to the bara of the previous 

account. This is an act peculiar to the creation of man; no similar statement 

is made about the animals. The breath of Jehovah imparts to man the life 

which is his own and awakens him to conscious possession of it.207 

 

The significance of this second account of human creation (Gen 2:7) helps to expand and 

clarify the meaning of the imago dei by comparing the earthy nature of Adam with the 

immortal life of God within Him.208 Adam’s physical form made him uniquely suitable 

for the Spirit of God to remain within him without any difficulty. It is one of the primary 

distinctions of human beings from animals; God’s Spirit never inhabited animals.209  

 
206 Curtis, “Image of God,” 390.  

 
207 Feinberg, “The Image of God,” 238. 

 
208 McKeown, Genesis, 31. MeKeown comments, “There is an unmistakable emphasis on the 

close relationship between the first human and the ground. This relationship is highlighted by the 

interesting wordplay between the name ‘Adam’ (ָאָדם /’�̅�d�̅�m) and the word used for ground 

 Thus, ’�̅�d�̅�m comes from the‘�̆�d�̅�m�̂�.” He goes on to state, “Although the possession of .(�̆�d�̅�m�̂�‘/ֲאָדָמה)

nephe�̆� does not make humans unique, the description of Adam receiving the divine breath is something 

that is never applied to animals.” 

 
209 Feinberg, “The Image of God,” 238. 
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Fourth, mankind’s physical form was created to mirror God’s likeness, reflecting 

His glory to the created order. This is what David had in mind in Psalm 8:5, when He 

said, “Yet You have made [mankind] a little lower than God, and You crown him with 

glory and majesty.” It is noteworthy that God prohibited the creation of images in the 

second commandment of the Decalogue commanding Moses, “You shall not make for 

yourself an idol or any likeness of what is in heaven above or on the earth beneath or in 

the water under the earth” (Ex 20:4). There were no images or statues in the tabernacle or 

the temple that represented God because He had already created an official image of 

Himself that could reflect His magnificence: humans.210 Hoekema contends, “As a mirror 

reflects, so man should reflect God. When one looks at human beings, one ought to see in 

him or her a certain reflection of God.”211 Strachan likewise contends, “Mankind is the 

representative of God on earth; to see a man or a woman is to see the only living creature 

made in the image of God.”212 Thus, humanity is the divine stand-in in the redemptive 

drama; they were not the main character but terrestrial lookalikes who appear and act 

similarly to the Creator. 

Fifth, when God entered into human history as the Lord Jesus Christ, He took on 

human form (John 1:1–5, 14; Phil 2:5–8) and promised one day to give believers a 

resurrected body in the final state like His own (1 Cor 15:35–49; Phil 3:21). Jesus Christ 

is said to be the image of God repeatedly in the New Testament (John 14:8–9; 2 Cor 4:4; 

 
210 Gentry and Wellum, God's Kingdom Through God's Covenants, 76. Gentry and Wellum point 

out that there was no image or state in the temple because, “first, God is invisible spirit; and second, he has 

already made an official image of himself: humanity.”  

 
211 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 67. 

 
212 Strachan, Reenchanting Humanity, loc 409. Strachan’s view differs from Hoekema’s in that he 

understands the image of God as an ontological reality that leads into function. 
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Col 1:15; Heb 1:3). One might disregard the bodily form of Christ as merely identifying 

with the human race (Heb 2:17–18; 4:15–16). But if the imago dei has nothing to do with 

the physical body, why did God promise to furnish His people with a new and perfected 

corporeal form at the resurrection? (John 5:28–29; 1 John 3:2)213 The New Testament 

seemingly confirms that the human form is vital in expressing God’s image in mankind. 

Unfortunately, the specifics of how the physical body conveys God’s image are 

not provided in Genesis 1–3. Instead, Moses does not mention what the meaning of this 

structural image might entail. Early Christian theologians singled out man’s intellect and 

rational powers as the meaning of the imago dei.214 However, there is little in the account 

of Genesis that would indicate the author’s intended definition. Instead, it would be wise 

to say, as Hoekema does, that the physical aspect of the image of God involves “the 

entire endowment of gifts and capacities that enable man to function as he should in his 

various relationships and calling.”215 One cannot gauge the innumerable ways that Adam 

imaged his Creator physically, and neither can human beings express how they reflect the 

Creator.  

In conclusion, Moses may be saying that when one looks into the eyes of human 

beings, they see a reflection of the Creator Himself. The physical body serves as a 

manifestation of God and the means to carry out the functional directives of the Creator.  

 

 
213 Several Old Testament texts also indicate the resurrection of the corporeal body (Job 19:26; Psa 

16:10; 17:15; Isa 26:19; 53:10; Ezek 37:5–7, 10; Dan 12:2). The resurrection was promised in the OT and 

the NT. 

 
214 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 70. 

 
215 Hoekema, 70–71. 
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Possible Implications of This Doctrine: Why Does It Matter? 

One might wonder what difference it makes that human beings are made 

physically in God’s image, and there are several ways this can be answered. 

Primarily it implies that God values the human physical form. In Genesis 9:6, 

God warned, “Whoever sheds man’s blood, by man his blood shall be shed, for in the 

image of God He made man.” God warned mankind that anyone who killed one of His 

image-bearers would be killed for striking down His image.216 Such a crime was so 

heinous that it required capital punishment, and in the NT, Paul similarly argues that the 

basis for governments is to protect human life (Rom 13:1–5).217  

Thus, Christians must maintain that the physical form of human beings is linked 

to the image of God. Without respect for the bodily form as a special and unique creation 

made in God’s image, the human body is disposable or expendable. The results of such 

thinking have had catastrophic consequences in human history. Abortion advocates in 

America (and other countries) have rationalized the killing of unborn children in the 

womb, claiming that they are merely doing away with biological tissue (i.e., it is not a 

baby but an embryo, a clump of cells, or a fetus).218 Additionally, governments and 

 
216 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 17. Hoekema writes, “to touch the image of God is to touch 

God himself; to kill the image of God is to do violence to God Himself.” Many scholars and theologians 

contend that since God’s words to Noah occurred long after the fall of Adam and Eve, this indicates that 

the imago dei was still intact in humanity despite being cursed by God and exiled from Eden. They argue 

that Gen 5:1–3; 9:6, James 3:9 (and other verses) make the case that the image of God was hindered by the 

fall but that it was not totally lost when Adam and Eve sinned.  

 
217 While Paul does not employ the language of the imago dei to defend the government’s right to 

protect life, it seems logical to conclude that he is building off the OT concept of capital punishment from 

Genesis 9:6. 

 
218 Ana Maria Dumitru, “Science, Embryonic Autonomy, and the Question of When Life Begins,” 

Public Discourse: The Journal of the Witherspoon Institute, January 24, 2017, accessed February 24, 2021, 

https://www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2017/01/17222/. Doctors still refer to a fertilized egg as an “embryo” 

or “clump of cells” despite modern scientific advances which prove that even in the earliest stages of 
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religious institutions that have historically downplayed the physical aspects of the imago 

dei in other ethnic groups have committed heinous acts of genocide against Jews, 

Christians, minority groups, and political enemies of the state.219 Thus, corporeal aspects 

of God’s image have massive implications for the value and treatment of human life.220  

Second, the imago dei has implications for the medical care for the physically 

deformed, elderly, mentally disabled, or those lacking physical movement (i.e., those in a 

coma, bedridden individuals, people with paraplegia, Alzheimer’s, etc.).221 In a world 

where people are often valued by what they contribute to society, if one is deformed, 

handicapped, or incapacitated, health care may be determined by “quality of life” or 

financial liability on one’s family or government. Yet if every person bears God’s image, 

their physical form must be regarded as critical regardless of their physical or mental 

condition. Thus, even those with physical defects or mental deficiencies are not 

disposable but are made in God’s image because they represent God’s image. Any 

physical or mental flaws do not make them more or less image-bearers of God.  

Third, if men and women are not made in God’s image corporeally, physical 

suffering and death ultimately become meaningless concepts. Greek philosophers would 

be correct in asserting that man’s soul is trapped in the physical body and longing to be 

 
conception babies possess a complex organization of muscles and organs, higher brain function, and 

responses to pain. 

 
219 Sarah A. Trishkoff and Kenneth K. Kidd, “Implications of Biogeography of Human 

Populations for ‘race’ and Medicine,” Nature Genetics 36 (October 2004): S21. 

 
220 Curtis, “Image of God,” 390. Curtis remarks, “The image of God terminology clearly affirms 

the preeminent position of humanity in the created order and declares the dignity and worth of man and 

woman as the special creations of God.” 

 
221 Grudem, Systematic Theology, 450. 
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freed from their bodily prison.222 Thus, death would be a welcomed experience because it 

would bring people release from the body’s pains in this world. However, the opposite 

reality is expressed throughout Bible. God is very concerned about physical harm to 

human beings. God required physical retribution for damage to a person’s body (Ex 

21:18–25). In the New Testament, James warned fellow Christians about even speaking 

ill of another person because they were “made in the likeness of God” (James 3:9). The 

imago dei indicates special dignity afforded to humans as God’s physical image.  

Last, the resurrection of the body implies the corporeal form holds importance as 

God’s image. If man’s structural form is meaningless to image-bearing, why does God 

promise to resurrect the bodily form of mankind in the life to come? (John 5:28–29; 1 

Cor 15:35–49; Phil 3:21; 1 John 3:2) There must be something special about the physical 

form of men and women which is important to image-bearing, or else would not God 

recreate it. God has already resurrected Christ and given Him a body promising men and 

women will have perfected bodies like their Savior’s (1 Cor 15:35–49; 1 John 3:2). God’s 

plan in eternity appears to be a return to the Edenic state where He once again resides 

with mankind (Gen 3:8; John 1:14; Rev 21–22). Thus, the human form must be needed 

for God and man to live together once again as they did in the garden. Only then can men 

and women reflect their Creator as image-bearers in the perfected way that God intended 

from the beginning. 

 

Image-Bearing Implies Humans Are Vice-Regents of God 

 
222 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 34–35. 
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 A second aspect of being image-bearers of God is that Adam and Eve were given 

the responsibility to function as God’s vice-regents over the created order. There are 

several reasons to conclude this from Genesis 1–3. 

First, the language and context of Genesis 1:26–28 indicate that humanity was 

given the rule of the Earth as God’s image-bearing monarchs. God blessed the first 

couple and told them to “rule over” the animals (Gen 1:26) and to “fill the earth and 

subdue it” (Gen 1:28). Beale contends that the words “‘ruling’ ‘subduing’ ‘over all the 

earth’ express Adam’s kingship….”223 The Hebrew verb “to subdue” (ַבש  mainly (כָּׁ

describes of the work of a king (e.g., 2 Sam 8:11), and the verb “to rule” (ה דָּׁ  in half of (רָּׁ

its OT uses refers to a monarch (Psa 103:19, Micah 5:1; Isa 14:5; 19:4; 2 Sam 23:3.224 

Yet God indicated that Adam’s rule was to be benevolent, just as His rule over Adam 

and creation was. Some scholars have stated that the relationship “between humans and 

the creation may be expressed by the terms ‘kingship’ and ‘servanthood,’ or better, 

‘servant kingship.’”225 Adam was a king, but he was a king under God’s rule.  

A second indicator that God created mankind to rule as vice-regents is that Adam 

and Eve were granted a unique royal status. Richard Middleton asserts 

exegesis of Genesis 1:1–2:3, the textual unit that forms the immediate 

literary context of 1:26–27…notes the predominantly royal flavor of the 

text, beginning with the close linkage of image with the mandate to rule 

and subdue the earth and its creatures in 1:26 and 1:28 (typically royal 

functions). But beyond this royal mandate, the God in whose image and 

likeness humans are created is depicted as sovereign over the cosmos, 

ruling by royal decree (“let there be”)….226 

 
223 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 30. 

 
224 Gentry and Wellum, God’s Kingdom Through God's Covenants, 80. 

 
225 Gentry and Wellum, 83. 

 
226 Middleton, The Liberating Image, 25–26. 
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Humans were exalted above the other creatures; Psalm 8:5 says mankind was “crowned” 

with “glory” and “honor,” which are all royal terms.227 Gentry and Wellum contend that 

even “the term ‘image’ indicates that ‘adam has a special position and status as king 

under God.”228 Scholars who emphasize the functional aspects of the imago dei believe 

that royal rule is what Moses had in mind when he wrote Genesis 1:26–28.229 

 A third indication that God made mankind rule is that in ANE literature, the 

image of the gods was often expressed as the reigning king. Curtis contends that “in both 

Egypt and Mesopotamia, people were sometimes referred to as images of god, and while 

there are occasional exceptions, it was usually the king who was referred to in this 

way.”230 Egyptians often referred to their rulers as images of the gods, but in Genesis, all 

humanity reflected the image of God.231 Moses’ emphasis on Adam and Eve’s royal 

status was a polemic against the ANE cosmogonies, which awarded royal status solely to 

kings.232 Thus, in contrast to the ANE cosmologies, Moses emphasized that all human 

beings possessed God’s royal dignity.  

 
227 Gentry and Wellum, God’s Kingdom Through God's Covenants, 80. Psalm 8 is considered to 

be a poetic description of the imago dei by many commentators.  

 
228 Gentry and Wellum, 80. 

 
229 Hamilton, The Book of Genesis, 135. Hamilton asserts that “In God’s eyes all of mankind is royal.” 

 
230 Curtis, “Image of God,” 390. Hamilton puts it plainly, “It is well known that in both Egyptian 

and Mesopotamian society the king, or some high-ranking official, might be called ‘the image of God.’ 

Such a designation, however, was not applied to the canal digger or to the mason who worked on a 

ziggurat.” Hamilton, The Book of Genesis, 135. 

 
231 Gentry and Wellum, God's Kingdom Through God's Covenants, 81. 

 
232 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 31. Beale asserts that “to be in the image of a god 

meant that the king reflected the god’s glory.” 
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A fourth indicator that God gave Adam (His image-bearer) the right to rule is the 

moral instruction that He gave to him (Gen 2:16–17). The command communicated to 

humanity that they were creatures capable of receiving and enforcing God’s truth as 

rulers.233 Beale contends 

Even the name of the tree—‘the tree of the knowledge of good and evil’— 

of which he was not to eat was suggestive of Adam’s magisterial duty: 

‘the discerning between good and evil’ is a Hebrew expression that refers 

to kings or authoritative figures being able to make judgments in carrying 

out justice.234 

 

God did not give moral instruction to the plants or animals; it was mankind alone who 

was responsible for keeping His law. Even God’s one prohibition (Genesis 2:16-17) 

indicated that He had given mankind rulership, but He was still mankind’s sovereign. 

Adam was indeed a king, but he wasn’t the King!235 Beale views the tree of the 

knowledge of good and evil (Gen 2:17) as a judgment tree where Adam and Eve should 

have rightly acted as rulers and judged the serpent’s words as lies, vindicating God as the 

Ruler of all creation.236 If this is right, Adam and Eve failed to uphold God’s truth and 

plunged the human race into sin (Rom 5:12–21), failing to rule as God intended. 

 
233 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 32. Beale contends that “Adam was to be God’s 

obedient servant in maintaining both the physical and spiritual welfare of the garden abode, which included 

dutifully keeping evil influences from invading the arboreal sanctuary.” 

 
234 Beale, We Become What We Worship, 128. 

 
235 Waltke, Genesis: A Commentary, 86. Waltke rightly points out that “only God in heaven, who 

transcends time and space, has the prerogative to know truly what is good and bad for life. Thus, the tree 

represents knowledge and power appropriate only to God (Gen. 3:5, 22). Human beings, by contrast, must 

depend upon a revelation from the only one who truly knows good and evil (Prov. 30:1–6), but humanity’s 

temptation is to seize this prerogative independently from God (see 3:7).” 

 
236 Beale, We Become What We Worship, 128–29. Beale notes that, “Commentators differ over the 

meaning of this tree in Eden, but the most promising approach explains the tree by determining the use of 

‘know/discern good and evil’ elsewhere in the Old Testament. In this light, the ‘tree’ in Eden seems to have 

functioned as a judgment tree, the place where Adam should have gone to ‘discern between good and evil,’ 

and thus where he should have judged the serpent as ‘evil’ and pronounced judgment on it, as it entered the 

Garden. Trees were also places where judgments were pronounced elsewhere in the Old Testament (Judges 

4: 5; 1 Sam 22: 6–19; cf. 1 Sam 14: 2), so that they were places that were symbolic of judgment, usually 
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Fifth, the judgment of the first couple also indicates that the content of imago dei 

involved ruling. It should be noted that after their sin, God “called” (ֶָ֥קָרא) to Adam, a 

word in Hebrew that suggests a Judge calling a covenant partner to account for their 

actions.237 God demanded to know what His co-regent had done. Additionally, a 

universal result of the fall was that God cursed the Earth (Gen 3:17–19), ensuring that 

Adam would not be able to rule over it as he was initially charged (Gen 1:26–27; 2:15). 

Grisanti contends,  

Adam and Eve’s sin marred God’s perfect order and initiated the human 

tendency to rebel against God's rule. No longer would the earth and animal 

world willingly submit to His direction. Adam's sin disrupted the harmony 

of all man’s relationships (with God, with other human beings, with 

creation).238 

 

Adam would continue to work the soil, but the benefits he received from it would be 

significantly reduced, and thorns and thistles would hinder his efforts (Gen 3:19, 23).239 

Moreover, God pronounced that the ground that Adam came from would eventually rule 

over him and claim his life (Gen 3:19). These factors indicate that Adam and Eve’s 

calling to be image-bearers was to serve as God’s vice-regents. 

Last, when Adam and Eve sinned, God removed them from their post as rulers, 

revealing they had initially served in this role (Gen 3:17–24). Their expulsion signaled 

that humanity lost its place of blessing (Gen 1:28) and was hindered from imaging God 

 
pronounced by a prophet. So Adam should have discerned that the serpent was evil and judged him in the 

name of God at the place of the judgment tree.” 

 
237 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 76. Wenham states that the word, “suggests the Judge of the whole 

Earth is calling man in order to demand an account of his conduct (Cassuto, 1:155). Other enraged 

suzerains introduce their complaints by calling on their covenant partners for explanation (Pharoah, 12:18; 

Abimelech, 20:9; 26:9–10).” 
 
238 Eugene H. Merrill, Mark Rooker, and Michael A. Grisanti, The World and the Word: An 

Introduction to the Old Testament (Nashville, TN: B&H Publishing Group, 2011), 322. 
239 Merrill, Rooker, and Grisanti, 38. 
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fully as His vice-regents over creation. McKeown comments that God acted like a 

dissatisfied landlord who evicted His tenants from Eden.240 T. D. Alexander argues that 

“at the heart of the Serpent’s encounter with Adam and Eve is a challenge to their status 

as God’s vice-regents.”241 Instead of defending God, Adam and Eve joined Satan’s side 

in rebelling against God and refused to submit themselves to His one command (Gen 

3:1–7). As a result, the authority delegated to Adam and Eve by God was then passed to 

the serpent, who became the “god of this world” (2 Cor 4:4). Thus, human beings 

became subjects of the new and terrible ruler just as the other animals, which is 

emphasized by the fact that God covered them with animal skins shortly after their sinful 

act (Gen 3:21).242  

 

Possible Implications of This Doctrine: Why Does It Matter? 

 Why does it matter that Christians are made to reflect the rule of God in this 

world functionally? There are several implications of this doctrine. 

First, understanding that God created mankind as rulers help clarify why humans 

have a passionate desire to exercise authority over the earth. One pop-rock band captured 

this yearning succinctly in the song, “everybody wants to rule the world.”243 Because of 

sin, humanity’s understanding of God’s original command to rule has become distorted 

(Jer 17:9; Isa 53:1–3; Matt 15:19; Eph 2:1–3; Col 2:13). Like their original parents, 

 
240 McKeown, Genesis, 38. 

 
241 T. D. Alexander, The City of God and the Goal of Creation (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2018), 21. 

 
242 Alexander, The City of God, 21. 

 
243 Tears For Fears, “Everybody Wants to Rule the World,” track 3 on Songs from the Big Chair, 

Phonogram, 1985, CD.  
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human beings often demand the freedom to exercise their own will apart from God’s 

sovereign power (Gen 3:1–7).244 The serpent promised them they would “be like God, 

knowing good and evil” (Gen 3:5). Ironically, by acting in rebellion against Him, they 

became less like God and more like Satan.245 God never offered mankind full 

autonomy—at best, they were given a position as vice-regents in Eden. Thus, the desire 

to rule is biblical but functionally unrealized because of sin’s curse. 

When Jesus, the true image of God (Rom 8:29; 1 Cor 15:49; 2 Cor 3:18; Eph 

4:22–24; Col 3:9–10),246 comes eschatologically to rule as the King of Kings (1 Tim 

6:15; Heb 2:8; Rev 1:5; 19:16) this functional aspect of the imago dei will be recovered 

redemptively. Until then, mankind has continually attempted to gain independence from 

God. Yet the best answer for human beings is to submit oneself to the Lordship of Jesus 

Christ, who will one day rule over all creation (Psa 2:1–12; Dan 7:13–14; Matt 28:18–20) 

and grant His subjects authority to rule alongside Him (1 Tim 2:11–12).247 

 
244 McKeown, Genesis, 38. McKeown quotes Sarna asserting that the “the knowledge of good and 

evil” may be a “merism” meaning the knowledge of everything. Adam and Eve wanted to know everything 

so that they could be like God and thus free from His reign (Gen 3:1–7). 

 
245 Beale, We Become What We Worship, 132–33. Beale contends, “Adam’s allegiance shifted 

from God to himself and probably also to Satan, since he comes to resemble the serpent’s character in some 

ways. The serpent was a liar (Gen 3: 4) and a deceiver (Gen 3:1, 13), and Adam does not answer God 

forthrightly when he asks Adam, ‘Have you eaten from the tree of which I commanded you not to eat?’ (Gen 

3:11). Adam answers, ‘The woman whom You gave to be with me, she gave me from the tree, and I ate’ (Gen 

3:12)… In addition, Adam, like the serpent, does not trust the word of God (with respect to Adam, cf. Gen 2: 

16–17; 3: 6, and with respect to the serpent, cf. Gen 3: 1, 4–5). Adam’s shift from trusting God to trusting the 

serpent meant that he no longer reflected God’s image but must have begun to mirror the serpent’s image.” 
 
246 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 28. Hoekema asserts that the “goal of our redemption in 

Christ is to make us more and more like God, or more and more like Christ who is the perfect image of God.” 
 
247 Merrill, Rooker, and Grisanti, The World and the Word, 323. Grisanti comments, “After casting 

Adam and Eve out of the garden, God initiated the provision of reconciliation for fallen mankind. The salvation 

provided by this reconciliation would enable Adam (and mankind) to return to his role as God's vice-regent.” 
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A second implication of the imago dei concerns how humans relate to the 

environment. Since humans now possess a distorted view of the imago dei, there are 

polar opposite ideas about how human beings should treat the natural world. Economic 

opportunists have abused the environment stripping it of its natural resources without 

regard for its long-term effects on human beings or animal life.248 Conversely, naturalists 

(and even some religious groups) worship creation (Rom 1:24–25) and chastise humans 

from gathering resources from the earth to help humanity.249 Neither approach is biblical, 

nor are they helpful. The first approach is selfish and short-sighted, while the second is 

idolatrous and eco-centric.250 A biblical attitude toward the environment should include 

elements of both perspectives, where mankind cares for the earth as its benevolent leaders 

while harnessing its resources for the good of all creatures. 

As image-bearers, God’s people are encouraged to use Earth’s resources just like 

a gardener cultivating a garden for the good of all people. God Himself told Adam to 

subdue the earth and rule it (Gen 1:26, 28) with special care (Gen 2:15). Hoekema 

rightfully argues, 

 
248 Arthur Walker-Jones, “Naming the Human Animal: Gen 1–3 and Other Animals in Human 

Becoming,” Zygon 52, no. 4 (December 2017): 1015. Walker-Jones argues, “that humans were created to 

have dominion in Genesis has been used to justify treating other species as objects of exploitation.” 

Unfortunately Jones goes overboard and suggests that humans should cease keeping domestic animals and that 

humans should return to being herbivores in order to address climate change and other environmental issues. 

 
249 Strachan, Reenchanting Humanity, loc 557–69. Strachan writes that “Others focus their 

spiritual attention on the made universe, in particular the earth. Naturalistic environmentalism replaces 

Christian theology. This worldview believes in eternal matter (instead of an eternal Maker), evolution 

(instead of divine will), and manmade obsolescence (instead of John’s apocalypse). Despite the fact that 

this thinking allows no metaethics or metaphysics, adherents of this view seek the salvation of the physical 

earth and condemn in chiliastic terms those who do not join them. Saving the earth means awakening to the 

unity of all creation and sharing consciousness with every living being. Environmentalism is spirituality; 

spirituality is (in truth) environmentalism.” 

 
250 Eco-centric people believe the ecology (environmentalism) of the world is primary, and human 

beings should take secondary importance in the natural order. 
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If human beings had been commanded only to rule over the earth, this 

command might easily have been misconstrued as an open invitation to 

irresponsible exploitation of the earth’s resources. But the order to work 

and take care of the Garden of Eden implies that Christians are to serve 

and preserve the earth as well as to rule over it.251 

 

Humanity should care for the planet and prevent gross misuse of its resources. However, 

this should not be at the expense of preserving human life and flourishing. Those who 

promote radical environmentalism wrongfully elevate plant and animal life to a status 

equal to or higher than human beings.252 Genesis 1–3 has been misused and 

misinterpreted by those interested in exalting nature above mankind.253 Radical 

environmentalists aim to preserve the ecological world instead of viewing the natural 

environment as a blessing from God that He made to serve all mankind. This emphasis 

inverts and perverts the focus of Genesis 1–3. In God’s original design, the world was 

made for humanity; humanity was not made for the world.254 

 
251 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 80. 

 
252 John MacArthur, The Battle for the Beginning (Nashville, TN: Word Publishing Group, 2001), 

33. MacArthur writes about the radical words of PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) who 

advocate that animal rights are equal to or are more important than human rights, saying, “They maintain 

that the killing of any animal for food is the moral equivalent of murder; eating meat is virtually 

cannibalism; a man is a tyrant species, detrimental to his environment…Ingrid Newkirk, PETA’s 

controversial founder says, ‘There is no rational basis for saying that a human being has special rights…A 

rat is a pig is a boy is a dog.’ Newkirk told a Washington Post reporter that the atrocities of Nazi Germany 

pale by comparison to the killing of animals for food: ‘Six million Jews died in concentration camps, but 

six billion broiler chickens will die this year in slaughterhouses.’” 

 
253 Walker-Jones, “Naming the Human Animal,” 1007. Walker-Jones cites Lynn White Jr. in a 

1967 Science magazine stating that “Western Christianity bears responsibility of the global environmental 

crisis, because it has understood the creation of humans in the image of God to mean humans are separate 

from nature and ‘no item in creation has any purpose save to serve man’s needs.” He cites Paul Crutzen and 

Eugene F. Stoermer’s 2000 article in IGBP’s Newsletter as pointing out that human beings are responsible 

for deforestation, overfishing, species extinction, damming, diversion of rivers, dumping toxic chemicals, 

greenhouse gases, and global warming. 

 
254 Jesus made a similar argument about the Sabbath when He said, “The Sabbath was made for 

man, and not man for the Sabbath” (Mark 2:27). While believers can appreciate the need for better 

protection and care of the environment, there should be no confusion that creation serves mankind’s needs, 

and not the other way around.  
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Indeed, mankind must be responsible for protecting and caring for the planet, but 

to do so to the human race’s detriment is misguided. In the ancient world, people 

worshipped nature for religious reasons, but in the modern era, people worship creation 

for aesthetic, moralistic, and spiritual reasons (Rom 1:18-25).255 McKeown argues that 

the first chapter of Genesis “provides a strong defense against the deification of nature in 

general and the animal kingdom in particular.”256 Christians should conclude from 

Genesis 1–3 that Earth was a blessing given to Adam and Eve by God, which requires 

protection and care of it, but not worship.  

 

Image-Bearing Implies Humans Are Creators Like God 

The third inference of Genesis 1–3 is that Adam and Eve imaged God as creators. 

God blessed Adam and Eve with the capability to procreate and produce sons of God 

that would also bear His divine image (Gen 1:28).257 God’s instruction to “be fruitful 

and multiply” was a referendum to produce offspring that would reflect God’s glory in 

the earth (Psa 8:5). Adam and Eve, the original image-bearers, would be part of a 

pioneer movement that would spread out over the world and fill it with God’s living 

images.258 By propagating more image-bearers, Adam and Eve would create more vice-

regents who would enable them to subdue the earth and ultimately bring order to 

creation (Gen 1:28). As noted, in Mesopotamian and Egyptian cultures, the gods’ images 

 
255 Strachan, Reenchanting Humanity, loc 557–65. 

 
256 McKeown, Genesis, 281. 
257 Beale, We Become What We Worship, 131. Beale argues, “that the command for Adam to 

subdue, rule and fill the earth includes uppermost that he is a king filling the earth, not merely with 

progeny, but image-bearing progeny who will reflect God’s glory.” 

 
258 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 37. 
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represented the god and manifested their presence in a place.259 Thus, as human beings 

spread out and filled the world with more image-bearers, they would manifest His 

presence throughout the Earth and fill it with His glory. This is why Andreas Sch�̈�le 

aptly states that “as long as there are descendants of Adam on earth, the imago dei will 

not and cannot be lost...”260 

 Some scholars (Beale) have noted that the Genesis account of creation is similar 

to the ANE practices in which images of the gods were placed in garden temples as 

representatives of their god’s glory.261 Beale points out parallels in Mesopotamian culture 

where a series of rituals were acted out in a craftsman’s worship at the river, a garden, 

and then a temple.262 Through these rituals, the “image of a god was born” and changed 

into a living manifestation of the gods.263 In the same manner, God formed Adam in His 

workshop (Gen 2:7), had the life of God breathed into him (2:7), set him in a garden (Gen 

2:7), and established him as ruler over it (2:15).264 Adam then produced his own son in 

his likeness and image (Gen 5:1–3); thus, he mimicked God’s creative act in Genesis 2. 

 
 
259 Beale, We Become What We Worship, 131. 

 
260 Andreas Sch�̈�le, “Made in the Image of God: The Concepts of Divine Images in Gen 1-3,” 

Zeitschrift f�̈�r die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 117 (January 2005): 8. 

 
261 Beale, We Become What We Worship, 131. 

 
262 Ibid. 

 
263 Ibid. 

 
264 Ibid. 
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Adam and Eve became creators in the same vein as God, but their creative power was not 

on par with God’s.265 God was the Creator; they were merely procreators. 

A second way the first couple imaged God as creator was in the organization of 

creation. God gave Adam the responsibility to care for earth’s creatures and cultivate the 

garden He had made (Gen 1:26–28; 2:18–25). Humans were to bring order out of the 

chaos, mirroring the Lord’s divine administrative activity (e.g., Gen 1:2–3). Wenham 

notes, 

God names the heavens, the earth, and the seas, as well as day and night. 

In other ancient cosmologies, e.g., Enuma Elish, creation is coupled with 

naming. In the OT, to name something is to assert sovereignty over it; cf. 

2:20; 2 Kgs 23:34; 24:17.”266 Similarly, Adam was responsible for naming 

the animals and thus exerting sovereignty over them (Gen 2:19–20).267  

 

Just as God had named Adam (Gen 2:7), God gave him the responsibility to name the 

animals, which was an activity that involved classification and organization. Sinclair 

Ferguson writes about Adam, “As God’s appointed king he was…to govern them as 

God’s representative on earth so that the whole creation might be ordered for God’s 

glory.”268 Thus, Adam and Eve created order from the chaos just as God had done. 

Additionally, human beings imaged God’s creative organization of Eden as His 

royal caretakers. Adam and Eve were instructed concerning Eden to “cultivate it” ( ַבד  (עָּׁ

and “keep it” (ַמר  T. D. Alexander asserts that these Hebrew verbs were .(Gen 2:15) (שָּׁ

 
265 Merrill, Rooker, and Grisanti, The World and the Word, 322. Grisanti writes, “The Lord's 

power is unparalleled, especially if one were to compare the creation by the God of Israel with the 

imperfect and somewhat chaotic creation myths of the ANE world.” 

 
266 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 73–74. 

 
267 Though Adam named Eve, he was to treat her as an equal, because both were made in God’s 

image (Gen 1:26–27). His naming of Eve indicated leadership and should not been seen as sign of dominance.  

 
268 Sinclair Ferguson, Some Pastors and Teachers (Carlisle, PA: Banner of Truth Trust, 2017), 564. 
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used to describe the duties of Levites in the sanctuary (Num 3:7–8; 8:26 18:5–6) and 

that “Adam’s role in the garden has Levitical connotations, he is to be a guardian of 

sacred space…”269 In modern times gardening has been viewed as reserved for those of 

lower status, but in ancient times it was the activity of kings. The legendary Hanging 

Gardens of Babylon, created by Nebuchadnezzar, and the gardens of Ashur for 

Ashurnasirpal II are evidence that gardening was the pastime of royalty.270 Thus, it is 

significant that God planted a garden (Gen 2:8–14) and then placed Adam in it to tend to 

its needs (Gen 2:15–17). The implication is that God gave Adam and Eve a royal duty of 

cultivating His garden, a responsibility reserved only for those who would bear His 

image. Their organization and creative abilities would keep Eden a thriving garden. 

 

Possible Implications of This Doctrine: Why Does It Matter? 

First, one can infer from the creation account that God delineated that the 

character of leadership is to be one of cultivation and care.271 Just as God assigned Adam 

and Eve to be servant rulers in Eden, human leaders should strive to serve people in their 

sphere of influence rather than dominate them. Hoekema states that  

Adam was given a specific task to perform: to work (‘�̅�bad) and to take 

care of (sh�̅�mar) the Garden of Eden in which he had been placed. The 

Hebrew word ‘�̅�bad literally means ‘to serve.’ The word sh�̅�mar means 

‘to guard, watch over, preserve, or care for.272 

 
269 Alexander, The City of God, 18. 

 
270 McKeown, Genesis, 32. McKeown notes that Ashurnasirpal II records the building of an 

aqueduct from the distant mountains to water his gardens, boasting that it contained forty types of exotic 

trees. Ancient kings were proud of the gardens they kept. 

 
271 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 46–57. Beale traces Adam’s commission to rule 

over the earth from Adam, to Noah, Abraham, Moses, and into the New Testament. 

 
272 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 79. 
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Today the world’s institutions operate like the cruel ancient monarchs, lording their 

authority over others (Matt 20:25). But God calls humanity to help others and cultivate 

life in all areas of society. Hoekema notes that 

Man is called by God to develop all the potentialities found in nature and 

in humankind as a whole…In other words, we have here what is often 

called the cultural mandate: the command to develop a God-glorifying 

culture.273  

 

Unlike those at the tower of Babel, who selfishly attempted to make a name for 

themselves by building a spire into heaven (Gen 11:1–9), mankind is called to work 

selflessly for the good of all people and God’s glory. This might include advancements in 

medicine, technology, science, education, and other disciplines that benefit humanity and 

promote God’s glory.  

 Second, God has determined how to best care for His creation and has organized 

every level of authority. Since God granted Adam and Eve authority, He should be the 

one to determine its structures and limits. To be God’s image-bearer means that 

Christians must adhere to the systems of authority that God has put in place, whether 

human governments (Rom 13:1–10), church leadership (Eph 4:11–16; 1 Tim 3:1–13; 

Titus 1:5–9), employers in the workplace (Eph 6:5–9; Col 3:22–25), or parents in our 

family (Eph 5:22–6:4; Col 3:18–21). Each of these institutions has delegated authority 

from God (John 18:33–38) and submitting oneself to those each one must be done with 

the utmost reverence and respect for the Lord. Ultimately God possesses final authority, 

and He deserves one’s ultimate allegiance (Dan 1:8–21; 3:8–30). But when God 

 
273 Hoekema, 79. Hoekema contends that the word “subdue” (kabaš) in Gen 1:28 “tells us that 

man is to explore the resources of the earth, to cultivate its lands, to mine it buried treasure.” 
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establishes authority in a Christian’s life, they are duty-bound to obey that human 

organization to the best of their ability.274 

Likewise, God’s biblical authority structures for the church must also be 

respected and upheld. In modern times the validity of female leadership in the church 

has been an ongoing debate among evangelicals (especially in relation to the imago dei). 

One argument for the ordination of women elders and pastors has been that women fully 

possess the divine image.275 Yet the Apostle Paul used the argument of the creative order 

of Genesis to contend that God has ordained church eldership and authority to be limited 

to men (1 Tim 2:9–15; 1 Cor 11:1–16; 14:34–36). God established male leadership prior 

to man’s Fall as His preferred design (Gen 2:15-17). Paul didn’t circumvent God’s 

original command in a chauvinistic attempt to co-opt God’s original order as some 

feminist commentators have asserted; he points out, “it was Adam who was first created 

and then Eve” (1 Tim 2:13; 1 Cor 11:4–16). The New Testament clarifies that male 

headship in the church results from the created order and isn’t based upon ability or skill 

(1 Cor 11:1–16; Eph 5:22–24; 1 Tim 2:9–15). 

Thus, as creators, men and women serve to uphold God’s authority structures in 

the church despite the cultural pressure to conform to worldly wisdom.276 Certainly, 

 
274 Christians must submit themselves to governing authorities (Rom 13:1–10); church members 

are to submit to the authority of the elders (Heb 13:17); husbands are to submit themselves to Christ’s 

authority (Eph 5:25–33; Col 3:19); wives are to submit to their husband’s authority (Eph 5:22–24; Col 

3:18); children are to submit to their parents authority (Eph 6:1–3; 20). 

 
275 Raymond C. Ortland Jr., “Male-Female Equality and Male Headship,” in Biblical Manhood 

and Womanhood, ed. John Piper and Wayne Grudem (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 1991), 99. Ortland quotes 

Aida Spencer when she writes about the practical implications of the imago dei, “Females as well as males 

are needed in positions of authority in the church to help people better to comprehend God’s nature. God’s 

image needs male and female to reflect God more fully.” 

 
276 Ortland, “Male-Female Equality and Male Headship,” 95–112. For further discussion on the 

imago dei and its implications for male and female roles in the church, see Ortland’s article.  
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churches must address male domination (and abuse) issues as sin issues of moral failure 

by male leaders.277 Yet, they should not be used as excuses for jettisoning the divine 

design of male leadership directed by God. Godly leadership in the church must be 

characterized by love and humility (1 Cor 13:4–9) as evidenced by Jesus Christ (Matt 

20:28; Mark 10:45; John 13:1–16). And that task has been uniquely given to men, as 

God’s specially appointed representative. 

 

Image-Bearing Implies Humans Are God’s Offspring 

A fourth way Adam imaged God was as a “son” of God who mirrored His 

glory.278 There are several reasons to conclude this from the Genesis record. First, 

scholars note that the language of divine image-bearing in Genesis 1:26–27 is repeated 

in Gen 5:1–3 to indicate humanity’s status as God’s progeny.279 In the modern world, 

the term “son” suggests a biological component, but Moses used it in Genesis to denote 

that Adam and Eve were spiritual offspring of God as His image-bearers (the Hebrew 

word ם ַ֛ דָּׁ  has both a singular and a collective meaning).280 Adam was said to be made in אָּׁ

 
277 Ortland, 102. Ortland is correct in saying that “male domination is a personal moral failure, not 

a biblical doctrine.” 

 
278 One might use the phrase “offspring of God,” since mankind were both male and female. 

However, since the Bible uses the word “son” to describe this relationship, it will be used in the collective 

sense of the word for both Adam and Eve (and their progeny). 

 
279 Curtis, “The Image of God,” 390. Curtis writes, “This suggests that the way in which a son 

resembles his father is in some sense analogous to the way in which the human is like God… It is also 

possible that the point of this analogy is that the son is the image of his father because he functions both 

like his father and on behalf of his father.” The use of the word “son” here is not in reference to gender, but 

as to relational connection to God. Adam and Eve collectively were God’s “sons” (or sons and daughters). 

 
280 Niskanen, “The Poetics of Adam,” 426. Niskanen argues that the use of Hebrew word אדם by 

Moses in Gen 1:26–27 is both as a singular (as Adam’s proper name) and collectively for humanity (Adam 

and Eve). He argues, “One need not, however, even venture beyond the first chapter of Genesis or the 

central verse of this study to see the potential significance of the double meaning of אדם—the collective and 

the singular. This double reality is indicated by the very grammar of Gen 1:27. In the three lines of this 
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God’s image and likeness in Gen 1:26–27, and Seth as Adam’s son was likewise said to 

be made in his likeness and image in Gen 5:1–3.281 Beale asserts,  

Adam was conceived as a ‘son of God,’ though the exact phrase is not 

used in Gen. 1–3. In Gen. 1:26 Adam and his wife are said to have been 

created ‘in the likeness’ and ‘according to the image” of God. As we have 

observed earlier in this chapter and in chapter 2, Gen. 5:1–2 reiterates the 

image language of Gen. 1:26 by referring to Adam as having been 

‘created’ in the ‘likeness of God,’ and then Gen 5:3 applies this language 

to the notion of sonship… The explicit sonship notion of this language in 

Gen. 5:3 should inform our understanding of the same wording in Gen. 

5:1–2, which refers back to Gen. 1:26. If so, then the language in Gen. 

1:26 indicates that Adam is a son of God.282 

 

Thus, as God’s son, Adam reflected God’s character like a son mirroring his father’s 

nature and personality.283 Genesis 5:1–6:8 records Adam’s family history until Noah’s 

time, demonstrating that Moses deliberately showed how each human being was a son of 

Adam and that Adam was a son of God. McKeown notes, “Chapter 5…traces its 

genealogy back, not only to Adam but to God himself who created humankind in his 

image.”284 Moses deliberately explained that Adam’s line could be traced back to God to 

remind mankind of their origins as image-bearers of God.  

 
mini-poem, the noun אדם in the first line is replaced by a singular pronoun in the second line and a plural in 

the third.” 

 
281 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 401. Though many scholars have noted that the 

order of the terms “image” and “likeness” in Gen 5:1–3 are reversed in comparison to Gen 1:26–27; they 

assert that this means the terms are interchangeable. 

 
282 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 401–402. 

 
283 Beale, We Become What We Worship, 131. Genesis 1:26–27 makes it clear that both Adam and 

Eve were made equally in God’s image, so while the term “son “refers specifically to Adam in Gen 5:1–3, 

it should also be applied to Eve generically. Seth was a blend of both Adam and Eve, thus he was a mirror 

of both his parents.  

  
284 McKeown, Genesis, 45. 
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Second, Gen 5:1–3 and Genesis 9:6 reveal that human beings after the Fall still 

possessed the imago dei, as did their descendants. A primary emphasis of Genesis 5 is 

that despite the fall of humanity (Gen 3:1–24) and Cain’s rejection by God (Gen 4:1–

16), Seth continued the line of image-bearers as a genuine descendant of Adam. Barrick 

argues that 

Adam was created in God’s image, but, even after the Fall, that image 

continues to be conveyed “seminally to each individual.” In fact, the 

purpose of the genealogy in Genesis 5 is to identify Noah as the legitimate 

descendant of Adam who both bears the divine image and receives the 

divine blessing. The detailed genealogy implies that God cares about each 

individual. The genealogy reveals that physical death has entered the 

world of humankind.285 

 

Adam passed on the imago dei to his ancestors, but he also passed death on. The 

repetition of the phrase in Genesis 5, “and he died” (repeated eight times), demonstrates 

that death also was passed on to Adam’s descendants so that after the fall, it dogged the 

steps of Adam’s ancestors as his sons.286 Moreover, God reiterated that His image had 

not been lost after the flood in Gen 9:6, indicating that there were still “sons” of God 

like Noah who bore His image despite His judgment upon the Earth (Gen 6:5).287 Thus, 

Adam passed on his sonship to his progeny. 

Third, sonship in Genesis was explicitly linked to honor and respect intrinsic in 

ancient familial contexts.288 In the ancient world, a son reflected his father’s image and 

 
285 William Barrick, “Old Testament Evidence for a Literal Adam and Eve,” in Searching for 

Adam: Genesis and the Truth About Man's Origin, 38. 

 
286 Ross, Creation and Blessing, 173–74. Ross says, “The expositor should not miss the emphasis 

on the blessing of the image at creation, nor the intended contrast with the theme of death that suddenly 

takes over the passage.” 

 
287 Waltke, Genesis: A Commentary, 145. Waltke says, “God’s determination to spare the creation 

is inextricably linked with the value he places on his image. The image of God continues in depraved 

humanity (see 8:21) and explains why homicidal blood, in contrast to animal blood, must be compensated.” 

 
288 Lints, Identity and Idolatry, 71. 
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likeness because he respected and honored his father and thus resembled him morally 

and spiritually.289 This is why Seth was said to be a “son” of Adam in Gen 5:1, which 

was made in his likeness (מּות ֶלם) and image (דְּ  while Cain was not mentioned. All ,(ֶצֶ֫

those who honored God were His sons because they loved what He loved and honored 

what He honored.  

Additionally, the book of Genesis traces God’s true son through the Patriarchs, 

who followed their heavenly Father’s words and ways. It is noteworthy that the next 

explicit mention of divine sonship after Gen 9:6 occurs in the book of Exodus, where 

God calls Israel His son (Ex 4:22–23).290 Beale asserts about this concept of sonship 

that, “The likely reason that Israel was referred to as God’s ‘son’ or ‘firstborn’ is that the 

mantle of Adam had been passed on to Noah and then to the patriarchs and their ‘seed,’ 

Israel.”291Thus, all who obeyed God were considered true sons of God. Israel was called 

a “son” because of its commitment to follow God and keep His Word. Ultimately this 

anticipated the need for the last Adam, the perfect “Son of God” who would remove the 

curse, restore God’s image, and put an end to death (Rom 5:12–21; 1 Cor 15:45–49).292 

Thus, in Luke’s Gospel, the genealogy of Christ is traced back to Adam, who is said to 

 
 
289 Ibid. Lints argues, “The connection between parent and child is also implicitly present in 

Genesis 1, both in the mention of male and female in 1:27 as well as in the mandate given to humankind to 

‘be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth’ in 1:28.” 

 
290 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 402. Beale says that “God calls Israel His ‘son’ (Ps 

2:7; Hosea 11:1; Wis. 18:13; Pss. Sol. 18:4) and His ‘firstborn’ (Deut 33:17; Ps 89:27; Jer 31:9; Ezra 

6:58).”  

 
291 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 402. 

 
292 Michael Reeves, Rejoicing in Christ (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2015), 44. Reeves 

argues, “The early church father, Irenaeus, believed that Christ was all about undoing what Adam had 

done. More than saving a few souls, Christ would make Adam’s disaster—the catastrophe that makes all 

creation groan in pain—start working backwards.” 
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be the “son of God” (Luke 3:38).293 Additionally, Paul remarked to the Athenians in 

Acts 17:28 that humanity is the “offspring of God,” a fact that Calvin points out in his 

commentary on Genesis.294 The NT authors viewed Adam as the “son” of God and Jesus 

as his true heir who would eventually restore God’s perfected image to mankind (Rom 

5:12-21; 1 Cor 15:45-49).  

Fourth, ANE literature in the time of Genesis also bolsters the argument that 

sonship is implicit in being God’s image-bearers. Beale notes that “Ancient Near Eastern 

Kings were considered to be ‘sons’ of their god and to represent the image of their god 

in their rule, especially reflecting the God’s glory and accordingly, the manifestation of 

its presence.”295 For example, Ramses II (1290–1224 BC) stated about his relationship 

to his gods:  

I am thy son (my emphasis) whom thou hast placed upon thy throne. Thou 

hast assigned to me thy kingdom, thou hast fashioned me in thy likeness 

and thy form, which thou hast assigned to me and hast created.296 

 

Statements like this were common in ANE literature, which implied that kings were 

considered sons of the gods. However, the Genesis account differed considerably from 

ANE cosmologies asserting that every human being is regarded as a “son” of God. The 

 
293 Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 391. Beal argues that “Luke’s genealogy begins 

with the time of Jesus and works back to Adam, with which it ends: ‘the son of Adam, the son of God’ 

(Luke 3:38). The purpose is to identify Jesus as the last Adam, the Son of God. As I will comment further 

below, one reason that Luke does that is that he wants his readers to view Jesus as an Adam figure in his 

directly following wilderness temptation (Luke 4:1–13).” Beale also argues that Matthew 1:1 mimics the 

language of Gen 2:4 and 5:1 in the LXX which has, “This is the book of the generation” as the opening 

word of Matthew’s Gospel to demonstrate that Matthew views Jesus as the eschatological Adam who 

initiates a new creation. 

 
294 John Calvin, Sermons on Genesis: Chapters 1–11:4, trans. Rob McGregor (Edinburgh, UK: 

Banner of Truth Trust, 2009), 98. 

 
295 Beale, We Become What We Worship, 131. 

 
296 Beale, We Become What We Worship, 130. 
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gods in ancient cosmogonies solely valued the lives of the kings. In contrast, Genesis 

states that God exalted man’s status from the beginning and bestowed upon humanity an 

extraordinary measure of dignity and worth.297 

 

Possible Implications of This Doctrine: Why Does It Matter? 

 One might wonder why it matters that human beings are “sons” of God? There 

are several reasons that this has meaning. The first possible implication of this concept 

of sonship is that human beings relate to God as His children. Human beings are God’s 

image-bearing children whose very existence and life are bound up with Him as 

dependent creatures.298 Strachan contends about Adam’s freedom,  

The idea that Adam was a free agent in spiritual terms before the fall is a 

myth, though he did truly face a moral test in Eden. Mankind is and 

always has been a contingent being; mankind is and always has been fully 

dependent on God for existence, for moral insight, and for knowledge 

itself.299 

 

Man’s relationship to God is fundamentally dependent, and any life lived apart from 

God is aimless, meaningless, and leads to death (Rom 6:23). Augustine famously said, 

“Thou [God] has made us for thyself, and our hearts are restless until they find their rest 

in thee.”300 Like needy children, mankind cannot exist apart from God and live a fruitful 

existence because God provides the life, protection, and blessing that humans need for 

 
297 McKeown, Genesis, 38. 

 
298 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 76. Hoekema writes, “Since man’s relatedness to God is his 

primary relationship, all of his life is to be lived coram Deo—as before the face of God. Man is bound to 

God as a fish is bound to water.” 

 
299 Strachan, Reenchanting Humanity, loc 864–66. 

 
300 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 76. 
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existence. God has redeemed mankind through the saving work of Jesus Christ at the 

cross (John 3:16; 2 Cor 5:21); and as one is born again (John 3:1–10) and adopted into 

God’s family through faith in Jesus that sinners are brought back into right relationship 

with Him and restored to their original status as children of God. 

 A second possible implication of this doctrine is that all people are a part of a 

universal family. If Adam and Eve are humanity’s original parents, all races and 

ethnicities are derived from one lineage and a part of a global brotherhood (Gen 11).301 

It means that biblically there are no races; there is only one race—the human race. In 

fact, scientific studies have proven that biologically human beings are 99.6–99.8% 

genetically similar.302 While some have difficulty accepting this fact, scientists Sarah 

Trishkoff and Kenneth Kid have concluded that 

In the biological and social sciences, the consensus is clear: race is a social 

construct, not a biological attribute. Today, scientists prefer to use the term 

‘ancestry’ to describe human diversity…303 

 

However, some scientists do not share this perspective. Two hundred years ago, the 

father of evolutionary science, Charles Darwin, argued that particular species were 

superior to others and thus favored by natural selection (i.e., the survival of the fittest) to 

 
301 Genesis 10 gives the table of nations according to the descendants of Noah. This indicates that 

all people originally came from one family, Adam and Eve, and then it is rehearsed again with Noah’s 

family in Genesis 10. 

 
302 Trishkoff and Kidd, “Implications of Biogeography,” 22. Trishkoff notes, “Current estimates of 

how much variation occurs species wide indicates that all H. sapiens are ∼99.6–99.8% identical at the 

nucleotide sequence level. The other 0.2–0.4% of 3 billion nucleotides comprises ∼10 million DNA 

variants that can potentially occur in all different combinations…This is vastly more than enough variation 

to ensure individual uniqueness at the DNA level, but still represents a very small fraction of the total 

genome.” 

 
303 Trishkoff and Kidd, “Implications of Biogeography,” 22.  

 

http://www.nytimes.com/2000/08/22/science/do-races-differ-not-really-genes-show.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/08/22/science/do-races-differ-not-really-genes-show.html
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3124377/
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rule the earth.304 Darwin wrote about the human race, “At some future period, not very 

distant as measured by centuries, the civilized races of man will almost certainly 

exterminate and replace throughout the world the savage races.”305 

Unfortunately, wherever Darwin’s thinking has been embraced, it has proven 

disastrous for the human race. His philosophical framework set up future generations to 

commit unspeakable atrocities against other “races” of humans in the name of science.306 

In 1758, Carl Linnaeus (known as the “father of modern taxonomy”) proposed that all 

human beings should be classified into “five” races, a theory surprisingly still accepted 

by some circles in the scientific community.307 However, viewing the human race as 

sub-divided into ethnic groups usually leads to hostility, unjust treatment of people 

 
304 Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or, the Preservation 

of Favored Races in the Struggle for Life (London, England: John Murray, 1859). The longer title of 

Darwin’s work outlines the racist underpinnings of his famous work. 

 
305 Charles Darwin, The Descent of Man (London, England: John Murray, 1871), 201. Henry F. 

Sanders, writing for an online article entitled “Deplatforming Darwin” argues, “To Darwin, this was self-

evident. If races exist, some must be better than others. If evolution occurred, then the most fit races would 

eventually take over, just as they did in the animal and plant realms. Darwin did not limit this sentiment to 

The Descent of Man. He expressed it clearly in at least two letters published by his son Francis after his 

death. “I look at this process as now going on with the races of man; the less intellectual races being 

exterminated.” Henry F. Sanders, “Deplatforming Darwin,” Answers in Genesis, February 5, 2021, 

accessed March 29, 2021, https://answersingenesis.org/charles-darwin/deplatform-darwin/. 

 
306 MacArthur, Battle for the Beginning, 15. MacArthur contends that “Hebert Spencer applied the 

philosophy of ‘Social Darwinism’ to culture dividing the human race into social and racial classes. He also 

notes that Ernst Haeckel believed that certain races (African races specifically) were incapable of culture or 

higher mental development. Additionally Friedrich Nietzsche’s philosophical abhorrence to Christianity 

and embracing of Darwinian evolution led him to conclude that society was to be led by a group of elite 

Ubermenschen (super-men), who were unencumbered by religion or social mores, and would lead 

humanity into the next stage of evolution. This set the stage for the Holocaust of WWII, in which 6 million 

Jews were murdered by Hitler’s Nazi Germany.” 

 
307 Trishkoff and Kidd, “Implications of Biogeography,” 21. Trishkoff states, “Some argue that 

there is no such thing as ‘race’ or that it is biologically meaningless. Yet the lay person will ridicule that 

position as nonsense, because people from different parts of the world look different, whereas people from 

the same part of the world tend to look similar. The popular concept of five races corresponds well to both 

geographic regions (Africa, Europe, East Asia, Oceania and the Americas) and bureaucratic definitions…” 
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groups, and even genocide.308 Darwinian evolution has been a hotbed for fomenting 

racism in the past two centuries. 

A biblical view of God’s image sees humanity as one large family with two 

ancestral parents. In contrast to Darwinian evolution, the imago dei is the only concept 

that offers a genuine ideological remedy to racism, sexism, and classism. Obviously, 

fundamental cultural and regional differences exist between cultural groupings, but 

accepting that all people are created in God’s image is the only ideology that promotes 

human equality. Instead of magnifying people’s differences as the world does, the 

teaching of Genesis holds the potential to unite humanity under a common belief that all 

people possess God’s image and thus possess the same value, dignity, and worth. 

Third, the image of God holds possible implications for many civil rights issues. 

In modern times, belief in the imago dei in Western countries, most notably in England, 

the United States, and France, led to the establishment of civil rights for women, slaves, 

children, and prisoners.309 Some have argued that the image of God provided the 

substructure of the US Constitution and the Bill of Rights that guaranteed certain 

inalienable rights to its citizens (even though not all of America’s founding fathers were 

genuine believers).310 In juxtaposition, Eastern religions (like Islam and Buddhism), 

 
308 Ibid. Trishkoff and Kidd write, “The topic of race, genetics and biomedical research continues 

to be of considerable interest and debate. Historically, biological classification of races has been associated 

with hierarchical ranking of races, biological determinism, eugenics and justification for genocide (e.g. the 

Nazi-led holocaust), colonialism, slavery, and other social inequities.” 

 
309 Charles R. Taber, “In the Image of God: The Gospel and Human Rights,” International 

Bulletin of Missionary Research 3 (July 2002): 100. 

 
310 Taber, “In the Image of God,” 100. Taber writes, “The Founding Fathers of the American 

Republic based their arguments on the work of Locke; their original disagreements with the British crown, 

before independence was even dreamed of, were based on a claim to their ‘rights as Englishmen.’ And 

these claims, sharply separated from any recognition of the Crown at the time of independence, were 

enshrined in the Declaration of Independence (1776) and the Constitution and Bill of Rights (1787). But 

even the expansive rhetoric of the American Declaration of Independence about ‘inalienable rights’ given 
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political and philosophical ideologies like communism, and Darwinian evolution have 

been responsible for dehumanizing people and committing every human rights violation 

imaginable. Darwin even contended that cleansing the gene pool was necessary for 

human flourishing.311 

Thus, the imago dei is the foundation for individuals' ethical and fair treatment 

everywhere. Without a fundamental understanding of biblical anthropology, societies 

eventually devolve into practices that oppress women, children, the severely impaired, 

the dying, the incarcerated, and the unemployed. God’s image serves as the basis for 

viewing the human race as one family united under Adam’s headship (Rom 5:12–21; 1 

Cor 15:45–49). 

 Fourth, recognizing a human being’s worth as an image-bearer of God is the 

basis for personal respect for others. James writes, “no one can tame the tongue; it is a 

restless evil and full of deadly poison. With it, we bless our Lord and Father, and with it, 

we curse men who have been made in the likeness of God” (James 3:8–9). Jesus’ half-

brother explains that a Christian should never curse his fellow human because they are 

 
by the Creator to ‘all men’—‘life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness’—applied in fact, as debates at the 

later constitutional convention made clear, only to adult white males of property. The Bill of Rights, while 

spelling out more fully what specific rights were guaranteed by the Constitution, tacitly maintained without 

argument the restrictions regarding race, sex, and property. These were all purely negative rights, 

specifying what the federal government could not do to citizens. Positive rights, such as the right to vote, 

were understood to be under the jurisdiction of the states.” 

 
311 Harry F. Sanders III, “Deplatforming Darwin,” Answers in Genesis, February 5, 2021, 

accessed June 15, 2021, https://answersingenesis.org/charles-darwin/deplatform-darwin/. Darwin writes in 

The Descent of Man, “We civilized men, on the other hand, do our utmost to check the process of 

elimination; we build asylums for the imbecile, the maimed, and the sick; we institute poor-laws; and our 

medical men exert their utmost skill to save the life of everyone to the last moment. There is reason to 

believe that vaccination has preserved thousands, who from a weak constitution would formerly have 

succumbed to small-pox. Thus, the weak members of civilized societies propagate their kind. No one who 

has attended to the breeding of domestic animals will doubt that this must be highly injurious to the race of 

man. It is surprising how soon a want of care, or care wrongly directed, leads to the degeneration of a 

domestic race; but excepting in the case of man himself, hardly anyone is so ignorant as to allow his worst 

animals to breed.” 
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God’s image-bearers and thus, to curse an image-bearer is to curse God.312 And while 

not all individuals properly image God, having been corrupted by sin, His image is still 

present in them. Like a coin that has fallen into the mire, the image is sullied but can be 

cleansed from the filth of its sin if it is washed by the regenerating work of the Holy 

Spirit through the New Birth (John 3:1–10; Titus 3:5).313 Therefore, if Christians are not 

to curse God’s image-bearers, they should not do anything else to harm another image-

bearer’s dignity, value, and worth. 

Positively this principle could be stated as loving one’s neighbor, as you love 

yourself (Matt 22:39). One must treat people with the dignity and worth that is in accord 

with an image-bearer of God. C. S. Lewis has famously said,  

It is a serious thing to live in a society of possible gods and goddesses, to 

remember that the dullest most uninteresting person you can talk to may 

one day be a creature which, if you saw it now, you would be strongly 

tempted to worship…There are no ordinary people. You have never talked 

to a mere mortal. Nations, cultures, arts, civilizations—these are mortal 

and their life is to yours as the life of a gnat. But it is immortals we joke 

with, work with, marry, snub, and exploit—immortal horrors or 

everlasting splendors.314  

 

Lewis may or may not be overstating the glory of mankind, but the point is that human 

beings deserve more respect afforded to them than is given to them generally. As image-

bearers of God, every believer’s duty is to treat people with respect because they also are 

made in His image. 

 
312 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 20. Hoekema notes that he word “men” in James 3:9 is the 

Greek word anthr�̅�pous which is a term that designates human persons in general, whether they are 

believers or unbelievers. 

 
313 Hoekema, 22–23. 

 
314 C. S. Lewis, The Weight of Glory (New York, NY: Harper One, 1980), 45–46. While Lewis 

may be overstating his case for the glory of mankind, his point is well taken that human beings are to be 

treated with the utmost respect because of their image-bearing status. 
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 Last, the imago dei is the basis for evangelism and missions work.315 If all human 

beings possess the image of God, then the mission of the church must be for every 

individual to be redeemed through the saving work of Jesus Christ on the cross (Matt 

28:19-20; John 3:16; Luke 19:10). Since Jesus is the true image of God (Col 1:15; 2 Cor 

4:4; Heb 1:3), the goal of every Christian should be to call unbelievers to believe in Him 

so that they may be remade into His image (Col 3:10; 2 Cor 3:18; Rom 8:28-29) by the 

regenerating power of God (John 3:1-10; Eph 2:1-5; Titus 3:5; 1 Peter 1:3-4; 23). This is 

what Jesus expressed to His disciples when He commissioned them to go and make 

disciples of all the nations and to baptize them in His name (Matt 28:19-20). Through 

faith in Jesus, unbelievers are transformed by the power of the Holy Spirit (Ezek 11:18-

20; 36:24-27; Jer 31:31-34; Titus 3:5) and remade into Jesus’ image. Thus, the church's 

call to evangelism is a command to invite unbelievers to faith in Jesus so that they can 

become what God originally designed them to be: image-bearers of God.  

 

 
315 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 98. Hoekema writes, “The doctrine of the image of God has 

important implications for the evangelistic task of the church.” 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE IMAGE OF GOD AS EXAMINED BY IRENAEUS AND JOHN CALVIN 

 

Introductory Comments 

 Perhaps nothing in the church’s history has been more disputed than the meaning 

of the imago dei because nothing has had a more profound impact on theology than the 

first three chapters of Genesis.316 Theories have abounded concerning the image of God, 

and yet there has yet to be a singular, unified interpretation that has captured its essence. 

A historical look at this doctrine reveals that a consensus has never been reached in 

church history. Instead, it seems that interpretations regarding the image of God have 

been more of a reflection of the cultural ideologies of human history than of biblical 

truth.317 A brief historical survey of two major influences in church history will give the 

reader clearer insight into these issues and illuminate how past writers have influenced 

current views of the image of God. 

Theologians of the past have interpreted the image of God in different ways, but 

there are commonalities in how they viewed the imago dei. Anthony Hoekema helpfully 

offers three questions to help understand how theologians have viewed the image of God: 

1) In what does the image of God consist?; 2) How did the fall affect the image of God?; 

 
316 Andrew Louth, “Introduction to Genesis 1–11,” in Ancient Christian Commentary on 

Scripture: Old Testament I, ed. Thomas C. Oden (Downers Grove, Ill: InterVarsity Press, 2005), xxxix. 

Louth writes, “The early chapters of Genesis had arguably a greater influence on the development of 

Christian theology than did any other part of the Old Testament. In these early chapters the Fathers have set 

out the fundamental patters of Christian theology. Here there was affirmed the doctrine of creation, in 

accordance with which the created order had been brought into being from nothing by God’s Word as 

something ‘exceedingly good’ (Gen 1:31).” 

 
317 Curtis, “Image of God,” 389. Curtis laments that “Unfortunately, commentators have not been 

able to agree on what the decisive clues are, and the interpretation of the image of God has often reflected 

the Zeitgeist and has followed whatever emphasis happened to be current in psychology, or philosophy, or 

sociology, or theology.”317 
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and 3) How is the image of God restored in Christ?318 This chapter will demonstrate how 

Irenaeus and John Calvin have answered these questions. By examining the strengths and 

weaknesses of these views, one will see how the concept of the imago dei has developed 

throughout church history and how each view has influenced modern ideas of God’s 

image.  

 

Irenaeus’ View of the Imago Dei 

 Irenaeus was born in Asia Minor around 130 AD, becoming the bishop of Lyons 

in southern France in 177 after the death of Pothinus.319 He was a student of the great 

Polycarp of Smyrna, who had been “instructed by apostles and conversed with many who 

had seen Christ….”320 When he became the bishop of Lyons, a hundred years had passed 

since the death of Paul, and Gnosticism had made significant headway in the Christian 

church. Gnostics like Valentinus and Marcion argued that the “creator of the world was 

not the true God, and that salvation was a redemption into the realm of a transcendent, 

hidden God who was first revealed through Christ.”321 The bishop of Lyons believed it 

was his responsibility to address these heretical doctrines, especially Valentinianism, 

which had influenced many people in his city.322 

 
 
318 Hoekema, Created in God’s Image, 33. 

 
319 Ibid. Michael Reeves notes, “a ferociously violent wave of persecution swept through Lyons; 

many of Irenaeus’ friends and fellow-believers were horrifically tortured and killed, including the old 

bishop, Pothinus. When Irenaeus returned, he was chosen to succeed Pothinus as bishop.” Reeves, 

Theologians You Should Know, 47. 

 
320 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 79. 

 
321 Ibid. 

 
322 Reeves, Theologians You Should Know, 48. Reeves comments that “Valentinus…was an 

influential, gifted, and persuasive theologian who managed to draw a number of disciples to his particular 
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Irenaeus viewed himself primarily as a pastor and was generally uninterested in 

exploring philosophical speculations, yet he wanted to faithfully “lead his flock in life 

and faith.”323 So to combat the rising heresy of Gnosticism, he wrote his chief work in 

185 AD, Against Heresies, where he gave a decisive refutation of its doctrinal errors.324 

This five-volume work was one of “the first serious attempts to formulate Christian 

doctrine into a coherent structure.”325 David Cairns explains that Irenaeus wielded the 

doctrine of God’s image “as a powerful weapon against Gnosticism…and he did not fail 

to use it. For the doctrine of the image found in both testaments, proves that the Bible 

teaches that it was the same God who created us in his image at the first who will also 

perfect us at the last.”326 The bishop’s early sections of Against Heresies were primarily 

concerned with Christian living, but in the later parts, he refuted Gnosticism and 

frequently commented on the image of God.327 It should be noted that Irenaeus did not 

write this work primarily to delineate a fully developed concept of God’s image. But 

when he taught on the image of God, he did it with great skill as he developed an answer 

to the growing Gnostic threat.328 

 
beliefs. Quite a number of church members in Lyons had been won over. Irenaeus saw this Gnosticism as a 

many-headed monster, threatening his flock.” 

 
323 Justo L. Gonzalez, The Story of Christianity: The Early Church to the Dawn of the 

Reformation, vol. 1 (New York: NY: HarperCollins, 1984), 68. 

 
324 Hoekema, Created in God’s Image, 33. The longer name of Irenaeus’ work is Detection and 

Refutation of What Is Falsely Called Knowledge. Reeves, Theologians You Should Know, 47. 

 
325 Reeves, Theologians You Should Know, 47. 

 
326 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 80. 

 
327 Gonzalez, The Story of Christianity, 68. 

 
328 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 80. 
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In What Does the Image Consist? 

 For Irenaeus, the image of God in man involved man’s nature as a “rational and 

free being.”329 This assertion should not be surprising since Irenaeus was heavily 

influenced by the Greek philosophers (Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics), who taught that 

reason is humanity’s highest and most distinctive characteristic.330 Many early church 

fathers held this view, including Augustine, who argued that the image resided primarily 

in intellectual capacities (though he differed from Irenaeus, arguing that the imago dei 

specifically consisted of memory, understanding, and the will).331 Irenaeus asserted that 

God’s image included mankind’s freedom and ability to make decisions, which he 

believed unbelievers also possessed.332 However, he argued that the likeness-bearing 

spirit given to Adam before the Fall was lost and could only be restored in the final 

redemption by Jesus Christ.333  

Irenaeus contended that mankind’s essence involved a physical and spiritual form. 

In his understanding of the imago dei, the bishop made a distinction between the terms 

“image” (εἰκών) and “likeness” (ὁμοίωσις) based upon the LXX’s translation of Genesis 

 
329 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 81. Irenaeus argues this most clearly in Against Heresies, 4:4:3. 

 
330 Hoekema, Created in God’s Image, 34. 

 
331 Augustine of Hippo, The Trinity, vol. 45, ed. H. Dressler, trans. S. McKenna (Washington, DC: 

Catholic University of America Press, 1963), 456. Augustine’s conception of the imago dei was based on 

his view that it was a reflection of Triune nature of God. 

 
332 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 82. 

 
333 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 35. 
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1:26. 334 He asserted that the image referred to the physical aspects of mankind, while 

likeness refers to the spiritual dimensions.335 Irenaeus argued that since Christ had come 

in the flesh, the image of God must consist of the physical aspects of humanity. He writes 

in Against Heresies,  

And then, again, this Word was manifested when the Word of God was 

made man, assimilating himself to man and man to Himself, so that by 

means of his resemblance to the Son, man might become precious to the 

Father. For in times long past, it was said that man was created after the 

image of God, but it was not [actually] shown; for the Word was as yet 

invisible, after whose image man was created. Wherefore also he did 

easily lose the similitude. When, however, the Word of God become flesh, 

he confirmed both these: for he both showed forth the image truly, since 

he became Himself what was His image, and He re-established the 

similitude after a sure manner, by assimilating man to the invisible Father 

through means of the visible Word.336 

 

He concluded that Jesus had come in the incarnation as the true Image of God and that 

the Savior alone possesses God’s image and likeness.337 And as God’s image, Jesus plans 

to redeem the whole creation, including mankind’s spiritual form. Thus, according to 

Irenaeus, what constitutes God’s image in man is “both corporeal and spiritual aspects of 

man.”338 He concluded that unbelievers possessed a body and soul, but they lacked a 

 
334 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 91. Clines demonstrates how this was a mistake that was 

made by the translators of the Septuagint and was repeated by the Vulgate. Clines argues that the Hebrew 

makes no distinction between the terms; instead, “likeness” probably describes “image.” 

 
335 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 29. 

 
336 Against Heresies, 5:16:2, in The Ante-Nicene Fathers: Translations of the Writings of the 

Fathers down to A. D. 325, vol 1, ed. Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson, 2nd ed. (Peabody, MA: 

Hendrickson Publishing, 1995), 544. 

 
337 Reeves, Theologians You Should Know, 54–55. 

 
338 Louth, “Introduction to Genesis 1–11,” 27. 
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spirit given by the divine grace of the Holy Spirit.339 Hoekema concludes that for 

Irenaeus, “the spirit within the human being is the bearer of the likeness of God.”340 

 

How Did the Fall Affect the Image of God? 

Irenaeus asserted that mankind was made in the image and likeness of God but 

had lost the divine likeness due to the Fall.341 He stated in this way,  

But if the Spirit be wanting to the soul, he who is such is indeed of an 

animal nature, and being left carnal, shall be an imperfect being, 

possessing indeed the image in his formation, but not receiving the 

similitude through the Spirit, and thus is this being imperfect.342 

 

Notice that he argues that fallen human beings are “of an animal nature” and “carnal” 

because they were in the state of the natural man after the Fall.343 By this, he meant that 

unbelievers still possessed the image of God but needed the work of the Spirit to have 

the likeness (or similitude) of God restored to them.344 Irenaeus argued that Christ 

possessed both the likeness and image of God and that this is why He can restore the 

likeness to man through redemption.345 Unfortunately, Irenaeus’ assertion that humans 

had lost their souls suggested that mankind merely lost something additional to them, 

something apart from them which they could still be complete.346 His emphasis 

 
339 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 84. 

 
340 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 35. 

 
341 Hoekema, 79. 

 
342 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 80. 

 
343 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 34. 

 
344 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 81. 

 
345 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 34. 

 
346 Hoekema, 35. 
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unintentionally minimized the effect of the Fall on the human race and the value of the 

human soul. 

In Against Heresies, Irenaeus envisioned God as the ultimate Shepherd leading 

the cosmos and human history to its final goal.347 He argued that Adam and Eve were 

created in a state of infancy and that their likeness to God was only “present in germ 

[form]” and was more of a “promise for the future than a present reality.”348 Humans 

were not mature beings but were “like children” who needed to grow in communion with 

God by His two guiding hands: the Word [Jesus] and the Holy Spirit.349 The goal of this 

life is what Irenaeus called “divinization”—God’s purpose to make people ever more like 

Himself.350 Gordon Wenham correctly summarizes Irenaeus’ view when he states,  

According to traditional Christian exegesis (from Irenaeus), the image and 

likeness are two distinct aspects of man’s nature. The image refers to the 

natural qualities in man (reason, personality, etc.) that make him resemble 

God, while the likeness refers to the supernatural grace, e.g., ethical, that 

make the redeemed godlike.351 (my emphasis) 

 

Irenaeus postulated that the Fall stunted humanity’s growth, and the first couple was cast 

out of Eden so that they could not continue to grow and mature in God’s likeness. He 

taught that unbelievers needed to have a spirit given to them to make them more like 

God. Thus, the bishop believed “Adam was a ‘pattern of the one to come’ (Rom 5:14); an 

 
347 Gonzalez, The Story of Christianity, 69. 

 
348 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 84. 

 
349 Gonzalez, The Story of Christianity, 69. 

 
350 Gonzalez, The Story of Christianity, 69. Gonzalez writes, “Even at the end, when the Kingdom 

of God is established, God’s task as shepherd will not be finished. On the contrary, redeemed humanity will 

continue growing into greater communion with the divine, and the process of divinization will go on 

eternally, taking us ever closer to God.” 

 
351 Wenham, Genesis 1–11, 29. 
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image of the true Image of God, Jesus Christ; filled with breath as a type of the one filled 

with the Spirit.”352  

 

How Is the Image of God Restored? 

Irenaeus argued that at the revelation of Jesus Christ (eschatologically), those who 

had believed in Him would be granted true likeness to God.353 Until that time, believers 

are in a constant process of sanctification that makes them more godlike. Thus, the 

likeness of God is imparted by the Holy Spirit through His grace now but will come to 

full fruition only when Christ returns. Irenaeus was not suggesting that mankind would 

become God and “one day transcend and shed [their] humanity.”354 He argued that just as 

when God became a man, He remained completely God, so human beings would become 

like God but remain entirely human.355 For Irenaeus, the purpose of humanity’s 

divinization was so that they might participate in God’s life and glory for all eternity.356 

Cairns writes about Irenaeus that his theological conclusions were “a powerful 

theology of salvation, wherein Christ is the recapitulator of history, who with saving 

power enters into conflict with sin and the devil, turning human defeat into victory.”357 

 
352 Reeves, Theologians You Should Know, 52. 

 
353 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 85. 

 
354 Reeves, Theologians You Should Know, 53. 

 
355 Ibid. 

 
356 Gonzalez, The Story of Christianity, 71. According to Gonzalez, Irenaeus believed that “even at 

the end, when the Kingdom of God is established, God’s task as shepherd will not be finished. On the 

contrary, redeemed humanity will continue growing into greater communion with the divine, and the 

process of divinization will go on eternally, taking us ever closer to God.” 

 
357 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 85. 
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His dramatic conclusions are perhaps why his view held sway in the church for over a 

millennium. 

 

Critique of Irenaeus’ View 

Irenaeus’ view of the imago dei was highly influential during the first millennia of 

church history. Additionally, the substantive view of the image of God, which he 

purported, became the most dominant theory in church history.358 It is worth examining 

the positives and negatives of his teaching to understand why this view stood for so long 

in church history. 

What is commendable about Irenaeus’ view is his systematic treatment of the 

imago dei. He conceived a theology of the imago dei that encompassed creation, fall, 

redemption, and restoration.359 The bishop’s comprehensive treatment of the imago dei is 

remarkable since he was one of the first church fathers to comment on the image of God 

outside the Apostles. Emil Brunner noticed Irenaeus’ uncanny ability to systematize 

theological concepts, as evidenced in his treatment of the imago dei.360 Gonzalez 

comments that  

What we find in Irenaeus is a grand vision of history, so that the divine 

purposes unfold through it. The focal point of that history is the 

incarnation, not only because through it God’s word has straightened the 

 
358 Erickson, Christian Theology, 520. 

 
359 Hamilton, What Is Biblical Theology?, 31. Hamilton concludes that “In broadest terms, the 

Bible’s plot can be summarized in four words: creation, fall, redemption, and restoration.” This is 

something that Irenaeus was able to identify and present with surprising clarity.  

 
360 Reeves, Theologians You Should Know, 46. Brunner writes concerning him, “In spite of the 

fact that in the formal sense Irenaeus was not a systematic theologian, yet—like Luther—he was a 

systematic theologian of the first rank, indeed, the greatest theologian: to perceive connections between 

truths, and to know which belongs to which. No other thinker was able to weld ideas together which others 

allowed to slip as he was able to do, not even Augustine or Athanasius.” 
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twisted history of humankind, but also because from the very beginning, 

the union of the human with the divine was the goal of history.361  

 

Irenaeus rightly discerned that Jesus is the true image of God, “the second Adam, 

undoing the evils brought about by the first Adam.”362 Admittedly, some of the bishop’s 

conclusions were flawed, but the fact that he conceived of God’s image in such a 

systematic way is remarkable. It is no wonder that his teaching had such a profound 

impact on the church in his time and influenced future theologians for centuries. 

Unfortunately, Irenaeus’ exegetical distinction between “image” and “likeness” 

was a profound theological mistake. The bishop made the error of teaching that the word 

“image” (εἰκών) and “likeness” (ὁμοίωσις) were separate ideas, based on the LXX’s 

(and the Vulgate’s) insertion of the conjunction “and” (καί) between the two terms in 

Genesis 1:26.363 The result was that the bishop also wrongfully concluded there was a 

theological difference between the two words (which was an interpretive error).364 

Because of this mistake, Irenaeus wrongfully proposed that the term “image” referred to 

natural qualities in mankind (personality, reason, and even physical resemblance), while 

“likeness” refers to supernatural qualities (soul, graces).365 As has been demonstrated in 

a previous chapter of this dissertation, the correct correlation of these two terms is that 

 
361 Gonzalez, The Story of Christianity, 71. 

 
362 Reeves, Theologians You Should Know, 51. 

 
363 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 91. The full quote of Clines is found in chapter one in the 

section entitled “Analyzing the Relationship Between ‘Image’ and ‘Likeness.’” 

 
364 Wenham, Genesis 1–11, 30. Wenham writes, “The interchangeable nature of ‘image’ and 

‘likeness” (cf. 5:3) shows that this distinction is foreign to Genesis, and that it is more likely that “likeness” 

is added to indicate the nuance of “image” in the context.” 

 
365 Gentry and Wellum, God's Kingdom Through God's Covenants, 71. 
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image (ֶלם מּות) is further explained by the word likeness (ֶצֶ֫  indicating mankind’s (דְּ

representative nature as God’s image-bearers.366 Regrettably, this mistake had 

influenced the early church fathers and other theologians, who repeated Irenaeus’ gaffe 

well into the middle ages.367 

A second mistake that Irenaeus made was teaching that the likeness of God was 

lost due to the Fall.368 As pointed out in chapter one, neither the image nor likeness was 

lost due to the Fall; both reappear in Genesis. Moses recorded that the image (ֶלם  and (ֶצֶ֫

likeness (מּות  of God were passed on to Adam’s descendants in Genesis 5:1–3.369 (דְּ

Further, the “image of God” is repeated in Genesis 9:6 to emphasize that Noah’s 

descendants also retained this distinction (the word likeness [מּות  does not appear in [דְּ

Gen 9:6). The absence of the word likeness (מּות  in Genesis 9:6 may be due solely to (דְּ

the fact that Moses emphasized the destruction of mankind’s physical form (i.e., 

 
366 Clines, “The Image of God in Man,” 92. Clines writes, “In suggesting here that there is a 

difference in meaning that can be established between the words selem and dumut we are by no means 

asserting that they have quite different contents and refer to different elements in the image. Rather we are 

suggesting that the dumut refers entirely to the selem; it has no referential meaning in itself, but only 

specifies the kind of image, namely a representational image.” 

 
367 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 35. David Cairns comments that it was “by following his 

example that scholastic thought was enabled to accept much too uncritically as its foundation the system of 

Aristotelian metaphysics, building thereon as a second storey the system of revealed truth.” Cairns, The 

Image of God in Man, 87. 

 
368 Hoekema, 32. Hoekema asserts that, “the image of God as such is an unlosable aspect of man, a 

part of his essence and existence, something that man cannot lose without ceasing to be man.” 

 
369 Mathews, Genesis 1–11:26, 310. Mathews writes, “the same creation themes of 1:1–2:3 are 

rehearsed in 5:1b–2 by its appeal to the parade passage of the creation narrative, the making and blessing of 

mankind (1:26–28). Divine image and blessing are continued among the human family, it would seem, 

without suspension.” Though the terms are reversed in the text for stylistic purposes, both terms 

nonetheless are incorporated by Moses. 
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murder). Irenaeus erred by failing to observe that Moses emphasizes in Genesis that men 

and women possessed God’s image and likeness after the Fall. 

Additionally, the New Testament confirms that the image and likeness of God 

were retained by humanity post-Fall. Paul states that man still possesses the image 

[εἰκών] and glory of God (1 Cor 11:7).370 James asserts that no one should curse men 

(ἄνθρωπος) who are made in God’s likeness [ὁμοίωσις] (James 3:9).371 Irenaeus was 

incorrect in contending that the likeness of God was lost due to sin. Instead, it would be 

more accurate to say that mankind’s image-bearing status was hindered by the Fall. God 

cursed the earth (Gen 3:17–19), added pain to the childbearing process (Gen 3:16), and 

increased relational difficulties between the first couple (Gen 3:16), which made their 

image-bearing very difficult. Their status as God’s representatives, vice-regents, 

creators, and sons was significantly impeded by sin’s effects, but it was never lost. 

Finally, the Bible does not support Irenaeus’ contention that believers are 

composed of body, soul, and spirit, nor that unbelievers possess only a body and soul.372 

Hoekema contends, “the words soul and spirit are virtual synonyms in the Bible, and 

therefore one is not justified in affirming a trichotomous view of man.”373 Moreover, the 

 
370 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 21. Hoekema argues from 2 Cor 4:4 that “the word 

translated ‘image’ is εἰκών, the Greek equivalent of the Hebrew word tselem.”  

 
371 Hoekema, 20. Hoekema notes that the tense of the Greek verb “have been made” in James 3:9 

is “gegonotas, the perfect participle of the verb ginomai, meaning ‘to become’ or ‘to be made.’ The force of 

the perfect tense in Greek is to describe ‘past action with abiding result.’ Thus, the thrust of the Greek 

expression kath’ homoiosin theou gegonotas is this: human beings as described here, at some point in the 

past, had been made according to the likeness of God and are still bearers of that likeness. For this reason 

it is inconsistent to praise God and curse men with the same tongue, since the human creature whom we 

curse still bears the likeness of God.”  

 
372 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 87. 

 
373 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 35. Hoekema demonstrates that man is a whole person 

rather than constituent parts, and that the words soul, spirit, and heart are used interhangably in the Bible 

(203–26). 
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suggestion by Irenaeus that the soul is additional to mankind and something that he 

could do without was a dangerous theological conclusion.374 It implied that unbelievers 

could exist without a soul, which is an idea that is foreign to both the Old and New 

Testaments. Unfortunately, Irenaeus’ concept of the imago dei led later theologians to 

postulate a dichotomy in human beings as natural and spiritual beings. Additionally, 

Catholic writers proposed (based on Irenaeus’ work) that mankind after the Fall had free 

will and unfallen reason, which possessed the ability to respond to God’s call of 

salvation.375 The result was a Pelagian anthropology, which wreaked havoc on the 

doctrine of salvation until the Reformation.376 

A better way to understand the imago dei is to view mankind as a psychosomatic 

unity, including a duality of being (i.e., man possesses physical and non-physical 

aspects).377 This interpretation appears most consistent with the teaching of the imago 

dei in Genesis 1:26–27; 5:1–3; and 9:6. Additionally, this view seems to best fit with the 

New Testament’s teaching on the image of God. For further delineation on this issue, 

see chapter one of this dissertation. 

 

 
374 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 35. Hoekema contends that this teaching minimizes the 

effects of the Fall on human beings, and deemphasizes the total corruption of his nature. 

 
375 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 87. 

 
376 Cairns, 87–88. 

 
377 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 217. 
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Calvin’s View of the Imago Dei 

The Protestant Reformation brought about a return to biblical definitions of the 

image of God in reaction to the academic anthropology of the Middle Ages.378 Calvin 

was one of the greatest theologians of the Reformation, studying theology at the 

University of Paris at the early age of twelve.379 After five years of studying theology, 

his father sent him to Orleans to study law, where he came under the influence of 

Reformation teachings and was converted.380 Eventually, Calvin and others were forced 

to leave the city as persecution of protestants increased, and by the providential hand of 

God, he ended up in Geneva.381 The reformer settled there hoping to write, but he was 

soon conscripted into full-time ministry as a pastor.382 On the run from the authorities, 

the Genevan pastor had already developed his theology of the Christian faith known as 

The Institutes of the Christian Religion, where he delineated his views on the image of 

God.383 But it was in Geneva that he began to refine it and teach it with greater clarity. 

 

In What Does the Image Consist? 

 
378 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 42. Some debate whether Calvin was eleven or twelve, but 

either way he was very young. 

 
379 Reeves, Theologians You Should Know, 176. 

 
380 Gonzalez, The Story of Christianity, 62–63. 

 
381 Reeves, Theologians You Should Know, 176. 

 
382 Reeves, 177–78. 

 
383 Reeves, 178. 
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Calvin conceived of the imago dei as something that was primarily spiritual.384 

His definition of God’s image originated from Colossians 3:10 and Ephesians 4:24, 

where he argued (as Luther had) that God’s image consisted of true knowledge, 

righteousness, and holiness.385 Calvin chose the New Testament definition of the image 

of God, which later caused him problems reconciling it with the Old Testament 

concept.386 The Genevan pastor remarks in the Institutes about the essence of the image 

of God,  

For although God’s glory shines forth in the outer man, yet there is no 

doubt that the proper seat of his image is in the soul. I do not deny, indeed, 

that our outward form, in so far as it distinguishes and separates us from 

brute animals, at the same time more closely joins us to God. And if 

anyone wishes to include under ‘image of God’ the fact that, ‘while all 

other living things being bent over look earthward, man has been given a 

face uplifted, bidden to gaze heavenward and to raise his countenance to 

the stars,’ I shall not contend too strongly—provided it be regarded as a 

settled principle that the image of God, which is seen or glows in these 

outward marks, is spiritual.387 (Emphasis mine) 

 

Though the reformer asserted that humanity’s image was primarily spiritual, he did 

believe that God’s image also extended to the body.388 He contended that “there was no 

part even of the body in which some rays of glory did not shine.”389 Yet Calvin believed 

 
384 John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, ed. J. T. McNeill, trans. F. L. Battles 

(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2011), 186. Calvin contends, “I shall not contend too 

strongly—provided it be regarded as a settled principle that the image of God, which is seen or glows in 

these outward marks, is spiritual.” 

 
385 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 43. 

 
386 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 137. Cairns comments that “Calvin followed Luther in his 

equation of the image with man’s original righteousness and restoration in Christ. He has, therefore, chosen 

the New Testament sense of the image as fundamental, and he thus is faced with the problem of relating it 

to the Old Testament image, which is common to all mankind.” 

 
387 Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, 186. 

 
388 John Calvin, Sermons on Genesis: Chapters 1:1–11:4, trans. Rob McGregor (Edinburgh, UK: 

Banner of Truth, 2009), 94. 

 
389 Mark Mangano, The Image of God (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 2008), 7.  
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that humans are physical and spiritual beings, so he held to a holistic view of human 

beings rather than the dualistic approach of Irenaeus and the medieval scholastics.390  

Calvin demonstrated that the image of God could be seen broadly in all of God’s 

creatures but that there was a special sense in which it was manifested in human 

beings.391 He believed there was a close resemblance between the imago dei and the 

world of nature but that, 

Although the sun and the moon are such noble creatures that they appear 

to be divine, although the heavens also have an appearance which 

astonishes and delights men, although the great diversity of fruits and 

others things that we see here on earth are designed to declare unto us a 

divine majesty, the fact remains that if we compare all of that with man, 

we will find in man much grander and more exquisite features.392  

 

He believed that mankind is the noblest creation of God and that human beings are a 

microcosm of the universe. He explains,  

It is certain that in every part of the world some lineaments of divine glory 

are beheld, and hence we may infer that when his image is placed in man, 

there is a kind of tacit antithesis, as it were, setting man apart from the 

crowd, and exalting him above all the other creatures.393  

 

The reformer believed that man was set apart from the created order as a unique creation 

meant to shine forth God’s glory in a unique way.394 Calvin argued that the body of 

mankind is merely external and does not cause the mind to exalt in God’s greatness 

 
390 Erickson, Christian Theology, 523. 

 
391 Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, 188. 

 
392 Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 91. 

 
393 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 135. 

 
394 Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 91. 
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highly enough; that is why he proposed that the image of God “must come to the soul, 

which is the most worthy and precious part of the man.”395  

Calvin’s sermons on Genesis 1:26–27 reveal that he concluded that image and 

likeness were exegetically similar terms.396 Thus, He purported that “man resembles 

[God] and that in him God’s glory is contemplated, as in a mirror. So we see that Moses 

wanted to make clear that we are created in the image of God and we are moving toward 

his nature.”397 From this insight, one might assume that Calvin would argue for a 

representative approach to the imago dei. Yet instead, he concluded that this could not be 

since he believes that “we will not find such perfection in the human body as the image 

and conformity Moses speaks of. Far from it.”398  

Alternatively, the reformer asserted that “although God’s glory shines forth in the 

outer man, yet there is no doubt that the proper seat of his image is in the soul.”399 

Calvin’s definition was based primarily on the New Testament concept of the image of 

God, which made it difficult to reconcile it with the Old Testament concept. It is why he 

rejected Augustine’s view of the image as consisting within the Trinity and downplayed 

 
395 Calvin,, 94. 

 
396 Calvin, 93. He writes, “Now in the first place, we must not give ourselves a lot of grief looking 

for how these two terms differ, for they mean the same thing…that is three times that Moses repeated the 

word ‘image’. That seems to be superfluous. And why, if it is really important, is ‘likeness’ not added? 

Because they mean the same thing.” 

 
397 Ibid. 

 
398 Calvin, 94. 

 
399 Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, 186 (I:15:3). Waltke states it well that surprisingly 

and “Without philological warrant, John Calvin taught that ‘the chief seat of the Divine image was in his 

mind and heart.” Waltke, An Old Testament Theology, 216. 
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the functional concept of man’s dominion over the creation.400 Instead, Calvin conceived 

the imago dei as being chiefly found in the inner man.401 He argued that “although God 

has displayed the great treasures of His power, goodness, and wisdom in forming us, yet 

the soul, as I have said, has reason, understanding, and will, which is much more than 

anything to be found in this external body.”402 In Calvin’s view the soul of the man 

houses man’s heart and mind, which fully manifests God’s image when “a man truly 

knows God with his mind and loves him with his heart.”403 Eventually, he concluded that 

the image of God is most notably seen in man’s ability to reason.404 He writes in his 

commentary,  

In the mind perfect intelligence flourished and reigned, uprightness 

attended as its companion, and all the senses were prepared and molded 

for due obedience to reason; and in the body there was a suitable 

correspondence with this internal order.405 

 

Like Aquinas, the Genevan pastor eventually concluded that what separates mankind 

from the beasts of the earth is man’s ability to reason.406 And as humans come to a proper 

knowledge of God, they begin to manifest God’s image in an even greater way. 

 

 
400 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 136. Hoekema sates that Calvin was “willing to grant that 

man’s having dominion over the earth comprises some portion, though small, of the image of God.” 

 
401 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 42. Many believe that Calvin believed that the image of 

God resided primarily in the soul, but he believed that it extended to the heart and mind as well. 

 
402 Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 94. 

 
403 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 136. 

 
404 Erickson, Christian Theology, 523. 

 
405 Strachan, Reenchanting Humanity, loc 374–76. 

 
406 Strachan, loc 374. 
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How Did the Fall Affect the Image of God? 

 Calvin believed that before the Fall, humanity possessed the image of God 

perfectly, but he was uncharacteristically vague regarding what happened to it 

afterward.407 Hoekema notes that the reformer at times refers to the image of God as 

having been “destroyed by sin, obliterated by the Fall, wiped out by sin, canceled by sin, 

‘as it were, blotted out…by Adam’s sin,’ or utterly defaced by sin.”408 He stated that by 

the Fall, humans “have been stripped of that image.”409 Calvin writes,  

Now God’s image is the perfect excellence of human nature which shone 

in Adam before his defection, but was subsequently so vitiated and almost 

blotted out that nothing remains after the ruin except what is confused, 

mutilated, and disease-ridden.410 

 

Yet, he argues later in the Institutes that the image of God was not eradicated by the Fall 

but was “frightfully deformed.”411 In his commentary on Genesis 1:26, Calvin contended 

that there are still “vestiges” of the image of God in humanity despite its fallen state.412 

Cairns suggests that Calvin’s confusion was due to the fact that he was attempting to 

reconcile the New Testament sense of the imago dei with the Old Testament concept.413  

 
407 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 43. 

 
408 Ibid. 

 
409 Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 95. 

 
410 Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, 190. 

 
411 Calvin, 189. Calvin writes, “Therefore, even though we grant that God’s image was not totally 

annihilated and destroyed in him, yet it was so corrupted that whatever remains is frightful deformity.” 

 
412 Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 91. Calvin contends, “Even so, as often as we consider what our state 

and condition are, even though we are wretched because of sin, the fact remains that our Lord has left some 

vestiges in us so that we may be instructed in his great and inestimable mercy which he reserves for mankind.” 

 
413 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 137. 
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This disparity between the Old and New Testament concept becomes apparent 

when Calvin comes to Genesis 5:1–3 and 9:6 in his commentary. Remarking on Genesis 

5:1–3, he writes,  

When men bore God’s image, his glory shone in their bodies and souls. 

Now a different image followed that one, for Adam disfigured himself, as 

if someone had thrown mud on an outstanding image and the world had 

spat upon it and it had become covered with filth and contagion. That is 

how Adam lost what was given him. Now that we who have descended 

from him and bear his image must look for God’s image somewhere other 

than in ourselves. It is true some trace of it will remain, for God did not 

want the trace of himself to be completely extinguished, but that small 

residue which remains is a testimony of ruin.414  

 

Calvin asserts that the image of God is so sullied and stained because of the fall that it is 

almost as if the imago dei has been wholly lost. He could not exegetically justify stating 

that the image of God had been destroyed because Genesis would not allow for this 

interpretation, so instead, he likened it to the ruins of a once beautiful castle that had been 

demolished.415 Commenting on Genesis 9:6, Calvin compared the image of God to that of 

a painting that has been effaced and distorted, that contains a vague resemblance to the 

original person that it depicted.416 Thus, the Genevan pastor argued that mankind had so 

marred the image of God that what remains of it is scarcely recognizable. Therefore, it 

was more accurate for Calvin to say that it had practically been lost in the Fall.417 

 

 
414 Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 489. 

 
415 Ibid. 

 
416 Calvin, 745. 

 
417 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 45. In a sermon on Job 14:13–14 Calvin writes, “True it is 

that when we come into this world, we bring some remnant of God’s image wherein Adam was created: 

howbeit that same image is so disfigured that we are full of unrighteousness and there is nothing but 

blindness and ignorance in our minds.” 
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How Is the Image of God Restored? 

Calvin asserted that human beings receive the renewed image of God not through 

human achievement but by the Holy Spirit’s work through the Word.418 He contended 

that the image of God is not restored all at once but is renewed progressively through 

sanctification as believers are conformed to the image of Christ.419 He writes in his 

commentary on 2 Corinthians 3:18,  

The manner of the Spirit’s working in the elect is that he creates faith in 

our hearts, so ‘that the image of God, which had been effaced by sin, may 

be stamped anew upon us, and that the advancement of this restoration 

may be continually going forward in us during our whole life, because 

God makes his glory shine forth in us by little and little.’420 

 

The reformer claimed that the goal of regeneration is to renew the imago dei in mankind, 

and it involved the restoration of true knowledge, righteousness, and holiness.421 Calvin 

differed from Irenaeus in that he held that the Fall was not “just a matter of losing the 

likeness of God and retaining the image of God, since Calvin saw no basic distinction 

between these two.”422 Thus, for the reformer, the restoration of the image and likeness of 

God was dynamic and accomplished through sanctification.423 However, he asserted that 

this process would not be complete until Christians were in heaven. 

 
418 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 149. 

 
419 Cairns, 150. 

 
420 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 47. 

 
421 Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, 190. Calvin contends, “Now we see how Christ is 

the most perfect image of God; if we are conformed to it, we are so restored that with true piety, 

righteousness, purity, and intelligence we bear God’s image.” 

 
422 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 45. 

 
423 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 150. 
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Calvin conceived of the day where Christ would restore the image of God to its 

fullness in the life to come, a vision that included the redemption of both the physical 

body and the soul.424 He comments on 1 Cor 15:49,  

For we now begin to bear the image of Christ, and we are daily being 

transformed into it more and more; but that image depends upon spiritual 

regeneration. But then [at the time of the resurrection] it will be restored to 

fullness, in our body as well as our soul; what has begun will be brought to 

completion, and we will obtain in reality what as yet we are only hoping 

for. 

 

The Genevan pastor argued that mankind’s full glory would be seen in heaven, where the 

imago dei would shine forth with more splendid grandeur than it did in Adam.425  

 

Critique of Calvin’s View 

 In evaluating Calvin’s understanding of the image of God, it is immediately 

apparent that the reformer made significant progress in articulating this doctrine with 

greater clarity than precious theologians. Cairns comments about the topic of God’s 

image: “it is a theme to which [Calvin] has given greater attention than any great 

theologian since Augustine, and his contribution is even greater than Augustine’s.”426  

Calvin’s influence on this doctrine cannot be overstated since he made many 

positive contributions. First, he clarified that man had not lost the image or likeness of 

God and that there was no deficiency in man at the beginning that needed to be kept in 

check by an added gift of grace.427 It was a profound insight since the consensus among 

 
424 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 47. 

 
425 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 150. 
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theologians had been that mankind lost something due to the Fall. Second, he articulated 

the devastating effects of the fall upon man, namely that man was not just deprived of 

something but was entirely depraved.428 Third, he asserted that man was still an image-

bearer of God, even though he believed that the image was distorted by sin.429 Fourth, 

Calvin argued that the renewal of God’s image is both God’s work in man and man’s 

response to God (a product of both divine sovereignty and human responsibility).430 Fifth, 

he rejected a distinction between the terms “image” and “likeness” that had been the 

standard interpretation of the church for over a millennia.431 Lastly, the reformer believed 

that the renewal of the imago dei is progressive and dynamic in this life but will not be 

completed until the eschatological return of Christ.432 Calvin’s insights on this topic were 

profound, for they shaped the debate of the imago dei from the time of the Reformation 

into the modern era.433 

  Yet, despite Calvin’s outstanding contributions to this doctrine, a few criticisms 

should be pointed out regarding his view.  

 
428 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 144. Cairns quotes Calvin when he states, “When I say that 

all mankind is polluted, my meaning is, that we bring nothing from our mother’s womb but mere filthiness 

in our nature, and that there is no righteousness in our nature which can reconcile us with God. Man’s soul 

was indeed endued with singular gifts at the first, but there remaineth in it no drop of pureness any longer, 

therefore we must seek for cleanness without ourselves.” 

 
429 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 48. 

 
430 Ibid. 

 
431 Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 93. Calvin writes, “Now much grief has been caused by these two 

words ‘image’ and ‘likeness’, for some have said that the image was in the substance of man, while others 

have invented diverse interpretations...we must not give ourselves a lot of grief looking for how these two 

terms differ, for they mean the same thing.” 

 
432 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 48. 

 
433 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 150. Cairns comments that “Indeed, little that is radically 

new and important on the subject has been said since Calvin.” 
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The first shortcoming in Calvin’s concept is his inconsistencies when he speaks 

about the image of God in fallen man.434 The reformer often seems surprisingly 

ambiguous about the nature of the imago dei in unbelievers. Calvin comments in the 

Institutes, “There is no doubt that Adam, when he fell from his state, was by this 

defection alienated from God. Therefore, even though we grant that God’s image was not 

totally annihilated and destroyed in him, yet it was so corrupted that whatever remains is 

a frightful deformity.”435 Calvin asserts in his commentary on Genesis 1:26 that human 

beings have been “stripped of that image,” and that they are “so removed from [their] 

origin that the image of God cannot be seen in men, who remain in their nature.”436 As 

has been noted, Calvin seems to speak as though man has retained God’s image in some 

of his writings, and in other places, he states it has been “obliterated by the Fall.”437 For 

this reason, some scholars (Waltke) have accused Calvin of teaching in his early writings 

that the imago dei was lost in the Fall and later on modifying his view to say that it has 

been defaced by sin.438 In his commentary on Genesis, Calvin asserts that the image of 

God was not lost, stating,  

But even though God’s image has been effaced and perverted, there still 

remains some resemblance, like a picture that has been disfigured, but one 

still recognizes the person it represented. Yes, there is some scratch on the 

cheek, one of the eyes is smudged, and there is another blemish or so, but 

you always see an image that looks like a certain person. That is what 

remains in us today of God’s image.439 

 
434 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 48. 

 
435 Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, 189. 

 
436 Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 95. 

 
437 Hoekema, Created in God's Image, 43. 

 
438 Waltke, An Old Testament Theology, 216. Waltke argues that John Calvin’s “initial error led 

him to wrongly argue that the image of God was destroyed in the fall.” 

 
439 Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 745. 
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Overall, the confusion may simply be that Calvin maintained that “practically nothing of 

[the image of God] remains in us.”440 The ambiguity of Calvin’s position is difficult to 

reconcile. Did Calvin default to a view similar to Irenaeus’, namely that the image has 

been practically lost? There seems to be no definitive way of answering this question 

with his writings, though it is assumed that he would have answered no.  

 Second, Calvin derives his concept of the imago dei from the New Testament, and 

thus, he had great difficulty relating it to Genesis. Calvin followed Luther in his belief 

that the image of God consisted of man’s original knowledge, righteousness, and 

holiness.441 Therefore, Calvin concludes that the image of God is found in the soul. His 

rationale is found in his commentary on Genesis 1:26, 

Many are they who relate [the image of God] to the body. And in truth 

there is such creative skill manifested in the form of the human body that 

one can say it is an image of God, for if his majesty should appear in what 

is much more exquisite. But the fact is that we will not find such 

perfection in the human body as the image and conformity Moses speaks 

of. Far from it! Consequently, neither the hair nor the eyes, the feet nor the 

hands will lead us to where Moses is guiding us. As for the superiority and 

the pre-eminence which have been given to man above all creatures, those 

human features do not convey the image of God, for those are external 

features that will not lead us very high. And yet for all that, we must come 

to the soul, which is the most worthy and precious part of man. Although 

God has displayed the great treasure of his power, goodness, and wisdom 

in forming us, yet the soul, as I have said, has reason, understanding, and 

will, which is much more than anything to be found in this external body.” 

(italics mine) 

 

 
440  Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 745. 

 
441 Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, 1:189. Calvin states, “Now we are to see what Paul 

chiefly comprehends under this renewal. In the first place he posits knowledge, then pure righteousness and 

holiness. From this we infer that, to begin with, God’s image was visible in the light of the mind, in the 

uprightness of the heart, and in the soundness of all the parts. 
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Calvin defined the imago dei in supernatural terms because he believed the soul 

was the highest expression of mankind. Waltke criticizes the reformer for this 

assertion stating that “without Philological warrant, John Calvin taught that ‘the 

chief seat of the Divine image was in his mind and heart.”442 This critique seems 

warranted given that Calvin allowed his theology of salvation to overrule his 

exegesis in Genesis. Yet Calvin was not alone; Barth and Brunner developed their 

relational view of the imago dei from a hybrid of New Testament theology and 

Old Testament language.443 Thus, Calvin’s concept appears to suffer from 

incompatibility with the image of God found in Genesis. 

 Last, Calvin gave little credence to the functional view of God’s image 

from Genesis.444 He contended, “As for the superiority and the pre-eminence 

which have been given to man above all creatures, those human features do not 

convey the image of God, for those are external features that will not lead us 

very high.”445 He downplayed the functional idea of man’s dominion over the 

creation as being connected to the image of God.446 Calvin mentions it in passing 

in his commentary, stating,  

The fact remains that God subjected all things to us after imprinting his 

image upon us. So now, since he has left some small trace of that blessing 

to men, we will always have a perception of what that first creation was 

 
442 Waltke, An Old Testament Theology, 216. 
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like. Even though it is not perfect, it will be partially so, and he will 

always give us some taste of it, small as it may be.447 

 

Calvin failed to connect the image of God with the dominion of man and woman. 

Instead, he only emphasized the equality of man and woman in their sovereignty over 

the creation, but he never linked it to the imago dei.448 One might find this surprising, 

given his usual thoroughness of exegesis. 

 

Conclusion 

 Irenaeus’ view of the imago dei helped set the guidelines for biblical exegesis for 

the first millennia of the church and should not be disregarded so quickly. His substantive 

approach became the gold standard because of its organized approach to the image of 

God, reconciling the Old Testament concept with the New Testament reasonably well. 

Yet his approach suffered from a false dichotomy between the “image” (physical) and the 

“likeness” (spiritual) of God, which proved to be foreign to the original intention of 

Moses. And as has been argued, the most probable meaning of the image of God from 

Genesis 1:26–27, 5:1–3, and 9:6 is that likeness describes the image,449 so Moses was 

stating that mankind is made as God’s image. 450  

 
447 Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 105–106. 

 
448 Calvin, Sermons on Genesis, 99–100. 

 
449 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 28. Cairns argues that the words are nearly synonymous, but 

upon closer inspection, “the second term defines more closely than the first what is meant, ‘In God’s 

image, that is to say, in his likeness.” 

 
450 Hoekema, Created in God’s Image, 217. Hoekema rightfully points out that emphasis of 

Genesis is man as a psychosomatic whole that cannot be dichotomized or trichotomized. 
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 Calvin’s view helped correct Irenaeus’ misconception of the imago dei by doing 

away with his false dichotomy of the natural and the physical aspects. However, Calvin 

introduced a different error by insisting that the image of God was merely spiritual and 

that the imago dei had been practically done away with by the Fall. The reformer 

allowed his New Testament theology of salvation to define the imago dei in solely 

spiritual terms—an idea that is foreign to the emphasis of Genesis. Cairns comments, 

“the relation between what we have termed the Old Testament image and the New 

Testament image—between the relic and the image in the wholly regenerate blessed—is 

not clear. And it is here that Calvin’s particular views on election have done damage to 

his doctrine.”451 Both Irenaeus’ and Calvin’s substantive approaches to the image of God 

have had a massive influence in the church but were not compatible with Moses’ 

description of it in Genesis.  

 What one can learn from examining these two historical approaches to the imago 

dei is that mankind is indeed a physical and non-physical being as is seen in the New 

Testament, but that the context of Genesis does not make this distinction clear. 

Moreover, the exact nuance of the terms “image” and “likeness,” as well as the language 

of Genesis, obscure the precise meaning for many modern readers. However, clues in 

the text and an examination of the evidence bear several distinct features that can be 

determined regarding the image of God. The image-bearing aspects of human beings 

seem to be most visible in Adam and Eve’s status as 1) God’s representations, 2) God’s 

vice-regents on the earth, 3) God’s creators, and 4) God’s offspring. These features have 

been derived by closely examining the text and its context. The imago dei may include 

 
451 Cairns, The Image of God in Man, 150. 
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more features than are delineated in Genesis. However, Moses’ emphasis in Genesis 1–3 

does not give a strict definition of the imago dei but instead describes mankind’s 

function and general representative nature. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODS, IMPLEMENTATION, AND RESULTS OF THE PREACHING PROJECT 

 

This chapter contains detailed information about the sermon series preached at 

First Baptist Church of Auburn, CA, on “Image-Bearers of God: What Does It Mean and 

Why Does It Matter” in the Fall of 2021. The information to be examined includes data 

collected through congregational surveys (utilizing the Paired T-Test methodology), 

feedback provided by the focus group, open-ended questions asked on the survey, as 

well as brief accounts of each of the sermons preached.  

 

Data Gathering Methods 

 An initial survey consisting of sixteen questions about the survey participant’s 

understanding of the image of God and its implications was distributed to the 

congregation one month before the sermon series. The survey was taken digitally 

(through the Google Docs application) and was made available to the congregation 

through email, the church’s website, and the church app (available on iOS and Android 

devices). The questions to the survey will be provided later in this chapter.  

 A follow-up survey was distributed to the congregation after the conclusion of the 

sermon series on October 24, 2021. The church congregation was given three weeks to 

participate in the second survey. The follow-up survey contained all of the questions from 

the first survey, along with two additional survey questions. It was also made available to 

the congregation via email, the church website, and the church app. 
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 The third method of data collection came through the focus group. Nine persons 

were selected as a representative demographic cross-section of the congregation making 

up the group. The focus group met before the preaching series once, twice during the 

series, and once afterward. These meetings consisted of several open-ended questions, 

which allowed the group to provide needed feedback about future sermons, and sermons 

related to the current series. The group provided an assessment of the initial survey and 

personal insight into the delivery and content of the preaching series.  

 

Survey Participants 

 On Sunday, August 1, 2021, a detailed explanation of the upcoming preaching 

series and the congregational survey was given during the morning worship service. 

Additionally, a more detailed description was presented at the church’s leadership 

meeting on August 15. During August, weekly emails were also sent to the church body 

explaining the survey and encouraging their participation before the beginning of the 

series on September 5, 2021. In each explanation, it was strongly emphasized that the 

nature of the survey would be anonymous. 

 The initial survey received a strong response from eighty individuals. This 

represented a significant portion of the adults who attend the church in person or watch 

online through the church’s livestream. Each participant was asked to provide a four-digit 

code (the last four digits of their cell phone number) so that the follow-up survey could 

be directly compared to the initial survey.  
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 Sixty-five individuals completed the follow-up survey, but only fifty-nine of those 

could be linked to the first survey through their four-digit identification code. The second 

survey consisted of sixteen questions from the initial survey and two additional questions. 

 

Structure of the Survey 

 The initial survey and the follow-up survey contained sixteen identical questions. 

However, the follow-up survey included two added questions: 1) Indicate your response 

to the following statement: “I have a better grasp of the doctrine of the Image of God as a 

result of Pastor Stuart’s preaching series than I did before listening to this sermon series;” 

and  2) “One thing I learned from the sermon series that I didn't know before was...” 

 

Image-Bearers of God 

 The first five questions of the survey assessed the participant’s comprehension of 

the doctrine of the Image of God. Contributors were asked to indicate their response to 

the following statements utilizing the Likert scale: 1) “I understand the doctrine of the 

image of God;” 2) “I would feel confident explaining the image of God to another 

Christian;” 3) “The words ‘image’ and ‘likeness’ in Genesis 1:26 represent two different 

ideas.; and 4) “I know my dignity, value, and worth as an image-bearer of God.” 

Additionally, an open-ended question was asked: “Briefly explain your understanding of 

the doctrine of the image of God.” 

 

Application of Doctrine 
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 The following six survey questions addressed the application of the imago dei in 

the participants’ lives. Contributors were asked to indicate their response to the following 

statements utilizing the Likert scale: 1) “I treat people equally regardless of their gender, 

ethnicity, culture, or age because they are made in God’s image;” 2) “Christians are 

image-bearers of God, but non-Christians are not;” 3) “The image of God was affected 

when Adam and Eve sinned;” 4) “Because all people are made in God’s image, I feel 

compelled to participate in evangelism or missions work;” and 5) “The image of God 

matters in practical areas of my everyday life.” Additionally, an open-ended question was 

asked: “Briefly explain how the image of God was affected by sin.” 

 

Follow-up Survey 

 The follow-up survey contained two additional questions to determine how the 

sermon series influenced individuals. Participants were asked to indicate their response to 

the following statements utilizing the Likert scale: 1) “I have a better grasp of the 

doctrine of the Image of God as a result of Pastor Stuart's preaching series than I did 

before listening to this sermon series.” Lastly, participants were asked, “One thing I 

learned from the sermon series that I didn't know before was...” 

 

Focus Group Meetings 

 Nine members were invited to participate in a focus group. After the initial 

meeting, an additional member was added to help diversify the group’s age demographic. 

Members of the focus group were expected to attend all focus group meetings and 

Sunday morning services. If a focus group member could not be present at the service or 
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discussion, they were asked to watch the video of the sermon and provide feedback to the 

same questions via email.  

 Those focus group participants were intentionally sought out and chosen to 

represent a broad cross-section of the congregation. Four men and five women were 

selected to represent four age demographics: 18-30, 31-40, 41-55, 55, and above. All nine 

focus group members fulfilled their commitments and provided helpful feedback for the 

sermon series.  

Participant 1 Female. Late teens. Single. No children. She is a student pursuing a 

career in art, music, or welding. 

 

Participant 2 Male. Early 70s. Married. Two Children. Retired. He Serves as a 

leader in the church.  

 

Participant 3 Male. Late 20s. Single. No Children. Maintenance worker. He serves 

as a volunteer in the youth ministry.  

 

Participant 4 Female. Early 30s. Married. No Children. She is a librarian, enjoys 

reading and serving in worship ministry.  

 

Participant 5 Female. Early 70s. Widow. Two children. Retired. She serves in 

children’s ministry.  

 

Participant 6 Male. Early 70s. Married. No children. He is a retired firefighter.  

 

Participant 7 Male. Late 70s. Married. Three children. Retired teacher. He is a 

deacon who helps with service projects around the church.  

 

Participant 8 Female. Mid 70s. Married. No children. Nurse. She helps with the 

church hospitality ministry and finances.  

 

Participant 9 Female. Late 30s. Married. Two children. She is a stay-at-home 

mother.  
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Sermon Series Details 

 The sermon series title was “Image-Bearers of God” and was selected to convey 

the central theme of the image of God from Genesis 1–3. The first two sermons 

established the theological foundations of the imago dei from Genesis 1:26–31 and how 

this concept has been understood throughout church history. Sermons 3–7 were 

expositional sermons that explained how the image of God theme emerges in the text and 

is prominent throughout Genesis 1:26–3:24. The last sermon was a topical message with 

Romans 5:12–21 as the main text, which asserted that Jesus Christ is the true image of 

God and the One to whom all Christians are being conformed (Rom 8:28–29). 

Additionally, a final message was preached after the preaching project series comparing 

the first Adam and Jesus Christ (entitled: “The Last Adam”). After the sermon, a twenty-

minute question followed the service, where congregants were encouraged to write down 

any questions related to the sermon series.  

 

Dates of the Sermon Series 

 The first sermon was preached on Sunday, September 5, 2021, and the final 

message was on Sunday, October 24, 2021. Each message was preached over eight 

consecutive Sundays during a Sunday morning worship service.  

 

Overview of the Sermon Series 

 The sermon series concluded three years of intense study, and it was a tremendous 

joy to preach to the congregation at First Baptist Church of Auburn. The initial survey 

sparked interest in the sermon series and added expectation to the subject. In anticipation 
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of the coming sermon series, participant five of the focus group indicated that they were 

excited about explaining the image of God to another person. Participant nine said she 

hoped to gain “a better perspective of self-worth, and the value of people we have maybe 

given up on.” 

 The greatest challenge in preparing for this sermon series was choosing which 

details to focus on and which to leave out. Goal four of my project was “to develop my 

skills as an expositor in communicating theological truths in a clear and concise manner.” 

With this in mind, I spent a lot of time considering what was critical to the topic and what 

might be omitted. Special attention was given to allow adequate time for illustrations and 

applications.  

 

Individual Sermons 

Sermon One 

 The first sermon was entitled, “Image-Bearers of God.” The purpose of this 

sermon was to introduce the doctrine of the image of God to the congregation of First 

Baptist Church of Auburn, CA. Because this sermon was the foundational sermon, it was 

more topical; it prepared the assembly for future messages dealing with practical 

implications of the imago dei and interpretive issues that would be addressed during the 

sermon series. 

The sermon summarized the need for Christians to understand and clarify the 

imago dei in the current cultural climate and to put forth three foundational elements: 1) 

an overview of the book of Genesis (Genesis 1–50); 2) the creation of mankind (Genesis 

1:26–27); and 3) the traditional views of the imago dei. Specific consideration was given 
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to the words “image” and “likeness” in Genesis 1:26–27 and how Genesis 1:26–3:24 

serves as an explanation of the content of the image of God. 

 

Sermon Two 

 The second sermon was titled “Made in God’s Image” and was an expositional 

message of Genesis 1:26–31. This message introduced the congregation to the four major 

components of being an image-bearer of God. Namely an image-bearer is: 1) a 

representative (vv. 26-27); 2) a vice-regent (vv. 26, 28); 3) a creator (vv. 27-28); and 4) a 

child of God (vv. 26-27; 5:1-3). Each component was drawn from Genesis 1:26–31 

(Genesis 5:1-3; 9:6) and shown with great exegetical detail how they are the text’s main 

focus throughout Genesis 1–3. 

 To answer the question: “what does it mean to be made in God’s image” a 

definition provided by the preacher was that an image-bearer is “a specially created being 

designed to represent God’s presence and to spread His glory throughout the Earth.” This 

definition was repeated at the beginning of each message to reinforce the truth of the 

biblical concept. During the sermon, further elaboration of these ideas was drawn from 

the text and supported with other biblical texts. Specific application for each aspect of the 

imago dei was given during the message, and illustrations reinforced the primary points.  

 

Sermon Three 

  The third message in the series was “God’s Image-Bearing Rulers” and was an 

exposition of Genesis 2:1–17. The purpose of this sermon was to demonstrate how Moses 

depicts God’s image-bearers as His vice-regents over Eden in Genesis 2:1–17 (which 
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God laid out for them in Genesis 1:26, 28). The sermon was an exposition of Genesis 

2:1–17. The outline for this passage was: 1) God’s consecration work (vv. 1–3); 2) God’s 

created ruler (vv. 4–7); 3) God’s cultivated garden (vv. 8–14); and 4) God’s commanded 

servant (vv. 15–17). 

 This lesson demonstrated God’s plan for Adam to be His vice-regent over Eden. 

While the first four verses of Genesis 2 belong contextually to the first pericope (Genesis 

1:1–2:4), they were included in this sermon because I believe God provided a pattern of 

which was to be emulated by Adam and Eve as functional rulers over Eden (Genesis 2:4–

17). The message focused on the need of Christians to follow God’s commands as His 

vice-rulers, as Adam later failed to do in Eden as God’s representative.  

 

Sermon Four 

 Message four in this series was “God’s Image-Bearing Creators” and was an 

exposition of Genesis 2:18–25. In this text, Moses details how God created Adam and 

formed another image-bearer who would help him fulfill his role as a ruler and procreator 

of life on the earth (Genesis 1:26, 28). The message demonstrated: 1) Adam’s need that 

was realized (vv. 18–20); 2) Adam’s solution that was provided (vv. 21–23); and 3) 

Adam’s relationship that was cemented (vv. 24–25). 

 The purpose of this sermon was to show how God created Adam and Eve as His 

image-bearing procreators that would spread His glory and presence throughout the earth 

through their image-bearing progeny (Cf., Genesis 5:1–3). Secondarily, it provided an 

opportunity to discuss the roles of men and women and to emphasize God’s creation of 

the marriage covenant as the only legitimate way in which to fulfill God’s command to 
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“multiply and fill the earth” (Genesis 1:28); a theme which dominates the book of 

Genesis.452 These roles were established before the fall and thus are God’s ideal ways for 

men and women to function.  

 

Sermon Five 

 Sermon five was an expositional message of Genesis 3:1–7 titled “The Fall of 

God’s Image-Bearers.” Moses records that Satan came to the Garden to deceive God’s 

image-bearers and influence them to question the Creator’s words and character so that 

they would rebel against Him. The outline for how this unfolded in the passage was: 1) 

the plan of Satan (v. 1); 2), the production of skepticism (vv. 2–3); 3) the poison of the 

serpent (vv. 4–5); 4) the power of seduction (v. 6); and 5) the potency of sin (v. 7). The 

purpose of this sermon was to show how Adam and Eve’s sin was a treasonous act 

against God because they were God’s vice-regents over Eden.  

 This sermon was critical in establishing that the fatal flaw of Adam and Eve was 

their desire to be autonomous beings rather than God’s vice-regents as He created them to 

be. Ironically, the willingness of the first couple to usurp God’s authority made them less 

like God (in whose image they were created) and more like the serpent. The result of 

their sin was that mankind’s eyes were opened to evil, and they now knew guilt, shame, 

and fear.  

 

 
452 The command to be “fruitful and multiply” is repeated in one form or another in Genesis to 

Noah (9:1,7); Abraham (12:2–3; 17:2, 6, 8; 22:17–18); Isaac (26:3; 26:3, 4, 24), Jacob (28:3–4; 28:13–14; 

35:11–12). Beale, A New Testament Biblical Theology, 46–48. Beale demonstrates how this command was 

extended to Israel throughout the Pentateuch (Ex 1:7, 12, 20; Num 23:10–11; Lev 26:9; Deut 7:13; 15:4, 6; 

22:11–12; 30:16). 
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Sermon Six 

 The sixth message in the series was “The Judgment of God’s Image-Bearers” and 

was an exposition of Genesis 3:8–15. The outline for this passage was: 1) the 

confrontation of Adam (vv. 8–10); 2) the interrogation of God (vv. 11–13); 3) the 

condemnation of Satan (v. 14); and 4) the prediction of doom (v. 15). This sermon 

intended to demonstrate that even though Adam and Eve had committed open treason 

against God and would experience His judgment for their sin, the Lord also offered them 

the future promise of redemption. 

 Particular emphasis was given to the Lord’s prophesy that the woman’s offspring 

would one day deliver a fatal blow to Satan, which was fulfilled in the cross of Jesus 

Christ. God thwarted Satan’s attempt to win humanity to his side by putting enmity 

between him and the human race. Thus, God’s image-bearers had not lost their status, but 

their efforts to fulfill their God-given roles were greatly hindered post-Fall and could 

only be restored by the true image-bearer, the Lord Jesus Christ.  

 

Sermon Seven 

 The final sermon in Genesis 3 was entitled “The Punishment of God’s Image-

Bearers” and was a continuing exposition of the last pericope of the chapter (Genesis 

3:8–24). The sermon detailed the punishment of the first couple and described: 1) the 

pain of the woman (v. 16); 2) the penalty of the man (vv. 17–19); 3) the provision of the 

Lord (vv. 20-21); and 4) the plan of the Creator (vv. 22–24). The purpose of this message 

was to demonstrate that God brought severe sorrow on the man and woman so that they 
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would know the penalty of their sin and so that He might restore their full image-bearing 

status to them in the future.  

 Specific consideration was given to Adam and Eve’s future redemption and the 

eschatological restoration of their image-bearing progeny through the work of the Lord 

Jesus Christ. Congregants were encouraged to pursue their God-given roles as image-

bearers of God, though the final restoration still lies in the future with Jesus Christ. 

Additionally, they were encouraged to seek non-Christians to win them back to God and 

their true identity as those made in His image.  

 

Sermon Eight 

 The last sermon in this series was entitled “The Hope of God’s Image-Bearers” 

and was a topical message demonstrating how Jesus is the true image of God (Rom 5:12–

21; 1 Cor 15:45–49). The outline for this message showed that Jesus is: 1) God’s True 

Representative (Rom 5:12–21; 1 Cor 15:45–49); 2) God’s True Ruler (Matt 28:18–20; 

Rev 5:1–10); 3) God’s True Creator (John 1:1–5, 14–18; 3:1–10); and 4) God’s True Son 

(John 5:14–24). These were the original four components of what it means to be an 

image-bearer of God delineated at the beginning of the sermon series. 

The intent was to prove that Jesus Christ is the True image of God, who reveals 

what true humanity is supposed to be and what all Christians will one day be like in holy 

perfection. Particular emphasis was given to the comparisons between Adam and Jesus. 

This final message endeavored to show that Jesus Christ came into the world as the last 

Adam to restore the image of God to mankind, establishing a new humanity that would 

reflect God’s glory as true image-bearers. A final appeal was made for Christians to 
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preach the Gospel so that more people might be redeemed and restored to their true 

image-bearing status. 

 

Follow-up Sermon 

 The following Sunday after the series, a follow-up sermon was preached to clarify 

the congregation's remaining questions regarding the imago dei doctrine. After discussing 

the idea of having a follow-up sermon and question and answer time, the focus group 

agreed that this would be edifying for the church and provide any remaining clarification. 

The follow-up message was preached on Sunday, October 31, 2021.  

 The final message was entitled “The Last Adam” and was a topical message that 

compared Adam and Jesus’s life regarding the garden scenes in the Bible. The outline 

was as follows: 1) the Garden of Eden (Gen 3:1–24); 2) the Garden of Gethsemane (Matt 

2:36–56); 3) the Garden of Calvary (John 19:1–42); 4) the Garden of Resurrection (John 

20:11–18); 5) the Garden of God (Rev 22:1–5). This message aimed to demonstrate 

further how Jesus parallels the first Adam and indicates that He is the last Adam who will 

eschatologically redeem all believers.  

 Following the church service, the congregation submitted questions in writing, 

and each was answered from the pulpit. The question and answer time lasted thirty 

minutes, and according to those who attended, it was very beneficial. Many congregants 

remarked that this should be a regular occurrence for future sermon series.  
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Focus Group Feedback and Summary 

 The focus group meetings involved feedback for past messages and making 

suggestions to help improve future sermons. The initial meeting was held one week 

before the commencement of the preaching series on August 29, 2021. The following two 

sessions took place on September 12 and October 3. Each of these focus group meetings 

centered on reviewing the previous sermons. The final focus group meeting was held on 

October 24. This meeting consisted of the three previous messages and reviewed the 

entire sermon series.  

 The focus group meetings held on September 12, October 3, and October 24 were 

a review of the sermons in the series by asking several open-ended questions of the 

participants, such as, “What things stood out to you from the sermon?” “What were some 

takeaways?” “Was there anything unclear from the previous sermons?” “Was there any 

point of application that was particularly meaningful to you?” During the four meetings, 

the group became increasingly comfortable offering constructive feedback about the 

sermons. The time spent with the focus group was invaluable in providing real-time 

feedback on the series as it was progressing.  

During the first meeting of the focus group on August 29, the group’s purpose 

was laid out, the way the meetings would function was put forth, and a review of the 

initial congregation survey was conducted. The overwhelming consensus of the group 

was that the survey questions made them think deeper about their beliefs regarding the 

image of God. Participant six stated that before this series, he had “never really given [the 

image of God] any thought or dwelt on it….” Participant nine said she was challenged by 

the survey question about whether or not she could explain the image of God to another 
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person. She indicated that she was glad we were doing this series so that she could 

explain the imago dei to another person because she viewed it as a ministry tool. 

Participant three stated, “I appreciate how you worded your question about treating or 

viewing believers and non-believers differently [based on their image-bearing status] 

because as image-bearers of God, we are to view all humans the same because we all 

bear the image of God…though some choose not to walk in that identity.”  

The focus group’s second meeting reviewed two sermons: 1) “Image-Bearers of 

God” (Genesis 1:26–27); and 2) “Made in God’s Image” (Genesis 1:26–31). The 

feedback from the focus group was extremely positive from the first two sermons. The 

repeated comment during the discussion about the first sermon was that the participants 

appreciated the overview and introduction to the book of Genesis and how Genesis 1–3 

fit into the context of the book as a whole. Participant five stated, “I didn’t know who 

wrote Genesis…I never thought about it.” The group agreed that a clear presentation of 

Genesis’ overall structure helped set the book in its proper literary context. 

Additionally, participant nine stated about the first sermon that “clear definitions 

between image and likeness were helpful and repeating it this week was also helpful.” 

Participant six remarked, “I was driving around, and it reinforced to me that all people 

are made in God’s image….” It was a significant statement because it already 

demonstrated a partial fulfillment of goal two of my project.453  

 A review of the second sermon, “Made in God’s Image” (Genesis 1:26–31), was 

also highly positive. This particular sermon centered around the four emphases of an 

 
453 The second stated goal in my preaching project was, “to assess measurable change in the 

parishioners’ attitudes and actions towards other Christians based on a proper understanding of their worth 

as image-bearers of God.” Though his comment was aimed in general at all human beings, I was 

encouraged that the overall message was beginning to take root in this individual’s heart. 
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image-bearer, as seen in Genesis 1–3. Namely, God made human beings His 1) image-

bearing representatives, 2) image-bearing rulers, 3) image-bearing creators, and 4) image-

bearing sons. Participant seven stated that his major takeaway from the sermon was that 

“Everyone is created in the image of God…but not all represent God [well].” Participant 

one was particularly struck by the observation that “there is no image in the temple 

because we are images of God….” Participant four remarked that she learned from the 

sermon that “all the issues in life are image of God issues.” She commented that this 

series has been incredibly practical and that the word ‘dignity’ stood out to her, namely 

that Christians should treat all people with dignity as image-bearers of God. It was 

particularly significant for me because it demonstrated fulfillment of my project's first 

stated goal.454  

 Some comments about the delivery of the second sermon were mixed. Participant 

three said, “the sermon [was] like a symphony, with a climax….” And that “You are 

doing a good job of defending [the image of God] against other ideologies.” While 

participant nine thought it was distracting that I shuffled my papers, and I agreed that I 

would make an effort not to do so in future messages (later, this participant stated it had 

improved). Participant seven indicated that he believed I used my hands very well and 

that it added to the sermon’s delivery. However, participant four remarked that the final 

point of the message, namely that human beings are “image-bearing sons,” was not fully 

developed and needed further elaboration. I made a mental note and ensured the 

participant that this would be better explained in future messages. 

 
454 The first stated goal in my preaching project was, “to strengthen congregants’ understanding of 

their dignity, value, and worth as image-bearers of God.” 
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The focus group’s third meeting reviewed three sermons: 1) “God’s Image-

Bearing Rulers” (Genesis 2:1–17); 2) “God’s Image-Bearing Creators” (Genesis 2:18–

25); and 3) “The Fall of God’s Image-Bearers” (Gen 3:1–7). A common theme was the 

focus group members were appreciative that I repeated the definition of an image-bearer 

at the beginning of each message, which helped to solidify in their mind the emphasis of 

the series. Certain members of the focus group expressed gratitude for paying attention to 

their feedback and incorporating it into the messages (participants eight and nine 

especially).  

The third sermon in this series was an expositional message entitled “God’s 

Image-Bearing Rulers” (Genesis 2:1–17). Participant seven indicated that it was 

significant to him that we are handmade by God (Gen 2:7) and that God didn’t just speak 

us into existence as He did with the animals. For him, it highlighted that man’s place in 

the created order was unique and was something he had never considered. Participant 

four was appreciative that I addressed why God initially placed the tree of good and evil 

knowledge in the Garden (Genesis 2:15–17).455 She appreciated this answer and believed 

it was helpful because it put in perspective God’s desire to see if God’s vice-regents 

would listen to Him. Participant eight agreed with this comment and stated that it 

reinforced the idea that “sin is really a trust issue” and that she could “see why God is 

upset about sin.”  

The fourth lesson in this series was an exposition of Genesis 2:18–25 entitled 

“God’s Image-Bearing Creators.” Topics addressed in this passage included marriage, the 

 
455 In this sermon I argued that the tree of the knowledge of good and evil was placed in Eden as 

God’s way of reinforcing His authority over His vice-regents. This was a point that Beale and other 

commentators point out. 
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roles of men and women, and male leadership. Participant one stated, “I appreciated that 

you gave the reason why the Bible made the man a leader.” She noted that understanding 

why God put the man in charge caused the participant to reflect on her attitudes toward 

male leadership in her own life. Participant two commented that he was helped by 

understanding that the purpose of “marriage is to glorify God!” He appreciated the 

emphasis that marriage is not about the groom or the bride but is about the Lord. 

Participant five added that she “liked how when God brought the creatures before Adam, 

he realized that Eve was not like the animals. She was a gift.” A common remark from 

this sermon was the striking statistical data regarding fatherlessness and its impact on 

American society. Participant seven said, “the statistics regarding fatherlessness were 

shocking…mind-boggling.” One negative issue raised by participant eight was that “you 

seem to use reproduction and creation interchangeably; I don’t know if reproducing is a 

creative act.” I clarified this point to the participant and promised to explain it with 

greater clarity to the congregation in future messages. This was a helpful criticism 

because it helped me understand a point that needed more clarity. 

The fifth message in this series was entitled “The Fall of God’s Image-Bearers” 

and was an expository sermon on Genesis 3:1–7. The consensus of the group was that 

this third sermon was very clear. Participant four stated that “I thought that it was clear 

that temptation starts with questioning what God says.” Participant six stated that he 

appreciated how I stressed who Satan is and why he tried to overthrow God. It set the 

stage for how drastic Satan’s fall was and how unfathomable his evil was in rebelling 

against God. Something participant six said was that “it was eye-opening to me that 

Adam was there during the temptation.” The likelihood that Adam was with Eve at the 
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temptation came as a surprise to many focus group members, and it changed their 

perspective on the story. 

The final focus group meeting reviewed the last three sermons of the series: 1) 

“The Judgment of God’s Image-Bearers” (Genesis 3:8–15); 2) “The Punishment of God’s 

Image-Bearers” (Genesis 3:16–24); and 3) “The Hope of God’s Image-Bearers” (Romans 

5:12–21; 1 Corinthians 15:45–49). Two focus group members (participants five and nine) 

were absent due to extreme local flooding. While this was not ideal, it was 

understandable given the unusual combination of unusual torrential rainfall and high 

winds on that particular Sunday. The absent participants were able to watch online 

through our livestream and give me their feedback via email after the message. 

Sermon six in this series was entitled “The Judgment of God’s Image-Bearers” 

and was an exposition message from Genesis 3:8–15. The overwhelming comment from 

the group was that Adam and Eve did not accept responsibility for their sin and that this 

is still the pattern of today. Participant six stated, “No one is being held accountable for 

anything today. Everyone wants to take credit for something, but no one wants to take 

responsibility for anything.” Participant one echoed this sentiment, asserting, “We blame 

God for our own sin, just like Adam and Eve.” 

Additionally, something that stood out to participant nine was that Adam was 

called to account by God like a boss reporting to his supervisor. Participant seven felt it 

was particularly impactful because fear, guilt, and shame entered into the creative order 

after the first couple’s sin. Participant four was struck by the mention of the first Gospel 

in Genesis 3:15 and remarked that as an English major, she was moved by Moses’ use of 

foreshadowing in the story.  
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The seventh message in this series was an exposition of Genesis 3:16–24 entitled 

“The Punishment of God’s Image-Bearers.” What stayed with participant one about this 

sermon is that sin is dangerous and deadly. She expanded that sin for an unbeliever is 

even more dangerous because its effects are eternal. It was a meaningful statement 

because it revealed another of my stated goals for my preaching project was 

accomplished.456 Participant six was grateful that this sermon reminded him that pain and 

humanity’s expulsion from Eden are reminders that Christians do not belong to this 

world. Participant three concurred, stating, “The curse is on everything in this world, and 

the pain reminds us that this world is not our home.” Participant eight said that this 

sermon made her consider whether Adam and Eve would be in heaven. Overall, the 

participants agreed that this sermon led them to feel a need to share the Gospel with 

others. 

The final sermon in the series was “The Hope of God’s Image-Bearers” (Romans 

5:12–21; 1 Corinthians 15:45–49). Participant four seemed to summarize the feelings of 

the group: “I love it when things come full circle, and I appreciated that it came into 

focus today. I like how you showed how Jesus is all of those things [i.e., the four 

elements of the image of God] and you brought out.” Participant seven agreed and said 

that the final sermon clarified how the image of God had been impacted by sin in a very 

clear way. Participant eight shared, “I am glad you ended things today the way you did; it 

was about all of [our identity] we have in Christ. It kept it very hopeful.” Participant six 

indicated that this doctrine needs to be taught more in the church today since the source 

 
456 The third stated goal in my preaching project was, “to move individuals in the congregation 

toward a more significant concern for the salvation of the nations and participation in personal evangelism, 

missions work, missions giving, and other gospel enterprises.” 
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of society’s greatest ills is a result of misunderstanding this doctrine. Participant three 

said that this sermon closed out the series nicely because, “We have something to look 

forward to…we have that hope, we have redemption.” 

Overall the group believed that the sermon series had been beneficial to them and 

caused them to think deeply about the image of God in a way they had not before. 

Participant seven said, “the image of God is a great way to evangelize people,” and that 

surprised him. Participant six said, “this series has caused me to see things differently—

things that you don’t think about regularly, to delve deeper.”457 

After some discussion about the series, the group was asked if it would be 

beneficial for me to preach another message on this same subject the next Sunday, 

followed by a question and answer time. The group agreed that they believed this would 

be beneficial to the congregation and provide an opportunity to address any topics not 

covered during the eight-week series. The follow-up message was preached on Sunday, 

October 31, 2021. The content of that message and the details are discussed in an earlier 

part of this chapter.  

 

Assessment and Analysis 

 Fifty-nine adults completed both the first survey and the second survey. Nine of 

the questions required the use of the Likert scale. By comparing the two surveys, 

differences between the congregation’s responses became readily apparent.  

 
457 The fourth stated goal in my preaching project was, “to develop my skills as an expositor in 

communicating theological truths in a clear and concise manner.” I believe that these comments reflect an 

improved level of growth in my ability to communicate God’s Word. 
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 The two surveys included the following instructions to ensure that the participants 

felt free to give honest responses to the questions asked in this blind survey: “Please 

answer each question honestly, as it currently relates to you. Please do not answer as you 

hope it to be, or believe to be right, or as you believe Pastor Stuart wants you to answer. 

Thank you.” 

 

Demographics 

 Among those who participated in the initial survey, fifty-nine participants 

provided a four-digit code that could be linked to the follow-up survey. The demographic 

breakdown of the fifty-nine participants is represented in the table below.  

 

Table 2: Demographic Makeup of Survey Participants 

Demographic Category Percentage 

Gender Gender 

Male 54.2% 

Female 45.8% 

Age Age 

12–17 3.3% 

18–25 5.1% 

26–40 11.9% 

41–54 8.5% 

55+ 71.2% 

Number of Years Attending FBC Auburn Number of Years Attending FBC Auburn 
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0–4 Years 22.1% 

5–10 Years 23.8% 

11–20 Years 20.3% 

21–30 Years 16.9% 

31+ Years 16.9% 

 

Data on Understanding of the Image of God 

 

Figure 1: Question #1 of the Paired T-Test 

 

 Participants were asked to respond using the Likert scale and indicate their 

response to the statement, “I understand the doctrine of the image of God.” Those who 

“strongly agreed” with the assertion increased from 16.9% in the pre-series survey to 

45.8% in the post-series survey. Moreover, those who “agreed” increased from 47.5% to 
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54.2%. After the preaching series concluded, none of the participants indicated that they 

were “not sure,” “disagreed,” or “strongly disagreed” in response to Question 1. 

 The percentage shifts would seem to indicate growth in the congregation’s 

confidence in their understanding of the doctrine of the image of God. The paired t-test 

confirmed this. The paired t-test yielded a p-value (0.0000) that was less than the alpha 

level (0.10). Therefore, because the p-value was less than our alpha level, we reject the 

null hypothesis (that the average score would remain the same before and after the 

preaching series). The alternative hypothesis must be accepted that the average score 

before the series increased after the preaching series.  

 

Figure 2: Question #3 of the Paired T-Test 

 

 Participants were asked to respond using the Likert scale and indicate their 

response to the statement, “I would feel confident explaining the image of God to another 

Christian.” Those who “strongly agreed” with the statement increased from 8.5% in the 
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pre-series survey to 30.5% in the post-series survey. Moreover, those who “agreed” 

increased from 47.5% to 64.4%. Additionally, there was a decrease in those who were 

“not sure” from 35.6% to 5.1% and a drop in those who marked “disagree” from 8.5% to 

0.0%. None of the participants indicated they “strongly disagreed” in response to 

Question 3 on either the pre-series survey or the post-series survey. 

 The percentage shift seems to indicate growth in the congregation’s understanding 

of the doctrine of the image of God. The paired t-test confirmed this. The results of the 

paired t-test yielded a p-value (0.0000) that was less than the alpha level (0.10). 

Therefore, because our p-value was less than our alpha level, we must reject the null 

hypothesis. According to post-survey data, the average score on the surveys increased 

after the preaching series.  

 

Figure 3: Question #4 of the Paired T-Test 
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 Participants were asked to respond using the Likert scale and indicate their 

response to the statement, “the words ‘image’ and ‘likeness’ in Genesis 1:26 represent 

two different ideas.” Those who “strongly agreed” with the proposition increased from 

8.5% in the pre-series survey to 25.4% in the post-series survey. Moreover, those who 

“agreed” increased from 30.5% to 45.8%. There was a decrease in those who were “not 

sure” from 42.4% to 10.2%, a decrease from those who marked “disagree” from 15.3% to 

11.90%, as well as an increase from those who marked “strongly disagree” from 3.4% to 

6.8%.  

The percentage shift seems to indicate slight growth in the congregation’s 

understanding of the nuance of these two terms in Genesis 1:26. This was confirmed by 

the paired t-test. The results of the paired t-test yielded a p-value (.0046) that was less 

than the alpha level (.10). Thus, the null hypothesis that the average score before equals 

the average after score must be rejected. The data also indicates that the alternative 

hypothesis (that the average score of the overall congregation would increase as a result 

of the sermon series) should be accepted.  

Upon further reflection, the question was not as clearly worded as it should have 

been. The question could have been better crafted to reflect a better understanding of the 

nuanced meaning of the Hebrew terms. The intent was to help the congregation 

understand that the words ‘image’ and ‘likeness’ do not connote a physical and spiritual 

dualism (as Irenaeus postulated); instead, likeness clarifies the type of image in Genesis 

1:26, namely a representative image. Though the results of the test overall increased, I 

believe that greater clarity would have yielded a more significant overall increase in 

average survey scores.  
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Figure 4: Question #5 of the Paired T-Test 

 

 Participants were asked to utilize the Likert scale to indicate their response to the 

statement, “I know my dignity, value, and worth as an image-bearer of God.” Those who 

“strongly agreed” with the statement increased from 18.6% in the pre-series survey to 

59.3% in the post-series survey. Those who “agreed” decreased from 64.4% to 38.9%. 

Moreover, there was a decrease in those who were “not sure” from 16.95% to 1.63%. 

Those who filled out the survey before and after the preaching series did not indicate that 

they either “disagreed,” or “strongly disagreed” with Question 5. 

 The percentage shifts would seem to indicate growth in the congregation’s 

confidence in their understanding of the doctrine of the image of God. The results of the 

paired t-test yielded a p-value (0.0000) that was less than the alpha level (0.10). 

Therefore, because the p-value was less than the alpha level, the null hypothesis must be 
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rejected. Therefore, the alternative hypothesis must be accepted (that the average score 

before the survey would increase after the preaching series).  

 

Figure 5: Question #8 of the Paired T-Test 

 

Participants were asked to utilize the Likert scale to indicate their response to the 

statement, “The image of God was affected when Adam and Eve sinned.” Those who 

“strongly agreed” with the statement increased significantly from 10.2% from the pre-

series survey to 35.6% in the post-series survey. Those who “agreed” slightly decreased 

from 44.1% to 35.6%. Moreover, there was a decrease in those who were “not sure” from 

16.9% to 0.0% from those who took both surveys. Those who marked “disagreed” 

slightly increased from 16.9% to 18.6%, and those who “strongly disagreed” from 11.9% 

to 10.7%.  

The data shows an overall positive increase which indicates a general change in 

the participant’s understanding of the image of God. This was confirmed by the paired t-
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test. The results of the paired t-test yielded a p-value (0.0101) that was less than the alpha 

level (0.10). Therefore, because the p-value was less than the alpha level, the null 

hypothesis must be rejected. The alternative hypothesis (that the average score before the 

survey increased on average after the preaching series) must be accepted.  

 

Data on Application of the Image of God to Believers 

 

Figure 6: Question #6 of the Paired T-Test 

 

 Participants were asked to utilize the Likert scale to indicate their response to the 

statement, “I treat people equally regardless of their gender, ethnicity, culture, or age 

because they are made in God’s image.” Those who “strongly agreed” with the statement 

increased from 32.2% in the pre-series survey to 54.24% in the post-series survey. Those 

who “agreed” decreased from 50.9% to 40.7%. Moreover, there was a decrease in those 
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who were “not sure” from 8.5% to 5.08% and those who “disagreed” from 8.5% to 0.0%. 

Those who filled out the survey before and after the preaching series did not indicate that 

they “strongly disagreed” with Question 6. 

 The percentage shifts would indicate growth in the congregation’s application of 

the messages after the preaching series. This was confirmed by the paired t-test. The 

results of the paired t-test yielded a p-value (0.0001) that was less than the alpha level 

(0.10). Therefore, because the p-value was less than the alpha level, the null hypothesis 

must be rejected. The alternative hypothesis must be accepted (that the average score 

before the survey would increase after the preaching series).  

 

Figure 7: Question #11 of the Paired T-Test 

 

Participants were asked to utilize the Likert scale to indicate their response to the 

statement, “The image of God matters to practical areas of my life.” Those who “strongly 

agreed” with the proposition increased from 44.1% in the pre-series survey to 67.8% in 
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the post-series survey. Those who “agreed” decreased from 44.1% to 28.8%. Moreover, 

there was a decrease in those who were “not sure” from 8.5% to 3.4% from the pre-

survey to post-survey. Those that marked “disagree” and “strongly disagree” slightly 

decreased from 1.69% to 0% to question 11 on the pre-series and post-series surveys.  

The data indicates a positive increase in the participants’ attitudes regarding the 

practical application of the image of God. This was confirmed by the paired t-test. The 

results of the paired t-test yielded a p-value (0.0004) that was less than the alpha level 

(0.10). Therefore, because the p-value was less than the alpha level, the null hypothesis 

must be rejected (that the average score of the overall congregation would stay the same 

as a result of the sermon series). Thus, the alternative hypothesis must be accepted that 

the preaching series affected the overall average survey scores.  

 

Data on Application of the Image of God and Evangelism 

 

Figure 8: Question #7 of the Paired T-Test 
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 Participants were asked to utilize the Likert scale to indicate their response to the 

statement, “Christians are image-bearers of God, but non-Christians are not.” Those who 

“strongly agreed” with the statement remained the same at 10.1% from the pre-series and 

post-series surveys. Those who “agreed” slightly decreased from 16.9% to 15.2%. 

Moreover, there was a decrease in those who were “not sure” from 23.7% to 1.7% from 

those who took both surveys. For those who “disagreed,” there was an increase from 

33.9% to 37.3%, as well as an increase in those who “strongly disagreed” from 15.25% to 

35.59%. The data marks an almost near reversal of the marked responses from the pre-

series to the post-series surveys. 

 The percentage shifts indicate growth in the congregation’s comprehension of the 

image of God doctrine post-preaching series. This was confirmed by the paired t-test. The 

results of the paired t-test yielded a p-value (0.0098) that was less than the alpha level 

(0.10). Therefore, because the p-value was less than the alpha level, the null hypothesis 

must be rejected (that the average score before the survey would remain the same after 
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the preaching series). The alternative hypothesis must be accepted that the average scores 

increased after the preaching series was completed.  

 

Figure 9: Question #10 of the Paired T-Test 

  

Participants were asked to utilize the Likert scale to indicate their response to the 

statement, “Because all people are made in God’s image, I feel compelled to participate 

in evangelism or missions work.” Those who “strongly agreed” with the statement 

increased significantly from 16.9% in the pre-series survey to 33.9% in the post-series 

survey. Those who “agreed” slightly decreased from 44.1% to 40.7%. Moreover, a 

decrease in those who were “not sure” from 25.4% to 16.9% occurred from the pre-

survey to post-survey. Those who marked “disagree” slightly decreased from 13.6% to 

8.5%. None indicated that they “strongly disagreed” with question 10 on either survey.  
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The data shows a positive increase in responses from the pre-series to the post-

series survey, indicating a change in the participants' attitudes and actions regarding 

evangelism and missions work. This was confirmed by the paired t-test. The results of the 

paired t-test yielded a p-value (0.0045) that was less than the alpha level (0.10). 

Therefore, because the p-value was less than the alpha level, the null hypothesis must be 

rejected. The alternative hypothesis (that the average score of the overall congregation 

would increase as a result of the sermon series) must be accepted.  

 

Analysis of the Open-Ended Survey Responses 

Several open-ended questions were included in the congregational surveys. The 

following insights were included because they helped assess the survey results.  

Question 2 asked participants the following short answer question: “Briefly 

explain your understanding of the doctrine of the image of God.” Several pre-series 

responses indicated that they believed it had something to do with salvation, and many 

others simply stated that God made mankind in His image (Genesis 1:26–27). However, 

many responses said they did not know the meaning of this doctrine. Others were 

confused by the word “doctrine,” and one respondent even stated, “doctrine scares me.” 

In the post-series survey, only two participants indicated that they were “unsure” 

what the image of God meant. The majority of the participants gave the definition that 

was repeated throughout the sermon series that “An image-bearer is a specially created 

being designed to represent God’s presence and to spread His glory throughout the 

Earth.” The representative nature of the image of God was a repeated comment, as well 
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as the idea of spreading God’s glory. One respondent wrote, “We were created as image-

bearers of God and know who we truly are only in Christ.” 

Question 9 asked contributors the following short answer question: “Briefly 

explain how the image of God was affected by sin.” Nearly a quarter of the respondents 

indicated that they didn’t know or were unsure. One person stated, “Have to say I’ve 

never given this a lot of thought.” Others participants remarked that the image of God had 

been “marred by sin” or was “corrupted.” Some indicated that sin had affected the image 

of God when mankind was separated from Him. Overall, there was a lot of confusion 

regarding this question since the answer largely depends on how one defines God's 

image. 

The follow-up survey revealed that very little clarity had been reached regarding 

the effects of sin on the image of God by the series’ end. I had hoped the sermon series 

would convince the congregation of the functional view of God’s image and demonstrate 

how the image of God was not tarnished or corrupted post-Fall (Cf. Gen 5:1–3; 9:6) but 

was hindered. Unfortunately, approximately a third of the participants indicated that the 

image of God was not lost or affected by sin. In hindsight, the question could have been 

better crafted, producing clearer responses. In fairness to the surveyed participants, this 

question might have been unnecessarily challenging to answer. Many of those who 

responded to the post-series survey stated that sin “put a stain on his image” or that it 

“tainted the perfection of the image.” Responses like this suggested that the preacher 

failed to adequately explain this particular point of doctrine so that the congregation 

could grasp its significance and meaning. 
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Analysis of Post-Survey Responses 

 Two additional questions were included in the post-series survey following the 

sermon series. The first question asked the participants to utilize the Likert Scale to 

indicate their response to the following statement: “I have a better grasp of the doctrine of 

the Image of God as a result of Pastor Stuart’s preaching series than I did before listening 

to this sermon series.” In response to this question, 64.6% of those surveyed indicated 

they “strongly agreed,” and another 29.2% “agreed” with this statement. Only 6.2% 

stated that they were “not sure,” and none of those surveyed marked that they “disagreed” 

or “strongly disagreed” with the statement. This data reflected the overall feedback I 

received from the congregation and the focus group, which was tremendously positive.  

 The second question added to the post-series survey was open-ended and asked 

the participants to finish the following sentence: “One thing I learned from the sermon 

series that I didn't know before was...” Responses varied to this last question, but one 

answer is that “All people are image-bearers of God created to spread God’s glory 

throughout the lost world.” One person wrote, “I made a list today of twenty-five things I 

have because I am a child of God.” Additionally, another person stated it succinctly, 

“Every single person—Christian or not—is an image-bearer.” 

 

Assessment of Goals 

Goal One 

 The first goal of this project was to strengthen congregants’ understanding of their 

dignity, value, and worth as image-bearers of God. Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, 

and Figure 5 indicate significant growth in the congregation’s understanding of the 
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doctrine of the image of God. The dramatic improvements between the pre-series and 

post-series survey may be attributable to the fact that many Christians are unfamiliar with 

sermons on this subject. Conversely, it is also possible that exploring the image of God 

gave the participants greater depth of meaning to a topic. One survey respondent 

indicated that post-series, “I knew I was a child of God. Now I know I am God’s image-

bearer.” Another stated that after the series, they now realized “the importance of 

knowing who we are in Christ and why we were created.”  

These comments, the results of the survey questions, and feedback from the focus 

group corroborate a growth in the participants’ understanding of their dignity, value, and 

worth as image-bearers. Based on this available data, I believe that Goal One was 

successfully achieved and that the congregation’s understanding of the image of God 

grew as a result of the preaching project.  

 

Goal Two 

Goal two of this project was to assess measurable change in the parishioners’ 

attitudes and actions towards other Christians based on a proper understanding of their 

worth as image-bearers of God. Figure 6 and Figure 7 indicate growth towards this goal 

of treating all people differently based on a better grasp of their image-bearing status. 

This growth was confirmed by feedback from the focus group and responses to several 

open-ended questions on the survey. Most notably, Figure 5 shows that 90.8% of the 

post-series surveyed participants indicated that they “treat people equally based on their 

gender, ethnicity, culture, or age” (this number rose significantly from the pre-series 

number). While this is not specific regarding believers’ actions towards other Christians, 

it demonstrates a noticeable jump in attitudes towards all people.  
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In retrospect, the survey did not adequately provide a question or questions that 

addressed the actions of believers and toward believers. Though this data is not reflected 

in the survey specifically, I believe it was adequately addressed in the sermon series and 

can be seen in the open-ended survey comments. One participant stated that it was 

helpful to hear the “Repetition of the honor God gave all humans by making them in His 

image and the honor we should give every fellow man knowing that they are all equally 

important to God.” Comments from one respondent revealed that the series “really made 

me think more about how do I portray Christ as a follower.” As mentioned before, focus 

group participant six stated, “I was driving around, and it reinforced to me that all people 

are made in God’s image….” 

These comments, the results of the open-ended survey questions, and feedback 

from the Focus Group corroborate a growth in the participants’ attitudes and actions 

toward other people. Based on this available data, I believe that Goal Two was 

successfully achieved. Though admittedly, this was one of the areas the survey did not 

adequately differentiate the attitudes and actions of believers toward other believers in the 

survey. Upon further reflection, the failure to delineate this made it impossible to relate 

the success or failure of the goal objectively (in terms of data). The anecdotal evidence 

seems to suggest success. However, the data needed to corroborate this is incomplete and 

thus inconclusive.  

 

Goal Three 

 The third goal of this project was to move individuals in the congregation toward 

a more significant concern for the salvation of the nations and participation in personal 
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evangelism, missions work, missions giving, and other gospel enterprises. Figure 8 and 

Figure 9 indicate growth in this goal was accomplished during the preaching series. 

Figure 8 was a specific question designed to force the participants to consider how they 

viewed unbelievers’ status as image-bearers. The implication is that their view of 

unbelievers’ status as image-bearers would directly impact their participation in 

evangelistic efforts. The data indicates that their responses post-series are that they 

understood that unbelievers are image-bearers (this was confirmed by their negative 

responses to the question in Figure 6). Additionally, the comments of several focus group 

members and respondents to the survey consistently affirmed this. One survey participant 

said that they learned from this series that “Unbelievers are image-bearers of God.” 

Another indicated that they learned, “All people are image-bearers of God created to 

spread God’s glory throughout the lost world.”  

 Figure 9 relates the data about people’s willingness to now participate in 

evangelism and missions work based on their belief in the image-bearing status of non-

Christians. The data shows that 73.9% of the respondents either indicated they “strongly 

agree” or “Agree” that they would be inclined to participate in Gospel efforts post-series. 

One survey participant responded to an open-ended question, “I feel that I can…have 

better [evangelistic] conversations with unbelievers” now. Multiple focus group 

participants commented that the series better equipped them to talk to unbelievers about 

the Gospel. Participant five stated, “He made us in his image so that people can see His 

glory…meeting the needs of other people…telling them about Jesus Christ.” Participant 7 

stated that “the image of God is a great way to evangelize.” These comments affirm that 
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the application of this doctrine stuck with the participants after the preaching series 

concluded.  

Based on the survey data, the open-ended survey questions, and the focus group’s 

comments, I believe goal three was successfully achieved. I think that the congregation 

does now possess a more significant concern for the salvation of the nations and 

participation in personal evangelism, missions work, missions giving, and other gospel 

enterprises due to the preaching of God’s Word in this series.  

 

Goal Four 

The fourth goal was to develop my skills as an expositor in communicating 

theological truths in a clear and concise manner. Nearly all (93.8%) of the surveyed 

participants either “Agreed” or “Strongly Agreed” that they have a better grasp of the 

image of God as a result of the preaching series. The other 6.2% were “not sure” if they 

had a better understanding of this doctrine after the preaching series. Some of the 

comments to the one thing I learned from the sermon series included, “The series brought 

out…why we are so separate and special as God’s creation, in his image and his 

likeness.” Another response was, “I am clear on the concept that all men [are] created in 

God’s image….” Some stated that it “Strengthened my convictions” and that it 

“solidified what I didn’t know and made me more confident.” One respondent said, “I 

understand the idea of being children of God in a different and deeper way.” Another 

reported, “All the issues we have in the world are Image-of-God issues.” 

These sentiments were verified by focus group members, who repeatedly 

mentioned that the series was extremely clear and that they understood the doctrines 
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presented throughout the series. Each of the sermons preached included multiple 

illustrations and at least five minutes of application at the end of the sermon. The 

messages included practical application regarding the four image-bearer emphases and 

how to treat believers and unbelievers as fellow image-bearers.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

The conclusion of the preaching project now allows me to reflect from a pastoral 

perspective on the impact of the doctoral program and this particular assignment on my 

overall development as a preacher in the life of First Baptist Church of Auburn.  

 

Personal Growth and Effect on the Preacher 

The completion of the Doctor of Ministry program is the preaching project, but 

the project is a means to achieving a much higher goal of excellence in ministry. After 

completing the project, several areas of personal growth and self-reflection were worth 

noting.  

First, preparation for this preaching project has been one of the most labor-

intensive and rewarding experiences of my twenty-two years of pastoral ministry. One of 

the significant takeaways from the program has been that possessing a doctorate of 

ministry degree is a responsibility. It is a duty to faithfully and thoroughly exposit the 

Word of God with greater precision. Having been through this program and endured the 

crucible of the preaching project, I now understand the clarity and precision I must 

possess in my preaching in the future. The difference between an average sermon and an 

excellent one often has to do with accuracy in preparation and delivery. Overall, this 

project made me much more disciplined in my research methods and more exacting in 

my sermon preparation and delivery. The project exposed me to a higher level of 

resources, research methodology, specified concentration on particular subjects, and 
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clarity in my preaching than I have ever previously achieved. It is now my responsibility 

to take all I have learned and apply it to all areas of ministry.  

Second, this project affirmed the value of engaging in congregational feedback 

from my sermons. Constructive criticism can be challenging to come by in the ordinary 

course of ministry, so the input from the focus group was a critical tool in my growth as a 

pastor. I was astonished and humbled by the feedback from the focus group. Many of the 

member’s contributions were very thoughtful and heartfelt. Their comments were warmly 

encouraging and insightfully painful. Yet throughout these meetings, I felt reassured that 

they were doing their best to help me become a better preacher, which enabled me to 

receive their feedback without being defensive. The focus group’s comments helped me 

hear how my audience heard God’s Word communicated and allowed me to make 

changes that brought greater exactitude to my preaching. Their words profoundly assisted 

me, and I will have to utilize this resource going forward to help my future development 

as a pastor.  

Third, this project reminded me of the value of being self-reflective as a preacher. 

Due to the pressures and urgency of ministry, it is easy to forget to evaluate one’s 

preaching. One of the benefits of this project is that it forced me to slow down and listen 

to how I was communicating God’s truth. Apart from the focus group, I also recorded my 

thoughts on several sermons the day after preaching them. Furthermore, I received 

feedback from another pastor who has completed the doctoral program and incorporated 

his advice. My desire to grow as a preacher has only increased by the preaching project 

and my studies over the last three years at The Master’s Seminary. As my time in the 
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doctoral program ends, I hope to maintain a similar level of self-reflection as a preacher 

to continue improving for the sake of my Lord and the church.   

Lastly, studying Genesis, in particular, has given me a greater appreciation of the 

interconnectedness of the Scriptures. The specific emphasis of this project on God’s 

image has helped me see how a correct understanding of this doctrine affects other 

doctrines in the Scriptures. I am convinced that the neglect of the imago dei has led to 

many ills in the contemporary church and significantly impacted the doctrine of man and 

salvation.458 I would suggest that those graduating from the program receive clear 

instruction on this foundational doctrine. Having studied it at length, I now realize how 

this doctrine critically impacts one’s interpretation of many other doctrines in the Bible. I 

am hopeful that because of my increased understanding of this doctrine, I will now be 

better prepared to exposit the whole counsel of God. 

 

Recommendations for Further Study 

As I have preached on the early portions of Genesis, this project has helped me 

see how God’s people are starving for clear teaching on the Old Testament. Thus, I 

intend to preach regularly through Old Testament books such as Exodus, Numbers, 

Joshua, Judges, Psalms, Isaiah, and the Minor Prophets. My studies for this project have 

revealed how little my congregation understands the content and context of the Old 

Testament. I am preparing to preach through one OT book at the beginning of the new 

 
458 Sinclair Ferguson, “The Hope of God’s Image-Bearers,” YouTube, March 20, 2020, recorded 

sermon, 5:24 to 5:49, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VmAgUE5SiKc&ab_channel=LigonierMinistries. I believe that Dr. 

Ferguson is correct when he stated, “In my own view, this doctrine of the image of God has been one of the 

most neglected doctrines in the last hundred years of the Christian church and the evangelical church. And 

in many ways, it is an explanation of our current political and social climate.” 
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year. Additionally, I hope to preach through more of the Old Testament books in the 

coming years and demonstrate their connection to the meta-narrative of the Scriptures. I 

have already preached several expository messages on the attributes of God from the OT 

as a follow-up to my preaching project sermon series.  

As I reflect on the lessons learned in the duration of this program, I still have 

much to understand as a practitioner of God’s Word. Thus, at the close of my time in the 

Doctor of Ministry program, I am committed to reading materials beyond my current 

sermon series. This project has opened my eyes to several assets that I did not previously 

know about and challenged me to take my expositional skills to another level of 

proficiency. It has helped me rediscover the value of translating each passage I am 

preaching from the original languages into English. Before this program, I merely 

completed word studies in the original text but did not translate the whole passage 

regularly. It has become my standard routine as I prepare my sermon each week, and I 

have found it tremendously beneficial.  

And finally, I have found the discussion with other peers in the program an 

enriching aspect of the Doctor of Ministry program. Therefore, I hope to continue and 

maintain regular contact with several preachers I have gotten to know through this 

experience. Through these relationships, I hope alumni of the program will help me grow 

through continued peer evaluations in future years. I have already connected with 

graduates and those in the Master’s Fellowship who may be willing to exchange peer 

evaluations in the future. I am hopeful these regular check-ups on my preaching will aid 

me in further development as a minister of God’s Word. 
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Effects on the Church 

 The preaching project has had a profound effect on the people’s comprehension of 

the image of God, as has been demonstrated by comparisons of the pre-series and post-

series surveys. However, the long-term effects of the Doctorate program on the life of 

First Baptist Church of Auburn have extended far beyond the preaching project.  

 First, the program as a whole has required me to be much more disciplined in 

nearly every area of ministry, which has had a trickle-down effect on the church. As a 

result, there have been many changes to the church over the past three years. From simple 

things like a codified way of making announcements on Sunday mornings to better 

organizing staff meetings, elder meetings, and elder retreats. My involvement in this 

program has made nearly every church life level more coordinated and professional. 

Additionally, my sermon preparation time has become more efficient, allowing me to 

work ahead on future sermons and get to other church matters I would not have 

previously been able to accomplish. Thus, my increased workload has prepared me to 

work smarter and faster, increasing my productivity. 

 Second, my participation in the doctoral program reminded our church of the 

costs and the benefits of formal theological education. One cost of the D.Min. program is 

that I have been less available to the congregation and have had to take off time to attend 

classes or write portions of my dissertation. However, I am thankful that this did not 

create any difficulties over the past three years and grateful that our church has been open 

and supportive of my time at TMS. I have been encouraged by Church members and 

leaders regularly asking me how my schooling is coming and reminding me that they 

faithfully pray for me. Many churchgoers have expressed their delight in my growth as a 
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preacher and noted the positive benefits of my participation in the program. Additionally, 

I am forever indebted to the elders of our church for allowing me to develop further as a 

preacher by funding my educational cost (which led them to invest in our youth pastor’s 

education also). I believe that the church has a better appreciation of the value of 

theological education because they have watched how it has allowed me to grow into the 

preacher I am today. 

Third, the preaching project was a particular blessing to our congregation. The 

feedback from the people, the focus group, and the elder board were unanimously 

positive. Those who listened to the sermons expressed their appreciation for how much 

time and effort went into the series. Additionally, many church members have expressed 

interest in reading the final dissertation once it has been published. Much of the 

information I collected in my dissertation and preaching project was outdated, and the 

technical linguistic information was found in sources that were spread out and often 

disconnected. The sermon series helped to codify this information in a fresh way which 

helped our congregation understand why this doctrine is needed today. This preaching 

project was beneficial for our church in building a solid understanding of their value as 

individuals and the need to treat all people with dignity because they are God’s image-

bearers.  

Lastly, my pursuit of this degree has unexpectedly affected my family. Over the 

past three years, my kids have expressed their pride in my efforts in pursuing my degree. 

They have repeatedly commented on my determination and hard work, which has 

motivated them to work hard at their schooling. My wife has also expressed how she has 

been impressed with my dedication to this task. I realize that the Lord gets credit for 
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anything positive from this experience. I can only say that it has been nothing short of 

remarkable to see how my children and wife have been encouraged by my efforts to 

continue growing and becoming a better pastor. If this were the only benefit that had 

come out of this program, it would have been worth all of the time and money that has 

been spent. Such a blessing is an indescribable blessing. 

 

Application for Future Ministry 

 I believe that the doctoral program has prepared me for several opportunities in 

the future that have been on my heart. One of those opportunities is training pastors and 

leaders from other countries in expositional preaching. In the past three years, I have 

received several requests to train pastors overseas (in expository preaching) but could not 

do so because of my studies. Many pastors and missionaries in overseas contexts have 

related to me the great need for expositional preaching in other countries, which they 

believe is virtually non-existent. I hope to take the skills I have learned in the doctoral 

program to help them develop as preachers and teachers of the Bible. I have at least two 

opportunities to do so in the coming year that I hope will better equip others to 

communicate God’s Word.   

Second, I may attempt to take the work from my preaching project and turn it into 

a book. After my degree work is completed, I have considered the possibility of 

reworking my dissertation and publishing it in an easier to understand format. I believe 

that more biblical teaching on the image of God is needed and that few modern resources 

focus on the image of God. As I investigated this topic, I realized that much of the 

information was either too technical for the average person or too disconnected from 
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practical matters for them to discern its importance. I do not believe that this topic is too 

complex for the ordinary congregation member, but many need to see the practical 

connections of this doctrine with everyday life. It was my experience that once they were 

able to see how it intersected with daily living, they began to understand its critical 

nature. It may be time for a more modern resource to be written with the linguistic and 

technical information that also demonstrates this doctrine’s relevance to contemporary 

issues. Time and prayer will tell if the Lord would have me to do in the future or if others 

will write on this subject.  

 

Personal Reflections 

On a more personal note, I am thankful for the support of my wife and family for 

putting up with me being exceptionally busy for the past three years. I look forward to 

taking my wife out to dinner more often and thanking her for the support she has given to 

me. Additionally, I am glad I will have more time with my children, participating in their 

sports, the arts, and other activities. I am thankful for the Lord’s sustaining strength to see 

me through this program and the project. When I signed up three years ago, I wasn’t sure 

I would make it to the end of this program, but the Lord has graciously brought me 

through it all. I prayed that God would use this doctoral program to help me be a better 

preacher and pastor, and I pray that it is true. Sola de Gloria! 
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